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PREFACE

Evaluationjs an essentialelem nt of every social studies program.

DecreaseN fundihg levels and increa ed emphasis on accountability make

this observat especial*. true today.

Yet many )educators know little about effective evaluation'. They

are unaware oftthe range ot evaluation techniques that may be applic"able
e ,0

to their pro 4Pams, and they are unsure of how to use the-data they do '

collect. EilAcators often find the literatbre in the field difficult to

translate ii*o terms that staff and participants can apply on a day-to-,

day basis. r

In pripenting* series of w rkshops to law-related education proj-
.

ect person9el nationwide, the st ff of the Law-Related Education Eval-
.

uation Tecnical As'sistance Project, succeeded in making the ttansition

frOm the esoteric to the,practical. They developed a general evaluation

model and,ismrkshon activities that are easy for project staff to use

(1) to invove their own evaluation designs and use\evaluation results
4

to improv4 their,programs and (2) to help project participants, Includ-
,A

ing teatOks, develop skills in susih'g a variety of evaluation tech-
g,

niques. wtiie the exiMpleS used in the model and act'vitiet are diawn

from law-If:elated education, both tgols are equally ap licable to evalba-.

tion of other social studies programs.

TlIsjYthis publicatiOrvill lie most directly applicable to klose--
1,

involved in the growing law-relatedieducation movement-,--but,..it will also
_.- --

be a useft4.source of materials.=that-can be adapted to other usest It.
------ r.

it wieh tgar_intent-that ERIC/ChESS and SSEC cnoperate in the publication
----1-'-

----Of this handbook. .

James E. Davis

AssoCiate Director, SSEC and ERIC/ChESS.
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.INTRODUCTION

This handbook was originally designed to be a practical guide to

help law-related educaiion (LRE) project personnel develop and implement

eva'avation plans for their projects, but the plinciples.and guidance
4

proyided are equally applicable to other areas, of the social studies as

The first section of the handbook presents a model for evaluating
/

LRE projects. This model provides an'overy4ew of the evaluation, process

and general suggest,iOns for the questions'and issues that need to be

addressed.in planning and condlictingn effective program evaluation.

,The second seCtion includes specyfic activities that a projec

director or other leader canl'use to teach the concepts and skills neces-
, /

sary for effective evaluation of L E programs to their staffs and to
r-.

others involved in LR.E actixitigs, While cietailed lesson plans are ,

included to facilitate ready use/of the activities, they can'be adapted,

revised, and used according toAhe leader's particular needs, stylej.and,.,

time schedule. The wcAshop taterials can also beadapted to include

examples drawn from other a eas of the social 'studies thua making them

more broadly applicable. llusbrationa of how:thdactivities might be

UsZa in differentworksh p formats are presented ir Appendix A.--

An:annotated bibliography concludes the liandbook. This bibliography

includes a luief lis of commercially available,resources that might

rePresent a "core/evaluation,lii3rary. A longer list of applicable

resources in the RIC system is also providerd. All the resources listed

are general, ra her than focusinvonly upon' law-related education. Thus,

they will be o,f interest to educators in all facets ot the social studies.
*11

field. Apperidix.B contains a list of LRE projects that have develued

instrumentation for use in their own evaluations. fhis list is keyed to

the grad, level/purposes for which thk instrumentation was devdloped,

thus facilitating use of the list to identify sources of instrumentation

that may be useful to a project addreSsing a similar audience/purpose.

II
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A MODEL FOR EVALUATIk LRE PROJECT5

This program evaluation model,is a pragmatic effort to assist law-

related education pregram Personnel in more effectively evaluating their
,

programs. A variety of approiches to evaluation can be taken--

qualitative, quantitative, and,goal-free to mention a few. The model

,described here incorporaees soMe aspects from many of these approaches,

buL it is certainly not the oilly way to evaluate an educational program.

It is, however, a pragmatic/approach to evaluation,'an approach that

will hen project personnel conduct evaluations thit'provide results

which can be used to mak programmatic improvementg as well as to

determine program impact. This pragmatic model.assnmes that the "pro-

grams to be evaluated'aie based upon a needs assessment-and upon values.

and policy decisions t/at are reflected in their goals and'objectives.
% P

Although these steps 'have not been included in the model, it is

important, for projects that are just beginning to conduct a needs'

assessment, male policy decisions based upon explicit values, relate

program goals to the needs statement, and derive specific objectives

from important variables identified by the needs assessment.

Figure 1 is a diagram of.the model, whose steps are described

below.

Identify/Clarify Project Goals

The initial kep in evaluating an ongoing LRE program is to iden-

tify and clarify the program's.goals.' Goals are "statements, usually

general and abstract, of desired st'atep in human eonditions and social

environments."* They, are general statements hdt should be closely

related to the program rationale. Goals ar an expression of the end

conditions that the program seel:s to achieve; they establish' a direction

fbr developing 4ecific objectives that can ,be meaured.

^doals can be divided into two 'broad categories--programmatic and

instructional. Programmatic goals are broad, general statements of what
. .

acti4ities and organizational changes the program seeks to initiate.

.*Peter H. Rossi, Howard E. Freeman, and Sonia R. Wright, Evaluationr,

11

.A Systematic Approach (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1979), p..-54.

4
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IDENTIFY/CLARIFY
PROJECT GOALS

REPORT FINDINGS
WIRE JUDGMENTS
'AND'SUMMATIVE
USED IN MAKIN

Figure I

A MODEL FOR EVALUATING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

) USE ANALYSIS T
ND PROVIDE FORMATIVE
EEDBACk THAT CAN BE
PROGRAMMATIC DECISIONS

ANALY E DATA
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IDENTIFY/CLARIFY ,

OBJECTIVES RELATED
TO,GOALS

4- +- 4-- I
COLLECT DATA.

IDENTIFY ACTIVITIES NEEDED
TO ACHIEVE' PROGRAMMATIC S.
INSTRUCTONAL OBJECTIVES%

4.
DETERIiINE PURPOSE AND

.SCOPE'0 THE EVALUATION 4,

to/Ew THE RESEARCH DESIGN

1. Identify types of evidence

2. Identify criteria foT suc-
.

/. cess

3. /Identify location of evi-
/ dence

4. Identify an appropriate
research design arkdata
collection techniqUes

5. Consider control group
issues

6. Select/develop instru-

. ments
7: Consider reliability/

validity issues
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They can describe final states of organizations, processes, or aeivi-
.

,Q , a

ties that will be conducted. Instructional goals describe in broad
.

...

terms what program participants are to know-, feel, or do as a :rtsult of

their participation. For example, a programmatic goal might.be to
,

establish a law-related education component 'next year in all of the

' ninth-grade civics classes in the Fall River School District. An

instructionaL goal might be for students in the ninth-grade'civics

classes to learn about the American legal system. .

t *
Identifying And clarifying goals .involves several processes.

.

'First, it is importdnt to determine that ihe goal's listed in program

descriptions are actually the goals pursued' by all project staff 4nd

/_,..)5hat the listed goals have the same meaning for everyone. 'Often a dis-

cussion of these issues reveals that project staft have different/inter-
.

)pretations of their program's goals. In this event it is important to

establish consensus regarding goals.
/

A second part of the identification and clarification precess is'

determining whether-a goal can be translated into measurable objectives%

This requires considering what a goal means in terms of the Character-

istics of the program 07 student learning. Measuring 4chievement of a

programmatic goal, is generally.easier than measuring achievemenC of an
?

-instructional goal. If the evaluator knows what material was presented

_in ninth-grade civics classes one year,tdetermining whether more law-
Q

.

related issues were addressed the succeeding year would be relatively
t

simple. Measuring learning about the law, on the other hand, requfres

that someone define exactly what it is about the law that students are

to learn. This type of assessment is much more difficult:

Another consideration,is
)
the appropriateness of the goals. Are

they appropriate given the financial and personnel resources available

to the project? Do they seem attainable in light of cUrrent research on

the topic?

Once goals have been written to be congruent with these considera-

tions,)the evaluator is ready to determine which goals are Trogradnatic

and which are instructional. This distinction is impov.ant; because the

two typts of goals often require different evaluation techniques, focus-
,

ing upon each type individually will facilitate tile evaluation. 'The,

distinction is often fuzzy, however, primarily becaute programmatic



goals are the stepping-stones through which instructional goals are

achieved. This relationsh4 is the source of much of the confusion and

ambiguity in classifying goals.

For practical,purposes, instructional goals for educational set-
.

tings 'can.be defined as those'goals that can Ultimately be measured in

-terms of,impact upon the knowledge, skills, and attitudes ofia student

group. Any 'group that is expected to gain in, knowledge, skills or

attitude9 as a result of some treatment can be called a student group.

Far example, if teachers are to learn,new classroom -skills during a
<

workshop, thei-a-re the student group with regard to the learning ol
-

those skills.

When instructiondl goals are efaborated as objectives, their

achievement can be assessed by measuririg ihanges in student behavior.

Programmatic goals, on the other hand, are associated with the activi-

ties which indirectly influence students and contribute to changes in '

knowledge, skills; or attitudes. Programmatic goals are generally

evaluated by ndting the behavior of program personnel. Many program-
,

matic goal's are reduced to objkctives that can be measured in two

ways--by recording whether an
Pevent occurred and by'measuring the,

quality of the rrocesses related to the eVent.

s.

Identify/Clarify Project Qbjectives

After separating programmatic from instrUctional goals, the eval-

uator must begin to identify. +clarify the objectives associated with

each goal, EvalUators have defined programmatic and instructional
ey

objectives in a variety of ways; the descriptions below indicate how

theSe terms Were defined in developing this,Model. Programmatic objec-

tives refer to successful completion of a series of related activities

that are necessary to achieve th'e broad program goals. These objectives

focus upon activities that do not directly involve student.learning.

For exampre, recruiting_teaohers, -Selecting materials, and budgeting

funds would be p-rogrammatic objectives.,as'sociated with the goal of'
,

-initiating LRE in ninth-grade civics classes throughout the district.

Instructional objectives speci6 what learners will be able to do

after participating in the program that they could not Ao before.

Instructional objectives can be written with varyIng degrees of speci-

6
12
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ficity. tile lowest a'cceptabla keveL, they focus on describing A ,

. .

bebdvior.that'Will demonstrate that learning has Occurred., For example,

"Stddentsw.ill beatile to describe six roles in a criminal court czse"

is a loosely w ritten ol4ective4 The,most sPecific instructional objec-,
ar.

tives specify-levels and conditions Of perfoimance. For exaMple, a very_

rfgorous instructional objective'that might^bp.aspociated with the goal

of..haviVg students rearn about rhe criminal law system is, "Whengivenjp.

list of six roles in a criminal court case, 8 yercent of'the

will be able to write a brief description of eaCh role, men'tioning 90%

percent af the characteristics of each."

Instructional objectives should:'

1. FoCus'Upon student learning.

2. Identify an observable behavior that deplonstrates learning.

3. Relate directly to a broad instructional goal.

4. Allow flexibility in instructional materials and procedures.

5. "Be appropriate for the developmental level.of the audience.

6. Be relevant to the needs of the audience.

7. Be categorized as cognitive, affective, or skill objectives.

8. Be eredlistic. Changes that are not likely to.result from

participation .in.the program should not be included as objec-
,,

tives.

Evaluators Aould revieW each objective carefully to determine that it,

, meets these criteria. Objectives which do not should be rewritten.

Before the objectives are rewritten, the project staff should ee

involved in precisely defining the objectives. Staff involvement will'

help to establish conseneus about objectives and will provide the eval-

.uator with a comprehensive overview-of the project.

Identify Activities Necessary to Achieve Programmatic and Instructional

, Objectives

After identifYing and clarifying objectives, the evaluator and

program staff should identify the,activities neaded to aChieve-each

objective. For programmatic objecfives, activities are defined as those

actions which must be successfully completed in order to achieve pro-

grammatic objectives. These activities generally do not directly-
_

involve students. For example, sending training announcements'to

7
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principals_might be one activity associated with the program objective

of recruiting teachers for an LRE training program. Imstructional

activities are those actions intended to produce changes in the, knowl-

edge, skills, or attitudes of students; they do involve students

directly. Tor example, having students participate in

might be an instructional activity associated witti die

having students be -able to list six roles involved in a

case.

a mock trial

objective of
4

criminal court

Identificatioh of 'programmatic and instructional actiNities is

important for several reasons. Pirst; it may IT.14lp program personnel

'discover flaws in their program design: Perhaps some necessary steps

thave been overlooked. Second, it provides the evaluators with a handy

cheCklist fcir assessing project progress in the area of programmatic

objectives. This is' especially true i the activities are time-lined.

It also provides the evaluators with target activities'aboUt which to

collect data. The evaluator thus gains some idea about where activities

'related to various aspects of the program will occur. This knowledge is

helpful as the evaluator begins to consider specific kinds of data

.needed to determine how well the program is meeting its objectives.

Determine Purpose and Scope of Evaluation

,Next, the evaluator should meet with project personnel and evalua-

tion sponsors in order to determine the purpose of the evaluation:

About what areas are they most concerned? About what topics do the5T

want data? What do they intend to do with the findings? To what audi-

ences will the 'findings be presented and what will those audiences do

with the findings?

It is essential to determine in advance who expects what from the

evaluation and what they intend to do with what they learn,. This infor-

mation is useful in a k7ariety of ways. First, it helps the evaluator

focus upon the most needed data. For example, School boakl members may

be interested in the effect of LRE upon attendance because many states

base their reimbursement rates to,districts upon the inumber of students

present per day. If effects on attendance were only a'minor project
.

objective and resources for evaluation were scarce, an evaluator might

not collect attendaRce data without advance knowledge that the board was

8 4



interested in it. Second, this information i hepful in selectihg data

collecti,p techniques. Some audiences will (Ally be impressed by 'hard"'
.

statistical data while others are more interested in the detail and

.,ichness provided by qualitative techniques. Identification of audi-

ences and their preferences may inffuence the types of data collection

and analysis procedpres adbp,ted.

Third, many evaluators hope to provide information that will be

useful to program personnel and assist them in making programmatic deci-

-sions. By identifying what program persons want to knoW and what they

intend to do with data, the evaluator can focus the evaluation on areas

that will address those needs. Another benefit of identifying audiences

and their needs,is that this knowledge is useful when selecting appeo-

priate means for presenLng findings. A gene-nal narrative summary with

some anecdotal evidence may be appropriate for community groups, while,a

sophisticated, statistical treatment may be more appropriate for a

federal funding agency.

In addition, this phase provides another opportunity to establish

congruence between the goals and objectives pursued by program personnel

and those evaluated. Determining the purpose and scope of the evalua-

tion will help to assure that the evaluation addresses actual needs and

that the results used.

This phase of the evaluation should ailso be used to determine when

and how formative feedback will be provited. Formative feedback is

information about how well a project'is operating that is provided to

project personnel periodically during the lifetime of the project. This

is opposed to summative feedback, which generally assesses a program's

impact at the end of the project. It is important to establish in

advance how evaluation findings will be provided to the project staff so

that they can use the information to make grogrammatic decisions.

Developing the Research Design

The initial steps in the evaluation model have had a linear rela-
..

tionshi0. The next step, however, can be best understood as a collec-

tion of issues and questions which must be addressed before conducting

the evaluation. In many instances these issues and questio6 are, inter-

related, and an answer to one may make answers to others obvious. The

9
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issues and questions do nO't,:need do be addressed in order, but a

response to each should be developed by 'the conclusion of this step.
. .

During.this,phase, therevaluator §hoVd. consider the f011owing seven

issues:
.) .t

1. What types of evidence voght be,used to determine if an objec-

tive has been echieved? An esSential step in the development of a

research design is the identification of what types of information are

needed-to assess the achievdment bf objettives: If the objectives have'
Aso

been written rigorously, specifYing behaviors; conditions for measure-

ments, and criteria"for success, this question does not need to be'

addr ssdd again. However3 if the project staff has written looser

ob)e tives, the evaluator,must consider What evidence would indicate

that ah objective has been'eChieved. For eiample, student responses to

a request to describe six roles in a'criminal court case would be evi-

dence that would suggest the degree to which an instructional Objective

had been achieved. The presence of teachers at a training meeting might

be evidence to indicate echievemene of a programmatic objective.

Identifying types of evidence that would be useful in determining

how'well objectives have been achieved provides an evaluator with a

, target for data collection efforts. Knowing what types of evidence are

needed helps the evaluator determine what kinds of data should be col-
.

lected. gften, a variety.of types.of evidence Can be identified 'for

each objective. Ideally, information about all of these types of evi-

dence would be collected. If data from several sources is collected byQ,

,using1dikferent collection techniques, triangulation can'be 'used.

Triangulation is the process Of comparing data from different- sour;ces4

but relating to the same topics.' If the data from different sourtes are

congruent, stronger conclusions can be drawn than if the data were

derived from only one source.

Realistically, however, financiaf and time limitations often Make

collection of data from multiple'souroes impossible. The evaluator must

choose from the various,types of evidence identified thdse which will

provide the best evidence while being capable of being collected within

the project's financial and 011ie constraints.

In considering the kind's of evidenCe to be used, the evaluator must

'recognize that there are different levels of evidence. For exampld, if

1.6
4

4
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an evaluator wants to determine if students knOw L)14 to file a claim in

small claims court, a very direct assessment would be to ask students to

file claims and observe what they-do. A/less direct way would be for

the evalubtor to ask students to indicate how much they know about filing

claim. The least direct way might be to)ask Qu.teacher how much the

students know. Generally, the more direct the Level of evidence, the
.

better data it will provide.

2. What, are the criteria foi,success for each type of evidence
-7

identified? It is important for instructional and programmatic objec=

tiveg that irivolve a quality assessment to include criteria for success%

For example, if.an instructional objective is to have students describe

six roles in a criminal court trial, ,the number of correct responses

that constitutes success must be identified. Must all students describe

all six roles in order for the objectivR to be achieved? Has the objec
, tive been achieved if 15 percent of the students correctly describe five

.roles? Similarly, if 60 percent of participating teachers indicate that

they are using new techniques in their classrooms, has a programmatic

objective been aohieved? These questions can only be answered after the

evaluator determines precise,criteria for measuring successful achieve

ment of objectives in light of each type of evidence identified as being.

.related,to each objective. Criteria can be reasonably developed in two.

wayd. First, a review .of.the relevant literature will indicate what has

been achieved previously and suggest appropridte expectations,for the

objective being considered. However, if,relevant research data are

scant or unavailable, discussing appropriate criteria for success with

persons knowledgeable abbut the target population will Ye the more

feasible approach.

3. Where can the desired evidence most likely be found? This step

Oimply involves determining where one could find the type of evidence

identified previously. For example, program fifes would be aqikely

location for copies of phe rester'of teachers attending an LRE training

program. Supporting evidence in the form of workshop evaluations,

budgets, .11id an'agenda might also be found there. Sources of informa-
-

tion about changes in teachers' classroom behavior might include the

teacher, students, other teachers, and supervisory personnel. By

identifying sources of evidence, the'evaluator adds more structure to



the eve uation effort. The evaluator can.then identify sites that will

require-permission belore data can be gathered, and.the pro'Cess of

securin necessary permissions can begin. The evaluator can also group

by soui4 ehe kinds of evfdence needed. This grouping may be helpful if

the. eval ator wants to collect all.of the information from one source at

one time Identifying sources of evidence thus assists the evaluator in.

-managing he evaluation process.

4. What type of research design is most appropriate and what are

the tost appropriate methods for collecting evidence? A variety of
e

,factors should be considered before these questiong are avswered. At

the very least, the evaluaor should review the purposes of:the evalua-*

tion and the audiences that will be receiving evaluation data. In

instances where, having a great deal of information atibut prograM

processes at a limited nupber of sites is desirable, a _qualitative case

study design may, be most appropriate. Case study designs attempt to

prolilife' a holistic description of a site. They seek to,describe a set-'

ting or organization as the "natives" see J.e. Descrtption of patteins

and regularities provid the basls for making conclusions and judgments.

In instances where concern focuses upon program impact, a 'quantita-'
1/

;

tive scientific or quasi-scientitic research design may be best. Such

designs attempt to determine how a small number of iridependent variAles
I/

influence a small number of dependent variables. This approach tries to

determine how a specific treatment influences a target group by comparing

a small number A variables in the target group toe die same variables in

a similar group.

For most evaluations, a blend of quantitative and lualitative tech-

niques is appropriate. Although both techniques can be used in both

A

summative and formative evaluations, quantitative technique atv more

commonly used to measure impact upon narrow and precisely defined vari-

ables while qualitative methods are most commonly used when it is diffi-

cult -to.isolate variables or when.the,evaluation is primafily concerned

with processes. Qualitative methods include such techniques'as open-
.

11endea interviews, open-ended questionnaireS, 'obsrvational records,

collected field documents, and logs written by participants. Qual)tita-, 4

I/tive techniques are those.approaches which.seek to assign numerical
_-

values to the data assembred. This approach uses techniques such as

12
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forced-choice questionnaires, structured observations, checklists,

structured interviews, and formal tests. Data in these forms %can be

converted into numerical form, permitting simple but useful statistical

treatments as well as more sophisticated treatthents involving computers.

One critical concern in selecting a research design and data col-

lection strategies is cost. Generally, assembling good qualitative data

requires extensive investment inTerson-hours, which is costly. On the

other hand, qualitative data is often the most useful in making program-

matic decisions and adjustments. Quantitative data may be processed by

hand,, bUt more sophisticated treatments may require-a considerable co&s

Outer budget. The evaluator must therefore consider how to allocate

evaluation resources in order .to gather the most useful data.

5. ',Should control groups be used and if so, what kind? The issueS

of whether or not to use a control group and if so, how to select it,

can be rather complicated. Ideally, a control group is a group that is
I

identical to'the experimental group in all respects except for the vaii-

able or ;Characteristic being tested. Comparing the results obtained for

the experi'ental group with those of the control group increases the,

evaluator's confidence in any conclusion that changes in the expeYimental

4'

group wer due to the special treatment of them and not to some other

variable; In other words, the ideal control group would 'tell the eval-
.

uator what happeA if the experimental treatment is not used.

The ideal is, of course, difficult or impossible to achieve in'

reality. An example can illustrate some of the problems. SuPpose you

are evaluating the effects on student knowledge of a new LRE curriculum

in an American government class. Your experimental c1ess is the clask

receiving instructionin this new material. You give the students a

test of their knowledge of the material at the end (-)..f the seMeSter and

find that they score 80 percent.correct on the average. What should you

use as the control group?

You could pick anotheK class in American government that is not

rir receiving instruction in the new 1,RE curriculum,. But is thid control

class really identical td the experimental class in all respects except

the experimental treatment? Are their intelligence and motivation levels
. -

identical? Cap you be sure they are not learning the Material in another

form? IS-their initial knowledge level of the material identical to the

1 b3
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experimental class? Are'they as.homogeneous a group as the experimental

group?_

To the exsent that you don't know whether the experimental and

conerol groups are identical, it Kill be difficult or even(impossible to

interpret your reSujts. In the above example, in which the experimental

group scored 80 percent, how would you interpret the,results if the

control group scored 85 percent? Does this mean the new LRE curricqlum

was not effective? NOt necessarily. Perhaps the control.group was more

intelligent or generally cire knowledgeable. Perhaps a few individuals

had some unusual experiencevwhich brought.the class average up. In

short, if the experimental and control groups are,not absolutely iden-

tical (which they never can be), problems in interpreting the resu)ts

may arise. (Note that xhe same problems of interpretation would 'Occur

whether the experimental group scores higher A lower than rhe controls.)

In practice, the trick is,to try o identify the major,variables

that could make a dilierence, and look for a control group as similar as

posslble on these variables. Sometimts, advanced,statisbical techniques

can be used xo factor,out known differences; thiS is a Jo for an expert

statistician.. Also, ,the evaluator must make sure there is no inadvertent

treatment of the,control group that could confound the results.

? One of the most frequently used methods is.to use the same students

as
/
their own conerol--usually by administering a pretest aS,well as a

posttest. There are pitfalls here, too, however. For example; simply

taking a. test tyice can result in improved,scores the second time. Or,r
4.

unexPeceed or unknown events occurring between the pre and posttsts

can affect the posttest scores. Or some special situation, unknown to

the evaluator, may have affected peiformance on ei er test--0-rhaps the

pretest-m4as given late in the afternoon andxhe posttest early in the
-

morning.

The above discussion is not meant to discourage the use of control

groups, but.rather to point out Oie complexities inherent in their use

and to encourage the evaluator to think through the implications of any

particular control group selection in interpreting the,results:

6. What instruments are available for collecting evidence or what

instruments must be constructed? Two common mistakes occur in addressing

this issue: to completely adopt existing instruments developed for

20 11
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similar programs or to immediately begin to write items and develop

instruments. Both of these practices should be avoided. Using an

existinvevaluation instrument without modification is fraught with

,dangers. Often an'instrument designed for use withNene project will

'give ery poor results when used with .another ,Project because the

instrument addresses the specific objectives'of the first project and is

not appropriate for any project-with different objectives. Hbwever,

individual items from existing instruments may b'e useful in.assessing

achievement of objectives for other programs. This approach may be

particularly advisable if there are national nerms for the existing

items and the testing populations are similar.

It is equally mistaken to immediately developing instruments

without surveying the field to determde what is available. Although.,it

is unlikely that existing instruments will bc totally:Isatisfactorywith-

out mobification, ir is possible that existing instruments can be adapted

or individual items selected from them, thus saving time and perhaps

providing items with' established reliability and validity.
,

Thus, the evaluator should begin the process of instrument construc-

tion by.reviewing what is available and assessing its applicability in

light of project objectives. Items that can be used without change or

with-modifications should be adopted. The evaluator should then develop

items to assess achievement of objectives f.or which no,existing items

were foudd. The project staff should critique the items in order to

establish that they addresb project objectives and arc appropriaie lor-

the target audience. Instruments should also be field tested. The

evaluator should enter the field test with specific questions in mind.

Some of the more commonly asked questions are: How long does it take to

administer this initrument? ls the instrument appropriate to tile target

audience?..-Is the instrument reliable? ls it valid?

7. What leveli'of.reliability and validity are acceptable? Reli-

ability is the degree to which'an instrument'produces identical results

when administered Oridei identical conditions. Without a reliable instru-

ment,. Comparing tests administered to similar groups' at different times

is difficult.- Validity refers to the degree to which an instrument

actually measures what it purports to Measure.' Obviously; if an instru-
.

ment does not do this, it cannot provide an accurate assessment of

achievement of program objectives.
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High degrees of reliability and validity are clearly desirable.'

The more reliable and valid instruments are, the greater' the amount of

.confidence one can have in conclusions based upon analysis of data

.gathered with them. Often an evaluation section within a school dis-

trict or a graduate university class can help to deterndne test and item.

reliability and validity.

Collect Data

After considering the questions and issues related to developing

the research design, the evaluator should collect and organize data.

The data collection effort should be carefully monitored using a time

line. The evaluator, in cooperation with program staff, should,deter-

mine when data about each indicator willhe collected. This information

should be charted and used to guide the evaluation schedule. Data col-

lected should he listed on the chart. This process will allow the eval-
,

uator to identify what data is needed at any point in the process, help7

ing to avoid the problem of realizing near the end of an evaluation that

data about three indicators are missing.

Many systems can be used to organize data. For the most part, it

is a matter of personal preference which is used, but any system should

meet certain requirements. First, as data is collected, it'should be

filed in a logical manner that will facilitate easy retrieval and identi-

fication of missing information. In addition, the data collection and

filing system should guarantee the privacy of those involved. If pos-
.

sible', maintaining multiple copies of all data is advisable; thus, if

data is lost from one location, it can be reCOnstructed: Finally,

access to data ghould be limited to those who need it. This policy helps

to control data loss and protects the privacy of subjects.- .
4

VAnalyze Data

The next step in The evaluation process is data analysis. For [

qualitative evaluations this process occurs simultaneously *with data/

collection. As data ks gatheted, the evaluator studies it for trends

and patterns. As these emerge, dafa is filed according to these emerging

findings anethe evaluator identifies methods of testing the findings 1?.y

looking for additional support and contradictiont.
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Quantitative data analysis, however, generally occurs at specified

. points in the programmatic procesusually near the end,of the evalua-
-
ti4n process._Pre- and posttest data can usually be computer analyzed

at.phe-S-aMe tide, although exceptionally large samples may necessitate

thewocessing of pretest data shortly after collection.

I'Qften the analysis of quantitative data involves the use .Rf infer-
.-

,

.4 entiastatist'ics, statistical tests'that provide information regarding

the Pikelihood'that reSults could have occurred,by chance, rather than
4

becausePLof program activities. The use of inferential statistics i

necessar' whenever the evaluator wants tb make an inferente about a
. .

Tal pdpylation from the dat% obtained from just a sample:' Common

techniqueg% include chi-square, t-tests, and analysis of variance.

Assistance 4n computing thesesstatistics can often be obtained from a
4

local testilft or evaluation-person dr from a nearby college.
;0

" Evaluators should try tn synthesize the findings from the quanti-
/, i

tative and qualitative ftdMponents df Oie,evaluation. Frequently, quali-
.

tative data,can,, be used to explain quantitative findings. This holistic
.a.

.

approach to ev4luatidn prgVides a more satisfactory evaluation of pro-

zram processes.and impact Oan dichotomiiing findings along quantitative-
. .

. ,
. ...

i'qualitati4e lineg'..

'Repeirt Findings 'vl,

. The mext tatk-is to report the findings. In presenting findings,

Elie evaluator must..often deal with two conflicting requirements:

(11 ti.ie,Penting the Ota in a way that the audience will understalld in

the amount of time.they are willing to give to the task and (2) P-resene=,,

. ,

ingl:p. e data accurately, without masking its subtleties and qualifica-
, v

tions,and without the distortions that can accompany simplification and lip
,

summafizationof data. Here, a creative use-of descriptive statistics

k

is in order. These statistical techniques provide ways to describe a
,,

group and to communicate its essentiaj characteristics quickly and

easily.. Common techniques include the use of charts and graphs, and

such Statistics asemeans,.medians, standard deviations, and correlation

.coefficients.
.

In the case of formative evaluation, reporting should occur formally

several times during the life of the eyaluation. Informal reportihg

4
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will probably occur more-frequently. ,Formal feedback usually takes one

of two"forms: (I) a written report provided to program,personnel or

(2) verbal communication with the project staff. Both forms are lhighly

useful. A written record provides the sxaff with-an unchanging document

to which all can turn to identify successes and failures, thui reducdng

ambiguity.and confusion about what the evaluator found. On the otber

hand, verbal communications can provide the flexibility needed to address

the concerns of the project staff. This approach allows the evaluator

to respond to the unique concerns of various program personnel, but it
.

has the weakness of being subject to,misinterpretation and skewed percep

tions. Therefore, both written and, verbal feedback .are suggested. In

preparing formative feedback in any format, the evaluator should indicate,

the degree to which goals and objeclives have been achieved, make judg

ments; and offer suggestions and recommendations.

Summative assessment almost always assumes the form of a final

evaluation ei-epiirt. This report should be written with the intended

audience in mind. If there have been additions to the audience origf
,,

nally identified, the new audiences' needs and interests should be

addressed. Unless the evaluator has other guidelines, the most logical

means for organizing the final report is to report the findings by goal

and objective. Eacb sedtion should indicate the degree to which the

subject goal and objectives were achieved. It is also important to

remember that a primary purpose of most evaluations is to provide infor

mation' for use in making progtammatic decisions. Therefore, in a sum

mative report ehe evaluator may want.to include a section of recommenda

tions and'suggestions for program perionnel, as well as for the funding

- agency; if that is appropriate.

. 0
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A FACILITATOR'S GUIDE FOR PROVIDING LRE EVALUATION ASSISTANCE

This section of the handbook contains 14 workshop.activities for

uSe with project staff and others involved in LRE activities. The

activities are designed to help those persons understand the steps in

the evaluation model described in the preVious section and to develop

the skills needed to implement those steps.

The handbook activities are adaptable to a variety of situ*ations

and curriculum or program objectives. We recognize that workshops in

which LRE project directors or other leaders have enough time to present
-

all.or even most of the activities will be rare. In addition, project

staff -or participating teachers and administrators may already have ade-

quate understanding of some steps-in the evaluation process and/or may

not need to be familiar with all the steps. We have therefore designed

the activities so that leaders can select those acxivities which seem

most appropriate, arranging_them in the order that best meets their

needs. Thus, one leader may use:selected activities in a single work-
.

shop, another may use nearly all of the activities in a workshop series,

and a third may use only one or two activities to teach staff about a

particular evaluation technique. We also encourage educators working in

ottier areas of the social studies to vary the examples used in the

activities--now drawn exclusive,iy from LRE--63.make them applicable to
.

the particular content with which their participants are working.

Two aids to planning.a workshop agenda are presented. The chart oR

the next page provides a brief overview of each activity, the length of

time required, the step of the model to which the 'activity is related,

and a list of the materials needed. All handouts and transparencies

listed as being required are provided as black-line masters following*

the activity in which they are used; copies will need to be made. The

facilitator will need to supply any underlined materials. Appendix A

illustrates how the activities can be used in.different workshop

configurations.
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No. Title

"Related Step
Description Time Req'd' in &del%

1 Determining'Priorities None; introductory tank order, discussion 30-45 minutes

2 The Evaluation Process in LRE All Lecture/discussion 20-30 minutes

3 Coals for LRE Card sort, discussion 1 hour

4 Stating LIE Objectives

Organizing ind ReflninalLRE tale

and Objectives

2

1

Worksheet, discussion

Worksheet, discussion

1 -11/2 hours

hoors

0

6 Evaluation Techniques and Law- 4-5 irainstorming, worksheet, discuslion 30-45 minutes

Related EduCation Questions

7 A Variety of Evaluation Techniques 5 Reading, discussion
o

45-60 inutes

Indica'tors and Techniques 5 Individual or msall-group planning 2-3 hours

'

9

10

'Using Likert Scales to Evaluate

Student Attitudes

Using Multiple-Choice Tests to

' Evaluate Student Learning

5

5

e

Worksheets, discussion, item

development

Worksheets, discussion, item

development

3 hours

2 hours

11 Using Interviews to'Collect Teacher

and Student Data

5 Role 'day, Instrument development,

'discussion

2-1 hours

0
12 . Using Observations to Evaluate 5 Brainstonming, discussion, role play 1-11/2 hours

Role Play*

13 Collecting Data and Organizing Files 6 Reading, discussion 15 minutes

4 ' k......

14 Analyzing and Reporting Data:

Selecting the Appropriate

7.8 Lecture/discussion, worksheets,

small-group problem solving

3 hours

Descriptive Statistics'

*Steps in model:

1identify/clarify project goals

2-14etify/clarify objectives related to goals

3- -tdeniify activities needed to achieve progrmmmatic snd instructionil objectives

4determine purposesnd scope of the evaluation,

5develop the' h design

6collect dsts

7...analyze data

8= -report findings

Selz pp. 3-17 for a detailed ezplanation of theas'steps

**All handouts and transparencies are provided as black-line masters following the activities; copies wilt need t6 be role.

The facilitator will need to supply any underlined materiels.

110 111/81 111111 .110 SO 1111 11.11 111111 Ira 11111 11111 11111 11/11 1111"

e.

Materials Needed**

Q

Handout lf

Transparency 1, Handout 2, overhead

PESISEIV:

ME goals cards, 'Handout 3,

Handouts 4-7

Handouts f2 and 8

Handout; 11 and 10, newsprint and marking

pens or chalkboard and chalk

Handout 11

Handouts 2 and 12, newspeint and marking

14!

Handouts 13-17,4mwsprint and marking

pens or chalkboard and chalk

Handouts 18-21

Handouts 22-24, newsprint and marking

pens or chalkboard and chalk

Handouts 25-27, newsprint and marking

pens or chalkboard and chalk, bog of

powdered sugar, shoe, signs indicating

various locations in house, card-

board or real television

Handout 28

Handouts 29-32', newsprint, marking_ pepg

aa
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ACTIVITY 1:

DETERMINING PRIORITIES

Introduction: Ed4ators, especially teachers, do not usually'place a

very high priority on evaluation. The purpose of this rank-Order activ-

ity is to clarify that evaluation is one of many important activities in

which LRE teachers must, engage. The activity will set the tone for your

asking the pa'rticipants to place more value on evaivation, but not to

drop everything to develop and administer pretests and posttests.

Objectives: Participants will be able to--
,

1. Identify those LRE activities upon which they place the most,-

importance.

-2. State the main reasons for their particular priority rankings.

3. State several reasons why it is important not to forget about

evaluation in conducting LRE, projects.

Time: 30-45 minutes

Materials Needed: Handout'l

Procedure:

1. Begin by stating that teachers of,law-related education,engage

in many important activities and that the purpose of this exercise is to

clarify,how they door would prioritiit those activities that compete

for their attention.

2: Distribute a copy of Handout f, ,"Determining Priorities," to

each pareicipant,-asking theiT"fo complete the rank-prder activitY as

pldicated in the directions. %

3. Then ask participants to (1) write down the main reasons fo''i

their first and seCond choices and (2) select one of the activities that

they did not klace in the top five and write down the main reason that,

it did not receive a high ranking.

4. Ask participants to share.their particular rankings and rea-.

sons. If the group includes more than 25 or 30 participants, you may

want the% to discuss their rankings in small groups before initiating a

full-group discussion.
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5. Summarize' the major results of the discussion by identifying

those activities that generally received high priority and those that
t?--7 ,

received low,priority. Most groups will rank the class learning activi-

ties highest field trip, police as speaker, simulation))and the

evaluation activities lowekt (e.g., behavioral objectives, pretest/post-

test, and semantic diaerentia/),_
--

6. Discuss and identify the mait reasons why evaluation so often'

receives.a low ranking. Reasons usually inclUde lack of training in the

area, the idea that teaching is more important than tesi-ing, and evalua---

.tion's time-consuming nature.

7. State that similar factors, including the pressure of daily

management, may prevent many LRE projects at the national, state, and

local levels from conducting evaluation activities as thoroughly as they

would 1.4 to.

8. State or brainstorM several reasons why it is important for

LRE educators to pn..6e' some priority on evaluation. For example:

--Evaluation can' help projects operate more efficiently and effec-

tively.

--Evaluation can help in efforts to disseminate and implement LRE

in other schools and cfasses by providing evidence about what students

learn.

--Evaluation can, suggest changes that should be made fo improve

project operations or maEerials.

.-.EvaluatiOn may be needed in order to attain additional funding.

--Evaluation is needed to demonstrate that projedt .objectiyes have

been achieved.

9. Conclude by stating that the remaining exercises and materials

in the workshop will help participants learn how to conduct evaluation

activities effiCiently for the benefit of the entire LRE program.
.

s-

-1.
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Handout 1

(Activity 1)

DETERMINING PRIORI

1 of 1

DireCtiona: You are a social studies te cher committed to teaching about
law and our legal system. The district equires you to record two grades

per week, so you must make up and grade ome tests, quizzes, and.papers.
But you are free to decide how you spend the rest of your time. Listed

below are nine activities that would b good" to do with and for your

students. Even taking work home in the evenings, however, you can prob-
ably only get five of these'things done. Which would you do? Rank your

choices from'l to 5 with 1 being your top priority:,

Plan a field trip to.the county courthouse to see a trial, -Pre-
paring for the trip will require organiing transportation, check-
ing with teachers and,administrators to avoid Rpeating conflicts
in the school calendar, getting parental permission and super-
visory support, working with the judge to maximize learning, etc.

Develop and use a simulation of a cride and the apprehension and
trial of an accused person. A robbery of the School store could
be staged, followed by an investigation, filing of charges, and a
trial.

Write specific behavioral objectives for the unit, being careful
to include verbs that describe observable behaviors, the condi-._ .

tions under which the accomplishment.of the objectives will be
measured, and the.criterion for successful completion of each

objective.

Take pre/posttest data from the last unit that_ the class studied
and relate each item on the test to some aspect'of the curriculum
materials and class.activities used. Then make inferences from.
the test data about which activities were successful in promoting

. learning.

Visit the home of a student who seems withdrawn and lonely at,
-school.

Do some background readina in the development of law through
history. This is an area you were exPosed to only suPerficially

in your undergraduate teacher preparation.

Construct an attitude survey to de termineif your unit changed "

the way students feel about'officers of the law.

Spend time in the public library w'th one student trying to,find
information abouhat lawyers d . This student is biright and
has shown a keenAnterest in beconang a lawyer, but was unable to
find anything on lawyers in the school library. .

Arrange with the local police department to bring a Police
officer into the classrdom on a regular basis to talk informally;
answer questions, and just be around the students.

Adapted from Robert W. Richburg, "Classroom Assessment in a Law 4nd
Humanities Elementary School Program," in Daring to Dream: Law and the

Humanities for Elementary Schools, Lynda Carl Falkenstein,and Charlotte

Anderson, eds. (Chicago: American Bar AssOciation, 1980),p. 276.. Used

by permission.
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ACTIVITY 2:

THE EVALUATION PROCESS-IN LRE

Introduction: Most people Ln educaCioo have.a very narrow view of eval-

uation. -Teachers often equate it with testing for the sole purpose of

grading. For LRE projects, evaluation 'usually involves having partici-

(alkts say that you did a gopd job. The purpose of this lecture/discus-
4

sion activity is to present a model of the entir cess of evaluation

for law-related education. The.intent is to co vey;the idea that eN;a1-

uation is a Systematic, multi-step process that includes many procedures

directly relatedIto organizing and conducting a project effectively.

Objectives:- Participants will be able to--
-

1. Identify the major steps in the presented model of evaluation

for LRE.

2, State the key questions that need to be addressed for each

step in the process.

3. State examples from\LRE that relate to each step in the proc-

ess.

Time: 20-30 minutes

Materials Needed: Traresparency 1, Handout 2, overhead projector

Procedure:

1., Introduce this activity by hating that many different models,

. of the evaluation process have been developed.and used in education.

Indicate that the model you are going to present has been developed and

used specifically for evaluating LA projects, though it could be appli-

cabl to other areas.

. Project Transparency 1, "An Evaluation Model for Law-Related

Education Projects." You may also want to .distrlpte a copy of the

chart to each participant. Identify the major questions that need to be
.

addressed in each step, illustrating the discussion with examples from

LRE. The description of the,model in the preceding section of this hand-
,

book provides the information you will need for this toresentation. (You

might also assign that section as A reading for participants.)

23'
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3. Answer any questions participants have concerning the model

and its application to LRE.
A)

4. Distribute copies.of Handout 2, "LRE-Project Management and

Evaluation Form," to the participants. Note that this twopage form is

a practical tool for relating five of the elements in the evaluation

model--project goals, project objectives, project activities, indica
.

tors, and,evaluation.techniques. Participants will use the form later

in/the workshop to do just that. ' Also point out th the first three

steps of the process (the three items an the first page of the form)

should be implemented by a project regardless of any intention to form

ulate and conduct an evaluation. Stress.that full applieation.of

evaluation process will help ensure effective project management.

5. Conclude by stating that thisgvaluation model represents the

ideal way co conduct evalipation tnlawrelated education but that in the

real world we must often settle for something less than the ideal.

Explain that-the femaining activities in the workshop will focus on

specific aspects of the model in order to provide participants with the 11

knowledge and skills needed to impLement the various steps in the model.

1

o

.3 2 11
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or in' ea so as or is an am re am No an au as ea ani tan

Transparency I
(Activity 2)

IDENTIFY/CLARIFY
PROJECT GOALS

A MODEL FOR VALUATING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

REPORT FINDINGS: USE ANALYSIS TO
MAKE JUDGMENTS AND PROVIDE FORMATIVE
AND SUMMATIVE FEEDBACK THAT CAN BE
USED IN MAKING PROGRAMMATIC DECISIONS

ANALYZE DATA

IDENTIFY/C1ARIFY
OBJECTIVES RELATED

TO GOALS

ICOLLECT DATA

1 o f 1

IDENTIFY ACTIVITIES NEKDED
TO ACHIEVE PROGRAMMATIC &
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

DETERMINE PURPOSE AND
SCOPE OF THE EVALUATION

DEVELOP THE RESEARCH DESIGN

1. Identify types ofeevidence
2. Identify criteria for sud-

cess

3. Identify_log'ation-ol evi-
------dence

4. Identify an appropriate
research design and data
collection,techniques

5. Consider control group .1.

issues
6. Select/develop instru-

ments
7. Consider reliability/

validity issues
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Eandout 2
. (Activity 2)

\

PROJECT GOAL:

,

c

LRE PROJECT MANAGEMENa
AND EVALUATION FORM

&

,

,

6

c

o

,

1 of 1

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES TARGET TATE
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Handout-2

LRE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
AND EVALUATION FORM-

2 of 2

INDICATORS EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
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ACTIVITY 3:

GOALS FOR LRE

r-.

Introduction: Development of evaluation plans for LRE projects begins

Wilkh identification and refinement of the project goals. While differ-

ent LRE projects can and do have different goals*,. certain-criteria

should be kept in mind when clarifying goals. The purpose of this card-

sort activity is to help participants apply these criteria to a -set of

LRE goals, thus enabling them to do the same with the specific goals of

their projects.

Objectiveg: Participants will be able to-- .

1. Distinguish between goals that are-appropriate and attainable

for a short-term LRE,project and those that are not.

2. Explain the difference between programmatic and insCructiOhal

goals.

,3. Uassify a set of LRE,goals as either programmatic or instruc-

tional.

Time: 1 hour

Materials Needed: LRE goals cards, Handout 3

Procedures:

I. Introduce the .aCtivity by asking participants to brainstorm

typiCal goals for LRE projects. This should result in a variety of

goals, some fairly narrow in scope and others verybróad. State that

the purpose of this activrtv is to help participants examine and refine
-

project goals so that they are clear guideposts for later work in speci-

fying objectiyts, activities, and evaluation procedures.

2. Arrange the participants in groups orfour to five members and

distribute a get of LRE goals cards to each group. Tell participants to

aetermine which of the 15 goals in the packet are appropriate and attain-

able for- to two-year LRE project and which are not. The.groups

should then sort the cards into two piles on thie basis.

25
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3. Ask each group to state which goals they thought, were'not

appropriate and attainable and why. yhile some disagreement may occur,

the goals that are sta;pd so broadly as to be unattaihable in a one- to

two-year project are goals 1, 5, 7, 10, and 14. (These are, of couldse,

not absolute answers. The size of the project.and the community and
a

schools invdlved are important factors in determining ability to reach

those goals.) Other statements may need more specification at the objec-

tives level, but could be attainable and areapprOPriate. Emphasize'

that.unlike objectiv,es, goals can be stated in general, nonbehaVioral

terms, but that to be,useil their scope must be within reason given the

,project's resources and time.

4. Distribute.a copy of Handout 3, "Defining LRE Goals," to each

participant and discuss and clarify the definition of a goal and the

difference between programmatic and instructional goals.

5. Tell each group to sort the ten appropriate goalssinto two

categories--prOgrammatic and instructional..

6. Ask each group to state which'goals they classified as program-

'matic and" which as 1,nstructioaal. , Check these with our classifications:

programmatic--3, 4, 9: 12, 13, and 15; instructioaal--2, 6, 8, and 11.

There may be some disagreement about goals 6 and 9, both of which

involve teachers. State that teachers are usually an intermediate

target; Students'are the ultimate ,'target group. F'or our purposes,

however,.since 6 is=stated as an outcom'e and 9 as'a process, they should

be classified accordingly.

7. Conclude by stating that participants will have an.opportunity

to apply these criteria to their own project goals after an activity

focusing on objectives for LRE.
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LRE Goals Cards

(Activity 3)

1 o f 4

,

qoAL,1
,

. I

CITIZENS IN FLORIDA WILL BE

R6RE KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT

CIVIL...LAWN THE STATE.

,

.
._

.

.

.

. ,

GOAL 2

.

STUDENTS-W1LL UNDERSTAND THE

BASIC CONCEPTS PERTAINING 'TO

THE LAW'AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM..

i-

- .

.

1.

.

,

.

....

GOAL 3 ,

.

i.THE PROJECT WILL DEVELOP AND

EVALUATE A PROCLS FOR IM-

PLEMENTING LRE THAT CAN BE

REPLIATED IN SCHOOLS. ACROSS

THE COUNTRY.

, . .

.

,s

.

,

.\-

..
, .

1

.
.

GOAL 4

. .

THE METROPOLITAN SCHOOLS WILL

RECEIVE HELP FOR THEIR EXIST-

ING LRE PROGRAMS,

,

%

.

G

-
,

.
A

*0
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LRE 'Goals Cards 2 of 4

.

GOAL 5

JUNIOR HIGH STUDENTS WILL

,ACT. AS MORE EFFECTIVE AND

RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS WHEN

Ti-fEY BECOME ADULTS,

,

,

COAL 6
,

,

.TEACHERS WILL DEMONSTRATE

KNOWLEDGE OF NEW LRE CONTENT

AND INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEG I ES.

, .
. ,

,

, \
,

GOAL 7 .

VANDALISM IN THE NEW YORK-

SUBWAYS WILL BE REDtkED.

.

.

. ,:.
.

.

,

4
GOAL 8

STUDENTS IN THE PROJECT WILL

LEARN ABOUT THE LAVV -AND LEGAL

SYSTEM IN VIRGINIA,

,

.

.

,

. -
. ..

,gr
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LRE Goals Cards
.

3 of 4

GOAL 9, GOAL 10
.

TEACHERS WLLL BE TRAINED TO THE PROJECT WILL DEVELOP AND

USE LAW-RELATEI EDUCATION- INSTLTUTIONALIZE AN LRE PRO-

MATERIALS EFFECTIVELY LN GRAM FOR THE CITY SCHOOLS.

THEIR CLASSROOMS.
. .

. . .

,

,

,

.

k

ea

COAL 11 GOAL 12 .

STUDENTS WILL DEVELOP MORE- THE PROJECT WILL ESTABLISH 2

POSITIVE.ATTITUDES ABOUT

THE LAW, POLICE, AND THE

A RESOURCE CENTER FOR ,

TEACHERS IN THE DISTRICT. zi _

JUSTICE SYSTEM.14*
,

, .

. .

.

.
_

.

,

.
.

. . .

.

,.

,

.

,

,

-----

,
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LRE t3oa1s Cards 4 of 4

. t . .
GOAL 13

.,

GOAL 14

THE PROJCCT ILL INFUSE LRE THE RATE OF JUVENILE DELIN-

INTO THE K. SOCIAL STUDIES QUENCY IN THE CITY WILL BE

CURRICULUM AT THE ELEMENTARY REDUCE61

LEVEL. .

.. *

,

.

,

,

.,

GOAL 15 .

.

THE PROJECT wa INVOLVE

COMMUNITY GROUPS IN THE
-,7

,

FMPLEMENTATION OF LRE LN

THE SCHOOLS,

. .

,
.

. .

.

. .

, i4E

,

4,4
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Handout 3
(Activity 3)

Goals:

1 of 1

DEFINING LRE GOALS

Project goals are "statements, usually.general and.abstract,

of desired states in human conditions and social

environments."* Goals express the end conditions that the

'prograt seeles to achieve.

Programmatic Goals: Programmatic goals are broad, general statements of

the activities and organizational changes the progrk seeks to

initiate.

,

Example:, The project will establish a law-related education component

next year in all of he ninth-grade civil's classes in Ehe'Fall-

River SchOol DistriAt.
r

-

'Instructional Goals: Instructional goa,Is describe in broad terms what

program participants are to know, ...feel, or do as a result of

their participation.

4ample: Students in.ninth-grade civics classes.will learn about the

American legal gystem.

1

*From Peter H. Rossi, Howard E. Freeman, and Sonia R. Wright,
Evaluation: A Systematic Approach (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications,
1979), p. 54.
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ACTIYITY 4:,

STATING BRE OBJECTIVES

'Introduction: Specification of project objectives is one of the most

importanf-steps in the LRE evaluation process. While all agree that

well-stated Qbjectives are.a key to effective evaluation, views on what

constitutes a well-stated objective vary. Rather than adding another

view to,this debate, this activity helps participants work through some

--of the mainTactozg to be considered in specifying LRE objectives,. The

activity is intended to help participants decide on acceptable levels of

objectives for their projects, thereby setting the stage for the follow-
,

4 ing activity.

sr.

a

Objectives: Participants will be able to--

I,/ Identify a 'range of acceptable and unacceptable LRE objectlyes

in terms of their levels of s ecificity.

2. State several rtant characteristics of a well-stated objec-

tive.

3. ,Write LRE objectives that fit a defined range of acceptability.

Time: 1-111thours

Materials Needed:'. Handouts 4-7

Procedure:

1. Introduce this activity by stating.that 'while goals can be

very broad and general statements of desired outcomes or accomplishments,

objectives must be stated more specific-a-11y, +focusing more on actual

desired behaviors. Continue the introductory remarks by making the

following points:

a. How to specify objectives for instructional and programmatic

purposes has 'been the focus of tonsiderable work and discussion among

educators. There has also been considerable disagreement regarding what

constitutes an acceptable statement of objectivk One issue is whether

a given objective is an important one for LRE programs. This issue,

while important, is not an evaluation issue and therefore is not dealt

with here.



b. Another area of disagreement Is the level of specificity

required in a statement of objectives.. Some edtrators demand more rigor

than others. For example, for some people, "Studetlp will be able to

identify the pain roles in a criminal,court case" is an acceptable objec-

tive. Those who opt for strict behavioral objectives would not find

this statement acceptable. They would prefer a statement similar to the

following: "Eighty-five percent of the students in the program will be
46

able to list at least six rolls in4111 crl.minal court case."

c. We do not.believe that it'is gag)/ or necessarily useful to

draw an absolute distinction between acceptable and nnacceptable objec-

tives. Reasonable people have reasonable thferences Ot opihion on this

issue. We do believe, however, that objectives for LRE programs and

projects must be stated specifically enough.to provide the evaluator

with some guidance in how the objective will be evaluated or measured

and in how to tell when the objective has been achieved.

d. This activity involves participants in working with LRE objgc-
-N 44-

-t,ives so that tle key points and issues are illuminated and clarified,

thus enabling them to determine how specifically their own objectives

should be stated.

2. Distribute copies of Handout 4, "LRE Objectives: A Clarifying

Exercise," and ask participants to complete the'exercise according to A

the directions.

3. After participants have completed the worksheet, debrief by

asking the following questions: Wh1l objective was the first one rated

as acceptable? Why? Did you rate any of the statements as U/A? Did

anyone reach the point of overkill? Where? Most-participants will

begin rating the,statements acceptable at number 3, although they may

reconsider once they have heard the later ones. Point out the key

factors that need to be addressed for this objective to be helpful for
--

evaluation purposes: how many teaChers, how many role plays, the content
-r

of the role plays, and the time period within which they should be com-

pleted. Such other information as the number of students and their ioles

is helpful but may not be necessary, depending upon the nature and scope

of the'project and its evaluation plans.

4. Point4-out that this example has dealt with the eXtent and

specificity of the Auantity of outcome, not with its quality. In many

28 1
4 44
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casez, specifying the level of quality desired is also advisable.

Quality can also be stated at various levels of specificity.

5. Distribute copies of Handout 5, "LRE Objectives: Specifying

Quality," and have participants circle Ehe number of the phrase they

believe defines an acceptable level of specificity. Discuss their rea-

sons for these choices.

6; Point out .thai, if you know what instruinents you aretgoing to

use, you can get very specific in formulating your objectives. If not,

then this level of specificity wilI need to be dehlt with when instru-
,

ments are developed or data is analyzed.

7. Distribute copies of Handout 6, "Action Verbs for Instructional

Objectives," pointinpout the importance of using action verbs in stet-
a

ineobjectives specifically. .This is a necessary but not sufficient

condition for a well-stated objective. Have participants scan these'

lists; discuss any questions they have.

8. Distribute copies of Handout 7a, "Writing Well-Stated LRE

Objectives." Ask participants to complete the task as indicated on the

directions. Tell them they may use the list of action verbs in rewriting

the objectives. Have participants share their answers. There Aay be

several different statements of each objective that are acceptable,

depending upon the criteria of acceptability that each participant has .

established. Have participants compare these statements to those on the

first handout to determine what range of .specificity they reflect.

9. Conclude by summarizing that well-stated objectives:

--Fochs on actual behaviors.

--Provide enough specificity to help evaluators decide what to do.

--Provide enough specificity to help program people know when obec-
..

tives have been attained,

--Are directly related to a goal.

a
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Handout 4

(Activity 4)

1 of 1

LRE OBJECTIVES: A CLARIFYING EXERCISE

Directions: Shown below are eight statements of an LRE objective stated
at increasing levels of specificity. As you read each statement, decide
whether you think the statement is acceptable in terms of specificity.
Use the following to record your responses: U = Unacceptable; A =,
Acceptable; 0 = Overkill (more specificity than you want).

. If you are not.sure, use the eko letters that correspo#d to the two
responses that you are debating abo4 (e.g., U/A). If you change your
mind about one statement after reading a later'one, cross out your
original respoue and add your new one.

'The Statements

GOAL: _Train 20 secondary social studies teachers to use various LRE
strategies in their social studies classes.

OBJECTIVES:

1. LRE project teachers will'conduct.role plays.

2. All LRE project teachers,will conduct role plays in their social
studies glasses.

3. All LRE project teachers will conduct at least three role plays
in their social studies classes.

4. All LRE project teachers will conduct at least three role plays
in their social studies classes within two months after the
workshop.

5. All LRE project teachers will conduct at least three role piays
on search and seizure and police powers in their social -studies
classes within,two months after the workshop.

6. All LRE project teachers will conduct at lea'st three role plays
on search and seizure and police powers, eack, taking at least
20 minutes, in their social studies classes within two months
of the workshop.

7. All LRE proect teachers will conduct_at-least-thee-e-role plays
pn search and-seizure-ah-d-tiolice powers from the CRLSMFT mSteri-

als, each.taking at leaSt 20 minutes, in at least two'of their
social Studies classes within two months of the workshop.

8. All LRE project teachers will conduct at least three role plays
.on search and seizure and police powers from the CRLSMFT materi-
als, each taking at least 20 minutes, in at least two of their
social studies classes within two months of the workshop, so
that at least 50 percent of the students in these crasses have
played at least once the role of policeman, judge, or criminal.

4



Handout 5

(Activity44)

ra5 LRE OBJECTIVES: SPECIFYING QUALITY

1 of 1

These phrases could be added to the statements of objectives from the
previous handout to add a "quality" dimension.

1. will successfully conduct

2. will successfully conduct as determined by student surveys and tests

3. will successfully cOnduct in terms of student interest, iavolvement,
and knowledge gain as determined by student surveys and tests

4. will suEcessfully conduct.as indidated by a moderate to high level,
of student interest, involvement, and knowledge gain as determined
by studentAurveys and tests'

5. will successfully conduct' as indicafed by a moderate p.high level
of interest,'involvement, and knowledge gain fonat least 80 percent
of the students in the LRE program as determined by s,tudent surveys
and tests

6. will successfully conduct as indicated by ,at least a 3.5 score on
the "LRE Interest and Involvement Inventory (III)" and at least a
5.0 gain score on thc,"LRE Police Role Play_Knowledge Test" for at
least 80 percent Of the students in the-LRE program
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Handout 6

.(Activity.4)

ACTION VERBS
FOR

INSTRUCTIONAL OHJECTIVE$

1 of 1

KNOWLEDGE: cites; defines, dedcribes, identifies, 1iss, matches, nemes,
points out, recalls, recognizes, relates; remembers, repeats,
rephrases, reports, states, tells, writes

COGNITIVE PROCESSES:

ClassifYlng: arranges, associates, catalogs, distinguishes, groups,
lebels, orders, organizes, outlines, places, rearranges, reorder's;
sorts, structures

Interpreting: composes, converts, defines, enacts, explains, expresse s,
illustrates, interprets, paraphrases, presents, renders', restates,
simulates, states in oWn words., summarizes transforms, translates

Comparing:, cites, descrAbes, detects, differentiates, discriminates,
distinguishes, expresses, points out

Generalizing: composes, constructs, derives, develops,'expressee, forms,
formulates, generates, produces, proposes, relates

,

Infe rring: deduces, develops, derives, draws, extends, extrapolates,
fills in, formulates, generates, presents,.'proposes

Analyzing: analyzes, breaks down, detects, dgferentiates, divLdes,
examines, experiments, expresses, extracts, identified, illustrates,
inspects, inventories, lists, outlines, points out, questions,
relates, separates

Synthesizing: _assembles, composes, constructs, combines, creates,
. depicts, derives, designs, develops, devises, expresses, fermulates,

illustrates., integrates, makes, organizes, prepares, plans, pro
.5 :. duces, puts, together, proposes, synthesizes \

Evaluating: appraises, argues, assesses, chooses,' critic,izes, decideso
describes, evalunes,'explains, grades, judges, justifies, measures.,
ranks, rates, rejects, scores, states worth of, validates, weighs

t.. -.

AFFECTIVE PROCESSES: advocates, acclaims, approves, believes in,
c ooses, defends, demonstrates, opposes,,praises, prefers, reacts
p tively cr, negatively toward, recomplends reActs2, selects,

.,.

supports

SKILLS: carries out', completes, constructs, draws, executes, interprets,
. locates, measures, Performs, puts into practice, shows, translats

/ *

Ui-

' .4



Handout 74

(Activity 4)

WRITING WELLSTATED LRE OBJECTIVES

1 Of-1

Directions: Rewrite each objective that you believe needs more clarifi--
aation and specificity.

1. r Students will be able to explain how to use a small tlaims court.

2. Students will increase their citizenshi participation in the
school.

3. Teachers will be able to identify the case study approach as a main
feature of the.Street Law mate'rials.

A

-f-

4. Participating students will be more likely than control itudents to
express the belief that all persons should be treaied equally by
the law.

S. Ttis pioject will influence the implementation of LRE intie city's
schools.

A,

A

0. Each of the ten participatingateachers will uie
Che 15 LRE units during the.course of the year..

at least five

7. Ninety percent of the students.will learn eighty percent -01 the
basic concepts in the CRF materials.

=

' 1. ,

\
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ACTIVITY 5:

'ORGANIZING AND REFINING

LRE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES,

Introduction: Participant,s now apply the cOncepts and skills learned in

the pievious activities to die goals -and objectives of their particular

proje_cts. Using'the "LRE project Management and Evaluation Form" they
.o

'organize their goalsOobjectives, and project activities tO prepare for

=planning their evaluation procedures..

fljectives: ,Participants will be able to-7

1. Writg their project goals uOng,the principlestaught in pre-

vious

2.. .Write their objectives using the prin4ples taught in previous

ctiVities.
.0

3. Organize their lists of project goals and objeciives using a

form.

4. , Wr.ite project'activities as,sociated with their specific objec-

tiyes.

Time: 1-11/2 hours

Materials Needed: Hahdouts 2 and 8

Prodedure:

1. Introduce this activity by stating that the time has .come to

apply the principles f6i writing good LRE goals and objectives.

2. flistribute -copies of Handout 8, "LRE'Project Management and

Evaluation Form: Page 1 Illustration," and explain that this is the

format they will use to specify and organize their,projeet goats tnd

Objectives. State chat this form helps to ti'e together goals, objec-

tives, and aativities, and, later, othex aspects of the eValuation plan.

3. Tell the participant's to complete page 1 of the form (distrib-

uted in Activity 2) for their projects following the example provided.

Circulate aMong the participants to provide help as needed and to ensure

that' every.one is on the right track. If time is limited, have each

1

0,,
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participant focus on only one goal and a limited:number of objectives.

-They can then complete the process following the workshop.

-4. Conclude by asking participants to share their observations

a60441 doing this task. SCate that theY are now ready to move on to the
,

heart of the evaluation process.

I

#

f

5 4

;
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ime aim am am wou lowsw AN ow so IN ma am

Mandout 8 .

(Activity 5)

LRE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
AND EVALUATION FORM:
PAGE 1 ILLUSTRATION

4

PROJECT GOAL (Programmatic ): A group of social studies teachers will be trained,to use law-related
education materials and attivities effectively in their classroome.

1 of 1

OBJWTIVES CTIVITIES ,TARGET DATE

1.0 Participatifig- :teachers will be Ahle to
identify the main features of Screet
Law, CRF, and LFS materials.

2.0 Partitipating teaoherswill teach at

least one activity from each of these
-three sets f materials. .

,3.0 Participating teachers will select
specific activities and materials and'
identify where in their existing
courses they will be taught.

1.1 An intensive two-week training 8114-8/27/81
workshop.for 30 social studies
teachers will be held in which.
materia,ls and activities from
the Street Law, Constitutional
'Rights, and Law in a Free Society
projects will be demonstratq and
examined.

2.1 -During the two-week workshop,
teachers will be trained to
use a variety of activities .

from these materials and will
be provided opportunities to
practice using these activities.

3.1 At the conclusion of the work-
shop teachers will list those
material's and activities"they
will teacti in their existing
couYses and will include these
in an outline of those'courses.

8/14-8/27/81

8/27/81

0

4



ACTIVITY 6:

EVALUATION TECHNIQUES AND
)

LAW-RELATED EDUCATION QUESTIONS'

Introduction: Many evaluation techniques can be used to assess LRE

programs, depending upon the specific objectives and questions of the

project. This activ y iS intended to introduce some of these techniques

and to help participantb thi.nk about their most appropriate applications

in law-related education.

Objectives: Participants will be able to--

1. . List several different qualitative and quantitative evaluation

techniques.

2. Select the techniques most appropriate for specific LRE evalua-

tion questions%

3. Identify factors that need fo be considered in selecting appro-

priate evaluation techniques.

Time: 30-45 minutes .

-\\

gaterials Needed: Handouts 9 and 10, newsprint and marking pens or

chalkboard and chalk

Procedure:

1. Introdre the activity by asking participants to brainstorm a

list of evaluation techniques. Post these on he board.

2. Explain the difference between qualitative and quantitative

techniques, using the description provided in the model.

3. Take each technique listed on the board and ask the partici-

pants to classify it as'qualitative or quantitative. Make sure that

their answers match those provided in the model.'

4. State that each type of technique has certain advantages and

disadvantages depending upon,:the inte ded use.

5. Distribute copies of Handou 9, "Evaluation Techniques and

Law-Related Education Questions," add tell the participants to woik in

groups of three to determine the most appropriate technique for each

question.

33.
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.0. Go over each item, 'clarifying the correct answer aid asking

participants why they.selected a particular technique. In some cases,

more than one technique would be useful. For your convenienC'e possible

answers are provided below:

1., 8 7. 1 or 4

2. I, 2, or 8 8. 1 or 2
L#

3. 1, 2, or 4 9. 1 or 2

4. Depends on definition 10. 3,

of effective 11. I, 4, or 8

5. 4 or 6 12. 5

6. 7 or 8

7. Discuss the factors that must be considered in selecting eval-

ualion technique.s: cost, number of students (or subjects), amount of

'time and personne1}t, the kind of information needed, and the level of

objectivity needed. II

8. Conclude by distributing and discussing Handout 10, "Major

Characteristics of Four Information-Gathering Techniques." (If partici-
II

pants are not very knowledgeable about'evaluation techniques, you may
\

want to use this handout at the beginning of the activity so participants
II

can use it to complete the matching,exercise.)

34



Handout 9
(Activity 6)

EVALUATION TECHNIQUES AND
. LAW-RELATED EDUCATION QUESTIONS

Worksheet .

I

Directions: Below is a list of specific evaluation techniques. For
each of ehe following questions, identify the technique(s) most appro- '

priate fo.r gathering information to answer,Fhat question.
-__

1: QUestjonnaire/Survey 5. Anecdotal Record of

2. Interview Unstructured Observation
3. School DoCUMehts_or Records 6. Analysis of Homework or Class-

.

4. Structure& Observatioml , work
---------(a) Checklist 7. Essay 'Test

(b) Rating Scale 4..., ---8-;--Teacher-Made or Standard.ized
(c) Formatted Systems

1. Do students in your project know thebasic f cts
from LRE instruction?

2. Have students' attitudes toward police changed sinc
the beginning of LRE instruction?

3. How interested in LRE are the students at Jacks
High School?

4. How effective has fRE instruction been in ehe 30
pilot classrooms?

5. What aspects of the problem-solvi4 processkcan your
students apply to a law-related siluation? \

6. Ha."Ve the 600 studentS in the LRE project imOroved
their reasoning skills?

7. bid the teachers in my project. use the LRE maerials
about which they learned at the awareness worlyhopi?

f-

8. What do your project teachers like and dislikepbout
the LRE materials they have used?

9. How and why did the 12 teachers in your project get
inolved in LRE?

10. Has the level of vandalism at Southern Hills Junior
High decreased in ihe past six months?

11. Do the 300 students in your LRE program have more
respect for authority and the law as a result of
that program?

12. How well have the 20 teachers in your project used
the LRE strategies that they learned in the inservice
training sessidns?

"o
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(Actiyity 6)

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF FOUR'
II:INFORMATION-GATHERING TECHNIQUES

1 of 1

II Types of

INQUIRY OBSERVATION gNALYSIS. TESTING

Instruments
IR

Questionnaire

Interview

Sociometric
device

Projective
instruAts

IIKind of Infor- Opinions
mation
Available Self-percep-

tions

1

IObjectivity

Subjective
judgments

Anecdotal
records

CDecklist

Rating scale.

Interaction
records

Homework
assignments.

Teacher-made &

tests

Projects

Reports & essays, Standaf&ged
tests

Behavioral
performance,

Affective

attitriaes)-
°

Social
perceptions

Performance
or the end

-products of
some perfor-
mance

Affec4ive
(especially
emotional
,reactions)

Learning Out- Attitudefand
comes during achidVement*
the learning
process (in-
termediate Termlual
goals)

Cognitive &
psychomo-
tor. skills

inter- Some affec -

action tive out -

chomotor
skills

Typical be-
havior

-come&

Cognitive
outcomes

Maximum .

performance

Least objective

Highly subject
to bias &

error

Subjective
but can be
objective'
if care is
taken in the
construction
& use of
instruments

Objecttive but

-not stable
over time

Most
objettive
& reliable

Cost Inexpensive but Inexpensive Fairly inex-

can be time- pen$ive

Most
,expensive

time-con-

,

consuming but most

fPreparation informaxion

II

time is gained.per
somewhat unit of

lengthy . time

II
..

but crucial
.f4.

but very
-

suming

,From Terry D. TenBrink, Evaluation: A Practical Guide for Teachers

II(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974), pp. 136-49. Used by permission.
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ACTIVITY 7: .

A VARIETY OF EVALUATION TE0HNIQUES
.

t

Introduction: While a, wide variety of evaluation technique are avail-

able for use in LRE, each technique has certain advantages nd disadvan-
,

tages. LRE project personnel need to be aware of these factors so they

'can select those techniques that are most appropriate for their partic--

ular needs. This activity is a detailed follow-up to the,previous one,

in which participants selected appropriate techniques and discussed

general factors that must be considered when deciding on evaluation

methods. Participants will now read and disctjf;s a handout that explains

and illustrates various techniques and identifies' their advantages and

disadvant'ages.

Objectives: Participants will be able to--

1. Explain at least eight- different evaluation techniques that

can be used in LRE projects.

LRE.

2. Illustrate each of these techniques with an example related to

3. List at least two advantages and two disadvantages related to

each of these evaluation techniques.

Time: 45-60, minutes'
14)

kiterlals Needed: 2Handout 11

Procedure:

1. Introduce this activity by statihg Ihatbefore one selects

appropriate,evaluation techniques, each techniortt must be ekpIared_in

depth to fully &rasp its advantages and disadvantages,

2. Distribute copies of-Handout 11, "Techniques Useful in Eval-

uatineStudent Achievement." Allow-participants time to read Ihis paper.

, 3. Cp,nduct a full-group:liscussion to clarify the main points of

this paper and to answer any questions participants have about each
IV

technique.

35



4. Conclude by'stating that selection of evaluation techniques

always involves trade-offs--r 1arely can you choose the 4al instrument

with no disadvantages., The best you can do is make the bes,t, possible

selectton and be aware of the limitations related to,that eechniqUe or

seletct two or more complementary- techniques (if time and resource con-

straints ellOw use of multiple techniques). A
4t,

IC

6

A

36
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(Activity 7)

° TECHNIQUES USAgUL IN EVALUATING
PUPIL AcHIEyEMENT 1b

I. INQUIRY TECHNIQUES

A. Questkonnaires/Surveys

Description: Suerey questionnaires are an excellent method for
assessing the opinions, attftudes, and behaviors of large numbers of
individuals. Questionnaires can be developed in two formatsopen-ended
and closed. Open-ended formats present respondents with a series of
questions which they can answer in 'their own words. This approach has
the advant4ege ot not for5,1ng the respondent into_a!rresponse category

' that does not accurately capture his or her .true perceptions. Often,
trained scorers can classifroOen-ended responses into categories derived
from a preliminary scan of all of the responses.

Unlike.the open-ended questionnaire, clssed format questionnaires
present the respondent with a limited number ca,responses to each ques-
tion. Usually, the respondent checkswthe block'or circlesthe letter or
number of the alternative that most accurately describes his or'her
response. This type of format allows an evaluator to assign each
response a 'numerical value, and coMputer cards can be punched directly
from theNiuestionnairesthus making it less costly than the Qpen-ended
instrument.

A critical factor with both types of questionnaires is the selection
of an appropriate sample. Questionnaires are often used with a sample
of some group because information oannot be collected from every group
member. Since a sample is always smaller than the total group, the
sample seleceed muse be representative of the entire group if the results,
are to be used to draw generalizations about the entire group. Althougt
survey questionnaires can be used to gather data froM large audiences,
they ofteivdo not have the depth that an evaluator might desire. For
this reason, interviews are often used to,cOmplement questionnaires ino
order to collectsdetailed information from a limited number of a gro4
that wag'surveyed,

Sample,f: Open-ended survey quektiunnaire:

1 Do you fiel that the,police in your neighborhood are fair.?

2. If you teel that the police are unfair, please explain whY you fee.l
that way.

Material in Chis S'ection has been drawn and adapted frQm several
sources% James B. Kracht, "Evaluation," in The Methods Book: Strategies
for Law-Focused Education, Arlene F. Gallagher, ed. (Chicago: Law-in
American Society Foundation, 1978), pp. 126-135; Terry D. Tenbrink,'
Evaluation: A Practical Guide for Teachers (New York: Mcdraw-Hill,
1974), pp. 141-149; and Affective Measures for Educational Evaluation
(Tucson, Arizona: Education Innovators Press, 1972). Used by permis-
sion.

-63
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Sample 2: Crosed survey questionnaire.

J. Do,you feel that the pollee in your neighborhood are fair? .

of 20

Yes
No 6

Most of the time
Seldom A

2. If you feel that the police are not fair all of the time, please
check the reponse that best, explains why you feel that way.

They pick on minorities.
They,,pick on kids.
If -you have money, Ihey'don't'bother you.

,They just don't like certalm people for no reason.
SomeliMes theg've'had a bad day and take it out on everyone
Other (specify)

Treatment of Results: Responses to open-ended qUestionnaiies must.
be coded before they can be analyzed; this coding can be an expensive
and lengthy proposition, especially if the'questionhaire is longer than
one page. Once coded, the results can be,subject to a variety of statis-
tical treatments, just as the responses to closed questionnaires can be.

Advantages: 'Survey qUestionnaires are an efficient me.thod for
collecting data from large groups. Closed questionnaires can be quickly
converted to a form that allows statistical treatment.

Disadvantages: Poor sample selection can skew results. Answers.0

are often superficial% Closed questionnaires may force people to make
choices that do not accurately represent their views.

B. Socionletric Techniques

Descriptioo: Sociometric techniques provide a means of determining
the sodial organization within a group. Sociometric instruments can
provide informatibn about how popular students are within their peer
group.

Sample:
0

Write the names of the three classmates you would most like to have"''
sit near you. 1. 2. .. 3.

Treatment of.tResults:
. , .

A

Result's can ye graphed As shdwn

(7 ep\

e
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Advantages: Data can be uqed.to organize classroom groups and to
help the teacher facilitate the social adjustment of individual students.
Data can also be Led to evaluathe influence of school practices on
students' social relations.

v

DisadvaAtages: Data clo not indicate why a particular social struc-
ture evolved or what should be done given a certain social gtructure.

C. Attitude Scales
A

Semantic Differential:

Description:' The semantic differential is very effective in measur-.
ing students' attitudes toward a particular concept. Students are asked
to rate a concept along a series of.continua formed by pairs of bipolar
adjectives. .4cales usually cpntain five or seven-positions, with the
middle:position representing neutrality. Semantic differential scales
are easy to formulate and are widely applicable. When administered in a

d ,pre/poSt format, semantic differentials provide important diageostic
data, as 'well gs an indication of Oe amount and direction of attitudinal
chan:v- that occurred duringa unit.

0
Sample 1:

Place an X,in 4he blank of each scale that most nearly describes
. 'your reaction to the concept listed below.

My LRE teacher is:
0 0

1. unpleasant 1 1 1 ,1 1 pleasant.: I

2. ac040 I I
1,IIIII pasMve

3, bad 1 1111111 good
.4: pleasing IIIIII11annoying
5: relaxed IIIIII L..) tense

6. deliberate I I I . '
.

1 1 careless
1

0

7. simple I L I I I r complex
11

, Sample 2:

The purpose of this activity is to measure your feelings about the
police. There are no right answers. Place a check on each/scale at the
poirbt that best represents your feelings'.

POLICE

Valuable Worthless

Bad X Good

Friendly , X Unfriendly
Unpleasanc Pleasam

Helpful - X Not, Helpful,

Unfair' X Farr

6
..._
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Treatment of Results: Semantic scales are4Scored 1)), assigning a
numerical value of 1 t90'the least desirable position and increasing the
value of each position by 1. In the examples given, negative feelings
about a value equal 1, and positive values-equal 5. A total score can
be computed for each concept to indicate overall attitude. In sample
the total is computed as,follows: 3 +.3 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 = 13. Since a
neutnal score of 3 qn each of the six scales would tot'al 18, it can be
copelnded,that this indiyidual possesses a somewhat negative attitude
towerd police.

N

) Advantages:- Semantic differentials are adaptable to varying
research demands and are quick and economical to administbr and score.

Disadvantages: . Respondents can easily fake their responses. \Effec-
tive use therefore requires good rapport with the individuals-tested and
a sincere belief on their part that frank,responses are in their best
interest. Scales yield'perceptions of what is, rather than evidence of
what-is.

'

Liket:t Scales: .

Description: Likert scales are aLso.effective in measuring tudent
attitudes. These scales consist of a set of statements that students
are asked to xespond to by indicating the extent to which they agree or
disagree. ,The responses can be tied to infer 'the attitudes students
ppssess toward selected concepts. Like the semantic differential, if
,nsed in a-pre/post formaC, the Likert scale cab-provide evidence for
evaluating the effects of Instruction.

. -

-Sample 1:

U.S. Supreme Court jtisttces are often influenced by pblitics in
their decisions.

Strongly
Agree,

Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagree

. U.S. Supreme court justices should be given a ten-year apPointment
rather than a l.ifetime or good-behaviOr appointment.

Strongly
Agree

.Agree.

Sample 2:

Judged are very fair.

Undecided. Disagree Strongly
Disagree

6G
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Sample 3:

Circle the response that best describes how you feel.

l'. I can't wait until I am grown up.
Always Very Often Often

2.

3.

-I, feel

Always

I have

Always

good.

Very Often Often.

a hard,time reading math
Very Often Often

.

understand my problems .

Very'Often , Offen
4. My parents

Always

5. I like

_Always

5 of 20

,
Not Very Often Never

Not Very Often Neyer

Very Often Never

'Not Very Often Never

Not Very Often Never

bobks.

Not

to be around books.,
Very Often Often

Treatment of Results: Responses can'be quantified by assigning the
number I to the least detired response and.numbering elch,response
consecutively, ending with the highest number for-the most desired
response.

Advantages: Likert scaies are adaptable to varying research demands
, .

and re quick and economical4to administer-and score.

Disadvantages: Respondents can, easily fake their reponses. Effec-
tiv,e, use therefo-re,requiresv,good rap'port with the individuals tested and

.^P-a sincere belief on.their pan that Ifrank responses are in their best
Se.ales'yield perceptions of yhat'ts, rather than evidence ofinterest.

-t4hat is.

of

, -

D. Interviews--

t

nesctiption: Interviews can be unstructured or structured.
Udstructured'interviews have no established sequence of questions; each
question flows from the previous one.''this approach is especially useful
when general infotivation or preliminary understanding of how participants
penceive a sittiatidp 0 sought. For example, an interviewer might ask a
student participatkng in a new program in civirlaw, "How well is the
Program working for your The.very general nature of this question ,

allows the respondent a great deal of freedom in responding". This flexi-
bility can help the evaluator identify issues for more-detailed examine-
tfOn;tut it makesocomparison of interviews and analysis difficult.

**\

°Structuted interviews, on ,the other,hand; focus upon specific issues
that are predeterminecl.by thg iflterviewer. The interviewer approaches
each interviewee with the'same set of'questions. 'In some instances, the

int'erviewe is forced..tastlect a "'response frOm a limited.number gf
choices presented by theinterviewer. Thisjs kno*n as a closed format,.
Wherk the interviewee can_iespond to predetermined questions in his/her
own terms, the interview is ,sbid to'have-an open-ended format. Both
closed and open-.ended stiuctured interviews provide a great deal of
detailed information-about a specific issue. HOwevei, unless the eval-
dator-underst'ands the situation clearly, the questions may be inappro
priate.

6 7
4
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Sample 1: Open-ended interview. A

4
wl. Do youthink it's right tobus students to different schodls

in cider ta:balance.the enrollment racially?. Why or.why not?
, ..,

.

2. Would y6u.mind being bussed five mile's for that purPpse? Why
or why not? ' ,. ..'

:. .

3. 'Fo what purposes would ydd be.willing to ride a4chool tus
,

five miles or more each day?
\

-

Sample 2: ,Closed interview.

,

1. Do you think accused criminals should always have the right t6
bail? la

..

Yes, always

.
No, not if they are repeat, violent offenders

.., No, not if they are violent,offenders
't. Other

0

2. Do you think judges discriminate ints.etting bail for "white-
collar" crimihals?'

No, they are fair
, 'Yes, they are easier on 7.! white-collar criminals

e. -Ares, they are harder on whlte-collar criminals
Other

Advantages: Interviews, provide in-depth affective information of a
highly personal nature about students' opinions, interests, and ayti-
tudes. They can be used,frequently as a normal p.irt of the communication
between teacher and student.

Disadvantages: AdministralW and scoring can be very time cohsum-
ing.. In addition, interviews are noi useful if one needs the same infor-,
mation about all students.in the claps.

4

,

Projetive lechniciues

Description:- Projective techniquesAlow,students to react to an
open-ended stimulus, wi,th very little limitation imposed by the structure
la' the instiUment. Although the results of, projective techniques are
not,quantgiable, they, do provide evidence useful in appraising an
indiviaual's 'feelings; thoOghts, and attitudes.. Three'types of .projec-
tive techniques will be discussed here: open-ended titles, open-ended'
sentences,.and unfinished stories.

. .

Open-ended titles are simple_and'effective. Students are'asked io
discuss drallydr in, writing a response'to a theme. The results.reveal
'feelings,,ana attitudes, as well 'as die respondents' basic understanding
'of the topic: .

4

C1
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'Another simple device is the o en-e ded sentence. Students are
asked to complete a sentenZeand, if..the wish, explain theic position.
Feelings and attitudes are*especially a parent in these responses.

Unfinished stOries are a variati n of the two techniques.desctibed
above. Usually, a story is read or film is shown; ,the ending of the
story or film is,incomplev. Stude ts are asked to write, act odt,.Or

,\discu5s possible endtngs. Again, eelings, attitudes, and Values are
revealed instuaents' responses.

.

Semple Qpen-ended title

1. My First Contkact with the La14.,
2. A Day in the Life of a Police Officer
3...What Sliould be Done About Inequality
4. Changes Needed in Our Country

Sample 2: Open-ended seneences.

0

I. The local issue that disturbs me most is .

2. Aolice officers arelfokay, exCept for.. . .

3. If I did not agree with-a All, I Would . .

4. My advide to the SuPreme Court would be .

5. The,!.trouble with being.honest.is
.

Sample 3: Unfinished stories;

11,

Tetry hAd jusl moved into the neighborhood. Thou.gh she missed her
old friends, she was really beginning to like the new plate. Her
father had.a better job, their house.was a.lot nicer, school was
going Well, and she had made'some new friends.. In fact, George and

had become great frtends. They lived next-dbor to each other...
about eight blocksaway from Terry. Terry had been-asking her
illother for the past two weeks if she could go home,with them after
schbol to play basketball. The answer had always:been no, until
today.

AS Ter* walked home with George and Judy, they explained that they
usualfy_stopped by the drugstore to "pick upe' a few candy bars. It

was just a "little game" they played, they said. Terry-told them
she had enoughmoiley to buy candy.for all of ehem. Judy said the
idea was tasee,how much you could "lift" without,getting caught
and tgat Terry was.."cHi#en" jf she'didn't go along, with the pldn.

;

I. What do yo'll think%Terry

2. Why.do you think she did ehat?''
3.4 What do yon thlnk you Would do?

Treatment of-Results: Results are often difficult to interpret.
One waY pf treating phe results is to bxamine responses and classify
them.according-tb level of.ego development. Often, a clinical psychol-
ogist's'assistance Will4be needed in:Interpreting the results obtained
from, krojectiVe' techmkUes. t r.1(

."

Advantages: Faking responses is difficult. .Techniques provide
information abaut students' feelings, biases, and reasonindtpaxterns.
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Disadvantages: Information obtained is often unreliable, and
results are difficult to interpret. Usually, a clinical-psychologist
shduid interpret, the data.

OBSEOATION TECHNIQUES

Teachers and students can use a variety of observation techniques
in their classrooms. These techniques can be classified intei two major'
groups: structured and unstructured. Structured observations.require
use of instruments.4-cheaslists, rating stales, or Some other §tructured
format,. Unstrucxured obServations do not require use of instruments,
.aathough some recording devices may be developed. The discussion below
focuses On unstructured obserVation, use of dnecdotal recoerds with
unstructured oh'servation, and various methods of structured observation.

4k.. Unstructured Observation
1

Description: M(54"teauheis use unstructured observation every day,
although they may.do_So unsystematically and with less-than-optimal
efticiendy% At the- end of the day, most teachers can comment, "gee,

'thq,lessontWas%super. The kids really responded" or "What a dud!
Todey's lesson.started out 'badly and went downhill from there." These
,types of comments aie based upon teachers' observations of the behaviors
students 7exhibit in 'their classrooms.

By having colleagues observe and systematically record what they
see happening in classes, teachers can learn a great deal about the .

general climate and operation of their classes; for example, the general
level of paTticipatory skills, content knowledge, level bf interest, and
group work ski,l1s. Unstructured observation can also provide detailed
insights,into teachers' mailagemeetand instruCtional styles and students'
resfonses to.them.

The most general unstructured observation technique seeks to record
as accurately ad possihle the comments and behaviors of students and
teachers during a lesson. Descriptive statements such as "three students
ye looking out the window and four are playing cards" are preferable to
impressionistic statements ("some students seem bored").

Sample:

Teacher writes on bbard: USMC vs. Robert Garwood,

' Teacher: Good morning. 'Foday we're going to consider a case in
corrective justice, but first let's review. As You
know, we'ive been studying the concept,of justice, what's
fair. What specifically is corrective justice?

StUdent An A fair response to a wrong or injury.

Teacher: -Okay. 'Can someone give me an example?,

'Student B: A jail term for armed robbery.
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Treatment of Results: Careful analysis of unstructured observation
notes will often suggest areas that4' may deserve closer attention and
addltional observation. For exAmple, a teacher may notice that he/she
mediated every student comment, never giving student& an opportunity to
interact directly with one another. Unstructured observations might
also suggest that particular studehts work poorly together. Additional
observations might demonstrate that placing these ,students in other
groups improves their group work skills. Instructional objectives should
be kept in mind during transcript analysis.

Advantages: Unstructured observations can provide a great deal of
information of import to classroom teachers. The flexibility of unstruc
tured observations allows collection of information about a wide range
of topics, and no time is required for instrument_ development.

Disadvantages: Unstructured observations require thd cooperation
of another adult ,who, if untrained, may have difficulty recdi.ding the
great number of statempnts and events that occur during a class. In ,

addition; analysis of transcripts takes time.

B. AneCdotal Records

Description: Anecdotal records present brief sketches.of the .

actions of individual students, small groups of studen,ts, or students
confronted with a situation of very Limited duration. While maintaining
such records is time consuming, they can be a valuab e aid id appraising
student growth. A folder containing a series of s eets', each headed
with a student's name, provides easy access to the data. Entries can
then be made during or at the end of the school day. Thp record sfiould
include the date of the obserVation and a brief, objective description.

of the behavi.or observed.

1'

Sample 1;

Name Lloyd Larkins 'Dates. N-o . 2 to ov 26th

Date Observation 'Comment.

11/08

Ili96

Did not pay attention_and.
created discipline Problem

during introduaion toluVenile
Law Unit.,

Still has not participated in class
discussion.

Pardeipated ni discussion of case
study on juvenile offenders.

Volunteered to take part in role-
play oftjuyenile hearint.

He seems as bored with this'as
with everything else.

Interest seems to be picking up

One of the few times this year
that I've had willing coopeiation
froth him.

-
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Sample 2:

Class:. Fifth Grade
Date: 2/23/81

Pupil: John Smith
Place: Classroom

Incident: As class started, John asked if he could read
a story he had, written the day'before. I gave him permission

(2.. and he came to the front of the room. John began to read the
story in a very low voice. When.he had been reading for about
30 seconds, Sharon, who was sitting at the back of the room,
asked John to read louder. At thii.point, Jobn tore up the
pages he was reading and went back to his seat.

I/nterpretation: John appears to enjoy not only writing,
but sharing his creations with other people. It seems, how-

4 ever, that he is very nervous and gets upset easily when he
receives the slightest criticism, as noted-by his tearing up

0of his story and refusar to continue.
A

Treatment of Results: Analyzing results can be. difficult.
The observer's interpretation af observations can be noted wiitt each

11

anecdotal record, as shown in the MO samples above. Ana1ysi076f change
over, time can be done after a number of anecdotal records have been
collected.

Advantages: Anecdotal records provide a description of actual
behavior in natural settings. They can be used to collect inforration
on very young pupils or others who have limited communication skills.

DisadvantageS: Time required to maintain an adequate system of
records may be substantial. Maintaining objectivity in observing and
recording pupil behavior is difficult, as is analysis of the data. Care
must be taken to obtain aft adequate sample ot behavior.

C. Structdred Observation

By definitlion, unstructured observations are somewhat diffuse and
unfocused. Structured observations, on the other hand, rely upon a ,range
of observation techniques that focus on specific topics. For example,
in order to gather information about.the types of questions students ask
police officers, a teacher mighf construct.a checklist of such categories
as the following: points of law, Career information, and attitudes

'toward youth. Once criteria were established far what constitures an
appropriate response fOrseach category, the teadher,or a colleague could

I/
observe the class the.next time a police officer was present, placing a
check in the correct column for each question posed by students,. .iIbe
checklist would provide information only about students' questionsoro
about their answers io questions, asked by tht-officer or anything else.

(II
The following discussion focuses on three types of structured_

observation techniques; checklistsl rating scales, and. dtructured
kformats.

L_

76,.)
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Checklists ;
. Bc.ST CoPy AlPi''t1 LE,

Description: Checklists can be developed for ust by the,teacher or
by students.. Checklists are flexible, since they are based directly on
the performance objectives of the unit being taught. They also provide
objectivity and a semipermanent record of student achievement. Check-
lists for use by students can be developed cooperatively, resulting in
stuaents' having to focus on the unit objectives and assume,somedegree
of responsibility in assessing their own learning.

11 of 20

Sample 1: Self7respect checklist (to be completed by teacher).

Student's Name: John Smith

Check ( ) if observed.

( ) 1. Sets goals for self (without teacher solicitations);
( ) 2. Seeks help when needed (from teacher, aide, or other student).
( ) 3. Assumes responsibilities ak school.
( ) 4. Fulfills accepted responsibilities on time.
( ) 5. Corrects his/her own work reliably.
( ) 6. Uses time wisely.
( ) 7. Keeps self well-groomed.
(,) 8. Is courteous.
( ) 9. Is eager to lead the group in discovering new knowledg.
( ) 10. Responds pOsitively to constructive criticism and suggestions.
( ) 11. Cleans his/her desk and floor, area on own initiaiive.
( ) 12. Exhibits positive social behavior (leader.or participator).

Sample 2: Checklist for police unit (to be completed by teacher).

Names of Students

,

77.
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Behavior`to be observed
,

1 Brings in newspaper arucle
related to pohce.

2. Selects one of the books about
pohce from library or reading
table. I

I

3 WillinglY volunteers for one of
' five optional work groups prc .

panng room display on police .

,

.

4. Fulfills .responsibility in work
!grotto

.. ,

. I'

5 Works cooperatively wuh others.

6 As1,4 quations of policeman
and other guests during their
visit

1 Keeps notebook throughout
unit

1

I

I

8 \ ctsveiv pas ticipates In class
disctismon.

,

1

'Check each child three times during this unit

73
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Sample 3: Student checklist.
"
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Name PennyPonder Unit Pohce

1 Outstanding 3 Satisfactory
.5 2 --; Very GOOd 4 Needs Improvement

1

Week t 1411: 3 4 5

I partIcipated in class discussions.

,
I asled 'questions of Officer McKinney and
ot* guest speakers.

.,

.

3. I did not interrupt- others when they ,,,ere
talking.

0
.. Ic

4. . I brought news clippings for the bullet n board.

5. I volunteered for a work group.

I

1. I did my share of work in my group.

7 I read a library book about poliCe work.

8. I kept my notebook uptodate.
0

4

Treatment of Results. Using a checklist allows a teacher to quickly
calculate the number of times students exhibit the behaviors of interest.
Totals for each student can be computed and the results compared at vari
ous points during the school year. These comparisons will,reveal any
changes over time.
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Advantages: Checklists are useful in evaluating those skills that
can be,divided inm a series of clearly defined, specific actions. They
can serve as a convenierit method of recording evidence of gfowth toward
specific learning outcomes.

Disadvantages: Use of checklists is susceptible to respondent bias.
Checklists do not indicate the degree of behavior, simply.its presence
or.absence. Checklists are not useful in summarizing a teacher's general
impressions concerning the personality and adjustment of pupils. They
can also be cumbersome touse with dfull class of students.

Rating Scales:

Rating scales are another type of structured observation instrument.
lhese scales focus upon specific issues and require assigning a score to
students' behavior or -comments. For example, a teacher who wants to
assign letter grades to students On the basis of the quality of their
comments in class discussions might devise the following rating scale:
asks thoughtful/thoughtprovoking questions, asks factual questions,
asks questions unrelated to the topic. Scale points can be described in
-vailing detail and need not necessarily be the same 1for all questions.
They May.change dependinebpon the nature of inform tion sought. The
_example below indicates a different -scale thail the o escribed abOve.

Sample:

Student: John Smith
Scale Points: 1 Excellent

2 Good
3 Average'
4 Fair
5 Poor

1. Hkperwouki you rale thestudent's ability to.get alongwith
his peers?

1 2 . 3 4 5

2. Hocfwould you rate thestudent's creative potential?
1 2 3 4 5

3. How would you rate the student's attitude toward the gen--
eral school environment?

1 2 3 4 6

Treatment of Results. Numerical values can be assigned to each
point on a rating scale, allowing averaging of class scores. A compari
son of these averages as well as individual scores at different times
permits rapid analysis of class and individual change.

"J".
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Advantagesr Rating scales prbvide,a coimon :frame of reference for
comparing all,students on tfie same set of'characteristics. They also
provide a convenient method for recording observers' judgments.

Disadvantages; Many observers exhibit a tendency to rate-all indi-
viduals at approximately the same positfon on the scale. In addition,
the rater's general impression of a person gay influence how he/she rates
that person on individual characteristics. Characteristics may be-rated
as more or less alike than they are because of the rater's belief,con-
cerning their relationship.

Formatted Observation Systems:

Formatted obServation systems are tightly structured observation
methods that attempt to measure the zresence of certain behaviors. For
example, a teacher interested in the degree to whiCh he/she uges certain
questioning strategies might construct an,observationalefarmat with the
following key: factual= F; inferential I; synthess - S; analysis -
A; evaluative - E. The observer would record the appropriate' letter

_ each time the teacher asked a question which fit one of plese categories.

Sample: Interaction analysis observation system.

TEACHER TALK

Direct Influence

ACCEPTS FEELING: accepts and 'clarifies tha feeling tone of
the students in a nonthreatening manner. Feelings'may be
positive or negative.

2. PRAISES OR ENCOURAGES: praises or encourages student action
or behavior.

3. ACCEPTS OASES IDEAS OF STUDENT: clarifies, builds on, or
deve.lops ideas suggested by a student.

4. ASKS QUESTIONS: asks questions about content or procedura
with the intent that a student answer.

Indirect Influence

5. LECTURES: ,gives facts or opinions about content or procedure.

6. GIVES DIRECTIONS: gives directions, commands, ovorders with
which student is expected to comply.

7. CRITICIZES OR JUSTIFIES AUTHORITY: makes statements intended
to change student behavior or explain why the teacher is taking
a particular aqion.

STUDENT TALK

1. RESPONSES: mskes a predictable response to the teacher.

9.' INITIATION: initiates talk, introduces new ideas, or makes
unpredictable response to teacher.

-10. SILENCE OR CONFUSION: pauses, perinds of sil ence, and periods
of confusion in which communication cannot be understood by
obser/fr.

No scale is implied by the numbers. They-are merely classificatory,
designating a particular kind of communication.

G
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Treatment bf Results: After a fOrmateed observation has been com-
pleted, the total,number of behaviorsAcan be calculated for each dimen-
sibemeasured by the form. Repeated use of the same form allows compari-
son of resul0, which will .eveal any changes in student'on teacher
behaviors.

Advantages: Formatted observation systems provide a systematic
method of observing and recording behavior. A large sampling of behavior
is possible, and the data obtained can be analyzed statistically. These
systems are adaptable to the sittlation bejng observed.

Disadvantages: Data,gathered through this method may be unreliable
unless the observers are highly trained. The observer's,bias may be
reflected in recording behavior. A large amount of data is required,
and the procedure may be'difficult to use wi,th large'gtoups.

HI. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

A. Student Work

Description: Analysis of student work provides another technique,
for assessing student progress in a variety of dimensions. Homework,
classworko projects, and essays can all provide valuable data for analy-
sis.

Sample,1: Homework assignment.

Read the following case.study and write answers to these questions:

1. What decision was made in this case?

2.. Who supported and who opposed the decision?

3. What did people do in trying to get others' support?

Sample 2: Project assignment.

L 11/4

In a'group of four students, plan and enact a situation in which a
,cement mill has been forced to lay off 10 peicent of its workers
because of environmental hazards. The roles depcited will include
the company president, a uilion leader, a worker, and an,environ-
mental protection advocate from the, community.

Treatment of Results: In using these sources of information, the
analyst must establish consistent criteria to be applied. For example,

if students are writing an _essay about.how they--as police officers--
would handle an anonymous tip about a crime,.the grader should have clear
criteria about the regulatioAs governing search and seizure. .When eval-

uating any atudent work, criteria should be used; if grades are given,
tha criteria necessary to achieve each grade should be clearly stated.

'7 7
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Advantages: Analysis of studentwork can provide precise informa-
.

tion concerning what students know or do not know, can do or cannot do,
ag they are learning. It permits teachers to evaluate tasks requiring
more time than a normal class period allows. Evaluating student projects
can provide information concerning cognitive, nonverbal, and" social
'learning for an individual or,group of students. Some variables can be
controlled for in-class projects.

DisadvAntages: Analyzing and interpreting the work of every student
in the class is time consuming. Many variables cannot be controlled,
and determining how or why learning occurred is difficult.

B. School Documents and Records

Description; School documents and records canliprovide yet another
valuable source of information about students. For example, law-related
education program personnel may be interested in the impact of the pro-
gram upon the citizenship behaviors of participating students. School
records could provide information about referrals to the office;
unexcused absences, and tardies which might be indicators of civic behav-
ior.

Treatment of Results. Some records can easily be 'converted to
numerical data while otherS, such as written comments by former teachers,
may require qualitative analysis.

AdVantages: School records are both systematic and longitudinal.

Disadvantages: Privacy considerations may restrict access to
records. Individual maturation and other variables may account for
changes from one year to the next.

IV. TESTIW

A. TeacheY-made Tests

Description: The teacher-made test is probably the evaluation
device moSt commonly used in appraising the'success of law-focused
education programs, both at the classroom and the district levels.
While most teachers construct and,administer their own tests, few have
had the benefit of any training in this area. This section contains
some general principles regarding the construction of teacher-made,tests,
with specific attention to simple recarl or completion, alternative-
response, multiple-choice, matching, and.esday items.

The well-constructed test possesses the basic characteristics of
validity and reliability. Validity refers to'the extent to which a test
.covers the material that was taught an'd the.extent to which it mkasures
the actual achievement of performance objectives. Thus, if the eikform-
ance objectives for a.uni\t specified the use of complex thinking abili-
ties, a test that only' measured recall would not be valid. In short, k
valid test.measures what it is supposed to measure. Reliability refers
to the extent to which a'test provides consistent resUlts *in successive
uses.

73
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tes-tshould also be written at the reading and complexity jevel`
appropriate to ti;-iP-iifictrlargroup being tested. ,If the reading level
is too high, the resulting poor scot- ---eSa1"-e duetoL-eacH.ng difficuliy
rather thanklack of knowledge of the content. -If a teacbet"----isunsure
about the'appropriateness of the readabilfty level, it is best t'o read
the test aloud to the students.

All directions on a nest should be brief and simply worded: All
questions should be written in a similar fashion, avoiding direct quotes
from a textbook or misleading questions. The former encourages rote

4P
memorization and the latter enEourages students to guess. While these
general principles are-important to consider in constructing all tests,
a number of specific guidelines should be kept in mind for special types,,
of items.

Simple recall items measure a pupil's ability to remember important
names, events, dates, or concepeg. SUch items are usually written :as .

short questions followed by blanks for the students' responses. Care
should be taken to ensure that there is only one correct answer.

Sample 1:

Who was the Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court at the time the
Marbury vs.,Madison case was heard?

Completion items are similar to simple.recall items in that they
are questions followed by blanks fox the students to fill in. To avoid
giving clues to the answer, blanks of uniform size should be used and ,.

use'of "a" or "an" before blanks should be avoided. No more than two'
blanks should be left in any statement.

Sample 2:

An appeal to the fourt to see if a person is heilpg illegally held
in jail is called

,

Alternative response items can be written in a variety of forms,
such as truelfalse, yes/no, or right/wrong. Thi§ type of item should be
used when there ig a choice of only two responses. Specific determiners
such as always, never, all, and none should'be avoided. Most students
can easily infer that such items are false. Having'pupils write a T.or
an F for an answer should also 6e avoided; it is surprising...how similar
the two can be made to look. Scoang can be made easier by placing all
blanks either at the left or the right side of the page. Alternativ,e
response items are especially useful for, evaluating'learning at lower
levels of the cognitive domain, as well as in apftaising stereotypes and
misconceptiops.

Sample 3:

0

The.U.S. Supreme Court has'held that juveniles have a right
to trial bySuiy.

Multiplec ce items collAist of two parts: an incomplete or stem
statement and seVeral possihle answers. Of the possible responses, one
is the correct, O'r the best., respense, and the others are distractors.

4ee
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,

- When constructing'-multiple-choiceoitem'S,the major portion,of,the
staiement should be Aaced in the stem rather than in the answer choices.
Possible answers should be'plausible and'of approximately- the same

I length. Absurd responses and exceptionally long or short.responses Will'
tend to help students easily eliminate some 4of the choices.

4,

Multiple-choice items are probably the most widely used of all test
items.' --ATOidii,gh they_a_rime-con`suming -to construct, they'exe quickly,
easily, and objectively scofed-r---They_can be written to-measure various,
ievels of learning in the cognitive domaid-andLareappropriate,for use
in elementary-schools as well as in sedonary schodls.-- _

Sample 4:

,c

The significance of the Brown v. Boar,d óf Education decision was
that it

A.'liberated schools from local control:
B. struck down the, "separate, but equal" doctrine.

C-called for immediate busing to achieve racial balance.
D. brought a.quick end to all types of segregation.

Matcbing items can be used to evaluate.students' abilities to
associatelUch items as-terms and definitions and prinsiples and defini-:e
tions. A teacher,pan provide clear direcions that include the basis on.
,which t-le matching is to take place: In writing matching items, items
in eacD'column should be hotogeneous. There should be more responses in,.
the seegnd col.umn than in the first column, thus,preventipg pupils from

-using a proCess of elimination to-find the correct. answers.

Sample

',

Directions: Match the following items.
n

Provides foi right of women to vote
Provides for freedom of-speech4 presS
Provgdts for protection agAnst.self-
incriminaion, . i

....' Provides for right of eighteen-year-olds
., ,

/ to,vote
.

.4.,
Provides protection against cruel and ..4;.'

unusual punishments
I.

' ,t

1. First amendment
2. SecOnd ameddment
3. Fourth amendment
4. Fifth amendment

.S.Jxthamendment
6a Eighth amendment

. 7. Nineteenth amendment
8. Twentiet.h amendment

. Proyides freedom from unreasonable 9. Twentx.-fifth amendment
.4.4

.

search and seizu ' 10. Tventy-sixtl, Amendment
t, ..

re

4

. Essay items are very useful for,measuring analytical, synthesizingo,,'A
and evaluative skills. They are also:useful in appraising students'
ability to organize and summarize information and to apply concepts im a

e -
newsituation. They-are al,so useful in measuring,attitudes toward cOn---

..

troversial issueg and ideas. The advantages of the essay item include
providing mbre freedom for students to express their individuality and -

. imaginatiOn, In addition, essay questions are more easily and quickly

II
prepared then,are others. Disadvantages include the-time and difficulty
inkrolved In scorinOthe answlx, !hs well as the limited _Coverage of the
content. Garetshould be taken that students do not experiente undue

II
AS

.difficultyiwiskyriting and grammar.

*
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A teacher can overcome Some of We 'drawbacks of essay questions by
restricting their usg to,Jearning outcomes that cannot be readify med-
sured through 'other tyPes,Of items. . Each'question shouldi clearly
ide And i hneify the students' task should ndicate te approximate expected.

.length and,the time allowed to completethe 'answer.

1, Simple 6:
0

;

'Write one or two paragraphs describing the similarities and dif-
ferences between the vigilante tfial of nenry ftummer and a legai
court trial. Focus espeCially on judicial procedures and rights orf

,.the accUsed."
/ ,

4 's

:Treatment of Results: Teacher-made tests are usually graded and
assigned a numerical score, often a percentage of coirect responses. A
review of these scores will indicate how well the class as a group per-.
formed-on,the test. It will also provide,an ,indication of how well
indsividual'studene's achieved the objectives measured by the test. -

Advantages acher-made tests can be conStructed to address the
specific...objective of A-program and can be adjusted to the/ level of
students...

Disadvantages: Teacher-made tests are often poorly constructed.
Frequently there is no 'opportunity to check for re,liability or validity.

,

B. Standardized Tests

De'scription: A wide array ,oT cpmmercially. available tests have'
been developed. Some of these have been developed in conjunction with
specific curricular mateyials, while 0thers'attempt to measure achieve- /
ment generafly. National, state, and local LRE projects often,have tests1 .
related to their specific project objectives.'.Some of these tests have
been subjected to rigorous:statistical analysis, while others have not./
If e teacher can locate a.reliable and valid test that ieasfres the goals
of his/her program,-using that test is mutU easreT developing a/
good one. Unfortunately,.teachers are often unabl nd a test that i

addresses the same_o6jectives as their programs. Selecting approPriate
items from several ystruments may be possible., hOwever- When develep-
ing or selecting a test, it is critically important that each iteM
included be specifically tied to an ogjective; if till's is not true,
results may be poor:

46

-Treatment of Results: Numerical scoees are almost always aSsigned
for standardized ests. These scores can be compiled to produce a class
profile. In addition, standardized tgsts tan provide informit.ion about
how well individuals and classes did on the' test compared-to other
students throughout the country.
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Advantages': AdMinigtration and scoring instructions are qusually
provided with=standardized tests. The test is clearly defined and can

1-

'measure cognitive achievement,'aptitude, interestc and a variety of
personality traits. information from standardized tests hat known
parameters', such as average performance for wrious groups and validity
.and reliability estimates. Standardized tests can be used'to compare.
one's students with otheis in'the nation. The resulting data can be .,.

used.to ,usess grogram impact, _

,4.

'

Disadvantapes: Standardized.Cests may . address oblectives'that are
.,

1 .

different from the:individual teacher's. Locating appropriate testg May
be difficult, and the costs may be unfeasible. Administering, scoring,.
and'intetpreting the results of standarddzed tests are somttim,es compli- -...

cated. ,
. -f
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ACTIVIiY 8:

,

JNDICATORS AND TECHNIQUES
"me

. /
. -

. . . ,

Introduction: Participants are new ready to apply the ideas and informa-

tion learned in the previous two activities to their own LRE,projects.

The second page Of the "LRE Project Management and Evaluation Form" is
IP i

f`,._ if

used to help parfcipants determine,i4da altars relat to: their proect
-, ,-

objectives and to select approgriate tEiiques for gathering data on
,

those dndicators: ,

II
..'

.

. Ojectives:. P.dr:tsicipants will be able

1.

to--

II

. .

ob

indicators of achieyement related to each of thei

project

PW

.,,

,

a

II

r
2. etuation techniques for gathering

4.

data on

each indica

'

e

Time: 2-3 hours

4
Materials Needecit Handouts 2 dnd 12, newsprint and parking pens

0

.1.
rProcedure:

Introduce this activity by di:stnibuting copies of Handout 12,
4'1

."1,RE Project Management and Evaluation Form: Page 2 Illustration."

Thib handout provides an ,example of a completed form on which indicators

and techniques are specified and related to.eacb-other. State that this,

is an example of what participants will produce from their project work.

Ask participants to state wAther they feel that the particular tech-
. -

niques selected on.this sample form are the most appropriate fon the

given indicators... Tal-ticipants may have some minor criticisms, but

generally theSe are appropriate technfques.

- Z. Tell participa nts to complete their blank colps of.page 2 of

;

the "LRE Project Management and Evaluatitn -Foriii!'. (distributed in
AP

Activity 2) for *their prOjects. State ,that,they- alsoTheed to refer

io their completed forms on objectives arid activities, (page 1 of this

11
form).Suggest that-.they-alsck reread the-evaluatiop strategies anel

instrument sectl.ons of.the evaluation model;
/-

'

t

1
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3. Circulate and provide help as needed during this work session.

As grpups complete a section of this form, check their work to-make sure

they are making the most'appropriate selections aad are ,Iwriiing them

clearly.

4. Conclude this session one Of two ways. If the group-is small,

ask each project to present their completed forms (either duplicaLing

copies or placing.them on poster paper) to the Lull gp6uP". for comments.

If the grcup is large, ask participants to identifY problems that arose

'during the work session nd important points to keep in mihd when corn-
.

,pleting this form..

.14

ft

4"
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Handout 12
(Activity 8)

LRE PRQJECT
MANAGEMENT AND EVALUATION FORM:

PAGE. 2 ILLUSTRATION

3

tt

1 of 1

. /NDICATORS
*le

41,

EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

Teachers' know&pdge about the exis,tenCe and
nature of the Itreet 1.4aw, Constitutional Rights,
and Law in a Free Society materials and
activities.-

1.12 Teacher perceptions of the usefulriess of the
workshop.

2.-11

,

Teacher behavioral performance in using the
case studies, role Tlays, media, mock t.rials,
community involvement, and discussion
strategies in thg LRE materials.

2.12 Teacher perceptions of the usefulness of the
workshop.

-3.11 Student knowledge about zhe functiong of law,
criminal justice, civil law, and constitdtional
rights: A

3.12 Student.actitudes toward the police, the courts,
constitutional'rights, and the eted ibr law.

.f

tk

1.111 ShOrt-answer,completion test on a
pretgst/posttest basist

* .
.

1.21 Workshop evaluation form ing
scalesind open-ended item on

.
. posttest basis.

,

2.111 1Observation analysis form used
during practice sessions and class-
room teaching.

2.121 Workshop evaluation form (rating'
scales and open-tended items) on a

posttest basis.

. 0

3.111, Multiple-choice'test od a preteSt/
posttest basis.

- 3.121 Likert-tye attitude smrvey on a
pretestiposttest.basis.



/6 ACTIVITY 9:

USING LIKRT SCALES TO EVALUATE

'STUDENT ATTITUDES IN LRE-'

Introduction: Likert scales and ;urveys are one very useful and effi

cient way of rksuring attitudb change in students or teachers. While

this technique is frequently used in education, including LRE, it is not

commonly used correctly. Developing a good Likart attitude survey
a

inVolves areful application of 5everal principles. his series of

activities is designed to teach participants those principles and skills
a

'so they can develop g6od.iurveys for use with their LRE projeas.. The

skills taught cancalso be appdlied to.evaluating existing attitude sur

Neys and modifying them to fit_the needs of particular,projects.

Objectives: Participants will be able to--

1. Identify the specific attitude 'scales underlying a set of
, -

14kert items.
.

2. Evaluate a set of individual Likert items "applying a spe

cific set of criteria.

3. Idtntify appropriate *and inappropriate uses of Likert surveys.

4. Describe and illustrate several different types of response

formats for use wi h Likert surveys.

5. Develop a Likert scale for LRE attitudes and write a set of

Lixert items for it.

Time: 3 hours

Material's Needed: Handouts 13-17, newsprinE and marking pens or chalk
/ 4

board and chalk

Procedure:

1. Point out ehat this session will not.involve (a) writing 500

behaviorally,stated affective Ojectives, (b) Arning any.complex

statistical procedures, (c) discussing the theoretical aspects of atti

tude measure'ment, and (0) using various methods of, measuringtttitudes.
P

Stress that thesePare all worthy activities, but that this session will

39
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,

focus on more manageable objectives: (a) learning to use one very use-

ful and reliable (though not perfect) method of measuring student

attitudes--Likert scales and (b) working individually and in small

groups to analyze, evaluate, and develop Likert scales.

2. Provide working 7definiiions for the following terms':

(a) attitude--a set of beliefs or feelings focused on a specific object

or situation; (b) Likert item--an example is provided rather than a

precise-definition: "This has been a very worthwhile conference"

Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly

Disagree Agree =

(c) Likert scale--A collection of Likert items designed to measure a

specific attitude; (d) Likert-type attiiude survey--A collection ot

several scLikert aT)s 'designed to Measure various specific attitydes,: ,
.

.
.

toward a common subject. Distribute Handout 13, -"Juvenile Justice .1--

Classroom Poll," stating that it is an example of a Likert-type attitude II

survey developed as an instructional tool rather than an evaluation
..`'-...&.

instrument.
, II

3. State that good attitude surveys are not comprised merely.,of
..

.

40 separate items, but of carefully constructed sets of items designed

II
to measure -well-defined scales. Distribute copies of Handout 14,

"Political'Attitude Scale," which inclódes sections of a volitiCal atti-

tude survey developed forlligh,school social studies curriculuM. Ask II
-,.. ,

.,

each participant to match the 16 Likert items with the four scales they

were designed to melasure (Sense of Political Efficacy, Political Trust,

Egalitarianism, arid Governmental -Support). Go over the answers and
.

discuss problems encountered doing this exercise. For your conveo-

ience, the answers are provided below:

C 9. C

2. D 10. A

3. B- 11. ,B

4. A 12. C

5. A 13. A

6. C 14. B

7. D 15. D
0

8. D 16. B

4.

' 40
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4. Tell ihe participants to divide into groups of three. Distrib-

ute citpies.of Handout 15, "LRE Attitude Survey," which contains 16 Likert

items drawn from several LRE surveys. No definitians of scales compris-
,

ing the survey are provided. Tell the groups t9 infer the four scales
.

which those 16 items,:seem to measure. GO over the answers with' the

*bile group. Provide the scales which the developer of-the instrument

intended_to me'asure with those items-(prpvided below) and briefly sum-
,

marize the main point to be derived from these last two activities.

1. ,Support-for constitutiofial rights

2. Respect for law

3. Support for constitutional rights

4. Attitudes toward police'

5. Respect for law

6. Attitudes toward police

7. Support fon constitutional rights

8. Respect for law.and support for constitutional rights

9. ',Attitudes toward pdlite and sup'Port for 'constitutional rightg

10. Attitudes'toward police

11. Respect for law

12. *SUpport for constitutionalxights

13. Attitudes taward police

14: Respect-for lau,

15. Attitudes toward. porice

16. Support for constitutional xights

5. Discuss the following crifical questan: What are the appro-

priate and inappropriate uses of likert-type attitude suryeys? The fol-
,

lowing points should be made:

,41appropriateftses: (a) Likert-type surveys are frequentlx not a

reliable way, to determine attitudes or attitude change of individuala.,

(b) they should definitely not be used for grading students, and (c) if

honest responses are desirediR,students,should Rot place. their nameS'on

thd survey form.
410,

--Appropriate uses: (a) Well-constructep and tested-Likeff-type
-

attitude surveys can be very efficient, direct, and reliable instruments

for assessing attitude changes in groups (e.g., a class, all social

studies classes, or some of the'sample of students), and (b) this.method
.

41 oa ,
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is-especially effective for determining pre/posttest changes for the

purpose of evaluating curriculum programs and planning fur instruction.

6. State that a good Liker.t.survey must also include well-written

-individual Likert items. istribute Handout 16, "Evaluatititg Likert=type

ItemS." Q-9 over the first page, which provides a set of criteria or .

characteristics of well-written Likeri items, explaining and illustrating

eatfi:of these criteria. Now direct participants to page 2. In their

groups, participgnts should evaluate this set of 12 Likert items drawn

froAarious LRE instruments by applying the criteria tO each item. Go

over the correct answers'with the.full group. For -your conVenience,

possible answers are provided below:

1. A (use. cf "can.be" makes thestatement ambiguous)

2.' 5 (statement is too generdl)

3. 5

4. 3 (this itemdoes not present in attitude that differentiates

among groups)

5: Good item

6. 4

7, 4

8. 5

9.

10,

5

2
a

11. 4 A

12. Good item

7. State that a variety'of response formats%for. Likert items are
k

possible. Distribute Haadout Jii, qespon-se Formats for Attitude .Scales/ '

and discuss the following 9ointst What formats are most Appropriate foi

elementary and secondary students? How mady res.p-onge choices are.best? I/
- 4.4

Should a midpoint be,used? The following.point should be brought out

during the discussion:

--Number of points: Although there are no absolute rules; the

following seem most approftiate for edch grade level: primary grades--

3 choices; ,intermediate and middle schoo1--3-5* choices; secobdary--4-7

choices. Having mote respOnse choices than suggestel here usually

increases%the difficulty for respondents without ftoducing more useful
fl)

data.

p
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--Midpoint: Again there is nb absolute Tule. Including a midpoint

will allow somerespondents to avoid thinking about their opinions, but

"the midpoint may-accurately reflect some respondents' views. Not includ--

tng a midpoint can arbitrarily force respondents to one side oi thp other
,

'Or can encourage them to leave items.blank. Incluston"Of a midpoint may

also have some effect on data analysis, especially as lt relates tO.,,

interval and ordinal scales (see Activity 14 for more information on

this issue). Generally, use of midpoints is a matter of preference, but

the point should be clearly defined so that the-results can be accUrately

,interpreted.

8. State that by applying the knowledge and skills gained frpm

the previous actiyitieS, participants /(are now prepared to create their

own likert scales to measure student attitti'des related to their LRE

programs. Identify some of the LRE attitudes with which the workshop

has already dealt. Ask participLts\to brainstorm other attitudes that

might be importanC to assess. This'is done merely,to stimulate partici

pants to think,about ,the types of attitydes on Which to.focus'their

development efforts.

9. Ask patticipants to select a specific -LRE'attitude (e.g.,

attitude toward police), define several aspects of that attitude, define

a scale for tWat attitude, and create eight or ten it'ems and a response .

format which will measure 'that attitude in either elementary or secondary

students. Participants can do this activity individuall; or in smalL

,--grOups depending on their preference. Cireu,late to help participants

hrough the various steps and to answer questions.

, 10. Have several personsor groups/then share the scales and one

ot tWo-Items. If time and materials are available, this can'be done on

poster paper or on overhead transparendy. If not, the sharing can be

ddhe'orally. Conclude by conducting brief discussion of problems
4-

'encounteree in developing items.

,

.

4v=4
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Handout 13
1 of 1

(Activity 9)

I..1

.

JUVENILE yUSTICE CLASSIZOOM POLL

IAfter reading each of the statements below, mark the apdroprlate letter(s) in the blank space which most ac-
curately reflects your opinion of the statement. There are no right or wrong answers.

4

ISA-Strodgly Agree. AAgree 11Uncertaiii DDisagree SQ.4trongly Disagree

I 1. Police get.acriticized too often by young people for just trying to do their jobslonestly and fairly.

2. °arents should be held legally responsible for the actions of their children, whether in school or out.

3. In our justice procedreelthe distinction between jt;l7en'iles and idults works to the advantage of young

I people by shielding them from the brutal aspects of the system.

4 The existence of uvenile detention centers, reform schools, and prisons discourage or deter young
people from com itting crimes.

I 5. There should be 4 set penalty for eech Youthfül offense with little or no screton et to te juvendi i lf h ile

..

judge as to what t e sentence should be.

I 6. Shoplifting is Ju a matter of "ripping off" the establishment; therefore, shoplifters should not be pros-
ecuted to the full st extent of the law. . o

7. A juvenile shoul be given a trial by jury for any offense for wnich an adult criminal would be tried.
_..i.-..g.,

I 8. When you get rignt down to it, your chances of receiving justice are determined almost entirely by.your
age,sex, color; and wealth..

,-
9 Students should be financially responsible for replacing damaged properly.

I
.

10 Students should belequired to "work off" any damage done to school property (example. cleaning desk
tops, cleaning lavatory walls, etc.)

. r . .
11 Students should report to the office any individuals that tett/ see committing an act of vandalism.

12. Students commit mOst acts of v,andalism becauSe they want attention from their friends:.,

13 Most young peorale'who get cught in delinquency really want to be discoyered andhelped.

1 14. Some element of punishment ihould be'a part of any gqpd cdrrectionsirehabilitation program.,
V

15. If parents and teachers would only t'i'e more strict, yoUrt people would grow.up respecting law and

I authority.
.,.

,
. , ,. ; '4 .

16 The personality and behavior of a child is determined by the atmosphere within his home and the roles,
'his parents play in discipline and,setfing standards of conduct.

I
, 8

. -

I .

Ir .

.

4

',

#
*

II
. .

From the fnstitute fbr Political and Legal Lucation (IitE),
-, 207 Delsea Drive, RA, 13.2x 209, Sewell, New Jersey 08080. Used by.4,.

II

permission.
.,
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Handout 14
I. of.2

(Acti,vity'9)

ot.

POLITICAL ATTITUDE SCALE

_.

Directions: The.attittde survey on the next page is comprised of the
four subscales explained below. Match the items-on the survey to the
subsc;lés by placing, the letter corresponding to the °a"ppropriate
subscale in the blank beside each item. --.,,

1 . ..
# a

A. Sense of Political Efficacy-=feelini that the individuaf Can
... Influence political decision making. Individuals w,ith a high'

sense of political efficacy believe that they have a voice in
what the goxernment does. They 'believe that the government is
responsive to their interests.and needs. lirr,-.., %

. .

.
.t,

.
, , . -

. .

B. Political Trust--absence of polltical cynici_sm. Political,
trust means positive-supportive attitudes and beliefs.,about
pokitical leaders and 'the political,System. Individuals with

.% high political trust believe that government officials ire
'honest and competent. Thebelieve this public ofticial,s-
'8esire Mainly to serve the people that they represent rather

t, 4
than thempellies.

.- .

_-

C. Equaaitarianism--support for social or welfare democracy. An
individual who is high in equalitaxianism supports public
policiesthat would ameliorate or'eliminate impoverished liv-
Ing conditiops. An-individual who is high in equalitarianism
supporEs action by'Vhe governMent to equalize oppbrtunities
for individuals to enhance their style of life.

lok,

D.
.
Grernmental Support--wilUngness to favoragly evaluare the .

P4sidency, the'Congress,.and the,ISupreme Court. A erson
with a high score On this scale "has positive feelings about
these institutions. He or'she is supportive of th.e,',present
working of the Presickency, the Congress, and the SupremeCourt.

.J

4

-1kci.lptefol from HoWard 14ehlinger and John Patrick, American Political
Behavior (Bloomingon, Indiana; High School Curriculum Center in Govern-

'ment, UniVersit/.of Indiana, 1969). Used by permission.



1 Handout 14. 2 of 2

.

Key: A = Sense of Political Efficacy C = Equalitarianism

B = Political Trust D = Governmental Support

1. The government ought to make sdre that everyone has a
good standard of living.

2. Congress has done.a good job and should not be drastic-
aIk9 changed.

3. Almost all of the people'running the government are smart
people.who usually.know what they Are doing.

4. Public.officiais do Rot car much about what people like
my parents think.
I

People like my Okrents can have an influence 'upon the
'government by joining groups of people (interest and
Prdssiire groups) ehat support the same political ideas.

6. Money should 4t be taken from richer pedple through
.

taxes in order to provide services for poorer people:

7. Congress, has, been too slow,in dealing
t
with the mayor

problems the United States.

8. The yresident has become too powerful and should have
hisPnwers rediced.

,

9. All people should have good houses, even if the govern-, -,

ment has to build them. ../

10.. Political parties are so big that the avevage member has
little or no influence on,decisiop,making.

11. Most of the people rufining the government are a little
cuoked.

-

12. If poor people bannot afford to,pay for health care, the
government should pay.their hospital and doctor

- 13. What the government.dpes is like tliv. weather: therei is
aothing people can do about it. .

,

/
'. .., '-,

.

.

.

14. There-is alMoat no donnection'between what a politician
.16 .

says
,

and'what he or she will'do.when.elected.., .'

N 0,,
. si

.15. When the presideniof 'the'United Sta'es Makes aNtecision,

..

it _As ehe duty of the people to obey him.

16. People'id the,government waste a lot of the money we pay
tNces.

40



Handout 15
(Activity 9)

LRE ATTITUDE SURVEY

1 of

* I .

1. If a person is suspected of a serious crime, the police should be
allowed to hold him/her in jail udtil they can get enough ev.idence
to officially charge him/her.

. Without rules many people would act less responsibly .than.they do
now.

3. At their trials, suspected criminals shobld have the right to efuse
to answer que,stions if they feel their answers may be used against
them.

4. Most police officers like to tell people what to do.

'5. U&il they are changedieven unfair 'laws should be obeyed.

6. Most police officers enjoy protecting and helping people.

7. Students should be allowed to look at and challeng,their school
records.

8. It is impórtant to have laws which prevent innocent people from
going to jail, even though some guilty persons may go,free.

9. Local yolice may sometimes be right in holding persons in jail
withoutetelling them of any formal charges against them.

10. Tolice officers seldom make good neighbors.

11. Ignorance_of the law is no excuse for violating it.

12. Employers should hire anyone who is qualified for the job, regatid
less of race, creed, or religion.

13. Today, when police cuestion people, they use fair meWods.
s'

14. It is all righ.t to break the law if you do not get caught.
c)

15. Most police officer treat all people alike.

16. Some criminals are so bad that they should not be allowed to have a
lawyer.
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Handout.16
(Activity 9)

YES

41,

NO

1 of 2

ENALUATING LIKERT-TYPE ITEMS

Guidelines

1.; Is the item phrAsed in words that are easily
read by your students?

2. Is the item stated clearqy and simply?

3. Does the statement express a clearly positive
or clearly negative attitude?'

4.. Is there only one dimension to the statement?

5. Does the statement embody a characteristic
closely relatea to the attitude you are trying
to measure?

(-3
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1

1

1

Handout 16

A Potpourri of LRE Attitude Items

2 of 2

Directions: Evaluate each item below using the guidelings given on the
previous page. In the space beside each item, write "good" if you
believe the item meets all thd criteria; if the item violates one or
more of the-guidelines, write the guideline number(s) in the space.

1. Special courses about the legal system can be very help-
ful to junior and senior high school students in learn-
ing about their government. (LRE attitudes)

2. Police hare too Many powers today. (Police authorkty)

3:. People should,not be allowed to. march on public streets.
(Political tolerance)

4. yrotecting everyone's rights Is,important. (Constitu-
tional rights)

5. Most lawyers are more interested in making money than in
protecting people's rights. (Attitude toward legal com-
munity)

6. The right to privacy should be protected because'it is a

constitutional.right and some police might .abuse the_
opportunity to make unlimited searches. (Privacy)

7. Everyone should obey laws in order to avoid punishment,
. and to keep society functioning smoothly. (Respect fox

law) #

8. Police patrol my neighberhood carefully. (Respect f or
pOlice)

9. Judgee protect our rights. (Constitutional rights)

10.* Others'.- thoughts of one's-political actions are of no
importance. (Political tolerance)

People have a right to enage in unusual or unpopular
acts without critticism or punishment. (Constitutj.onal
rights)

12. Women should,have the same right4- as men. (Equality
before the law)

9 7
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°Handout 17
(Act.ivity'9)

RESPONSE FORMATS FOR'ATTITUDE SCALES

Elementary Level (Two,..Or Three Choices)

YES

Like Me

Agree_

NO

Unlike Me ,

Disagrke-

Secondaryl.evel (Four or Five ChOices)

Definitely Yes

Strongly Agree

yof 1
/

YES NO

Like Me

Agree

Unlike Me

Don't Know Disagree

?s 0

Probably Yes Probably No Definitely No

Agree Disagree Stiongly Disagree

Hardly Ever; Occasionally Frequently Very Often

Definitely Yes Probably Yes ' Not Sure Probably No Definitely No

Strongly Agree Agree. UnC'ertain Pisagree Strongly Disagree

Almost daily 2-3 times a week 3-4 times a month A few timeS a year Never



ACTIVITY 10:,

USING MULTIPLE-CHOICE TESTS TO

EVALUATE STUDENT LEARNING IN LRE

Introduction: Multiple-choice tests are one of the, most frequently used

illethods of _evaluating studentcognitive learning in LRE: -Weil-

constructed multiple-choice tests can measure conceptual understanding,

thinking skills, and factual knowledge. This activity is designedto

teach participants the basic principles ot_construfting multiple-choice

test items for these-purposes. Participants first examine and evaluate

----estTing items and then develop their own items using the specified

'criteria.

Objectives,: Participants will be able to--

1. Classify each item in a set"of Ipultiple-choice items as measur-

ing cognitive knowledge, conceptual understanding, interpretation skills,

or attitudes/values.

. 2.% Evaluate a see of multiple-choice iteis by applying a specific

set of criteria .

3. Develop a set of multiple-choice items for their LRE 'programs

using the principles demonstrated.

Time:- 2.hours

4

Materials Needed: Handouts 18-21

.16 Procedure:

"4 /

1. Introduce the activity by stating that multiple-dhoice tests

can be a very useful and efficient method of evaluating student cognitive

learning fn LRE. .State that while most.,tests measure.only tual knowl.=
-

edge, items'can be developed to measure cdhdeptual undef tanding dnd

interpretation skills as well. Egplain,and4IluStrate-the differende
-

between these three types pf learning:
.t

2. DistribUte copies of-Handout,18, "Classifying LAE Test Items.,"
;

askingparticipants to complete the exercise as indicdted. in'the dired:

tions. Participants must clagsify a set-of items uging. the"three_catd- .

45
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,
-a \

. ) a

.

_II
do

gories defined in st,e41____anti the category .attitudes/values. This last

category is used tO illustrate that,tests designed to alsse-S-s cognitive

learning often inadvertently include attitude items.

3. Go over the participants' answers item-by-ii-ei, p-roviding the

answers given below forscuss-idif:

8. CW

2. CI(' or CU 9. CU

3. CU 0 10. CP

4. AV 11. CU

5. IS 12., CK

6. AV 13. CU

-7. AV 14. AV

During the discussion, point out that some ,iten) can be classified in

two or three ways. One factor affecting the way in which items are

classified is the nature of the LRE instructional program. If informa-

tion is yrovided directly in the instructional program, an item that on

the surface appears to be te-sting Conceptual understanding may actually

be testing only factual recall. Stress that some of the items are atti-
.

tude items; unlike their cognitive counterparts, these items do not have

4' universal* agreed-upon correct answers. Such items do notibelorig on a

cognitive.test; they should be separated and labeled as opinion or atti-
.,

-

tude qUestions. Students shoUld not Joe graded on their responses to

these.questions.

4. '-Summarize the main differences between the three types of

cognitive learning using Handout,19, "'Examples of Good Multiple Choice

Items,!'

5. State that the most important criterion fon a 'good"test item
, -

is that ft measures the specific cognitive objective that it is inVeddid

to measbre. Stress the imporeance of clearly defining Ihe particulaf

cognitive obj-ective. .(Thsi.s is similar to defining the specific atti

scales in the previous set of activities on Likert_surveys.)- Ask ar-
.

ticipants to brainstorm a list of main LRE cotent areas (e.g.,' divil

law, crim4nal law, eEc.) and identify the main features or conEent.in

. each'area.

46
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1
l-----.. 0 Distribute copies of Handbut 20, "Evaluating Multiple-Choice-

Itdms.%,Explain and illustrate each guiderine. ,,..

I 7. ' Ask participants to work in groups of twe,or three to complete
s.

..

the worpheet as described in the 'directions. Note that the 'intenda1 ,

4.

II answerT,. to the items are provided on the worksheet, as are the areas of

law tbibe tapped by the item. This informaiion is needed to apply the

I
, gilideAnes.

.
Go over the worksheet with the full group, using the answers

sugge ted below to'stimulate discbssiOn: .

11 '41. 4 (The foils are much briefer than the correct answer and c is

t

- .

too obviouSly wrong.),

II
...,

,

I:.

2. 2 (The stem does hot give a clue to what is desired. -A better'
...-

stem would be: "What is the main purpose of laws?)

11

3. Good item

.t: 4,

4
4

.

,
3 (Some ,irmy argue that a is more effective in some situations.),

5. 1 (The phrase "all hutWhich of the following"'is awkward and..

11 ..., V ,

, -
may confuse stpdents.),

'.:T.

,-. 6. Good.item.

II 4..t,

'

)1,
7. 3, 5, and 6 (The stem does not indicate whit actions the son

-e is debating between. Because of the vagueness of the stem, b

II
r,

,,

might be a possible answer. Thus, te item ié not la'godd one
e ,

v

to test for the ability to identify valiles in conflict.)
0 ,

.,. ,

)

II
A 3 and 6 (Thisstem depends uptn opinions treatment

centers rather thin knowledge about them.)
i

-..

I 9. Good item

- , 10. '...Good item
4 ;

' 9, Distribute copies of Handout 21, "Suggestions, for Developing

I Multiple-Choice Tests" and use this to point out other key principles to

.
.

,

keep in mind.

10. Have participants work in small groups to select,a specific

,

* LRE content area and develop for that area: two cognitive knowledge-
/

.

11
items, two conceptual understanding items, and two interpretation skills

items.. .

' .

.
0.-

I/
i

11. Have paftiCipants present their items ±6. the.full'gioup .for

review., commentst and'suggestions for reNiision.
"

.
. .

Its



12. Conclude by emphasizing the importance Of creating tests that
Jiw

I/

I/

mea-Sureb,conceptual understanding and interpretation skills as well as

faCtual knowledge. Also state that the principles participants save

learned can also be applied in.eveluating and modifying existing test

items.

o.

11

It

r-

./

1
imo

1

*
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Handout 113

. (Activity ,10)

, CLASSIFYING LRE TEST ITEMS

. Directions: Read each.LRE test item below and determine the kind
of, student. Outcome it,is primarily measuring. Write the appropriate
abbreviation in the blank next to the itemt

CK = cognitive knowledge (recalling facts) '

Cb = conceptual understanding (applying a concept)

IS.= interpreting skills (reading tables and graphs
and Taking inferences from data)

AV = attitudes or values (exppessing an opinión or
belief)

SE = something,, else (none of the above)

1. When the-U.S. Supreme Court hands down a decision:

A. a lower court may overrule the decision.
B. it establishes law for the entire country.
C. it may not oyerrule a previous decision of ete

Supreme Court.
D. the decision is an example of legislation.

2. , Values are;

A. the same the Tdorld over.
B. different things to different societies.
C. determined by the Supreme Court..
D. based upon rules.

3. Rules made by school boards in the United Statss most
closely resemble those laws or rules made in:

A. a monarchy.
B. a dictatorship.
C. a democracy.
D. an anarchy.

4. Vandalism is an act t at shows:

A. lack of conoern for property.
B. creatiye expression.
C. you are acting against human rights.
D. society needs to reevaluate its values.

7

wo.

4
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gan-dout-I8

I.

. SELECIED.CHARCtERISTICS OF JUVELE
COURT-DISPOSITIONS

RPascin Referred

Offenses Applicabl
to Juveniles and

Adults

Offenses '

Applicable
to Juveniles
Only

#

2 of 4.

Manner of Handling

. Race and Sex

lb q

White

Non-White'

C3Males
liFemales .

5. According to the above chart, most offenses committtd by
juveniles are:

A. crimes that apply only to juveniles.
B. crimes that apply to both adults and juveniles.
C. crimes against property.
D. crimes against the individual.,

AO*

6. When involved in a disagreement; you should protect your
rights by:*

A. buying a weapon:
B. . resisting unlawful arrest.
C. hiring a lawyer.
D: paying an axresting officer.

7. Educational programs in prison:

A. waste tht,taxpayers' money.
B. help prisoners adjust to free 'society when they are

released.
' C. are only necessary for high school drcipouts.

D. are only used in state penitentiaries.



Handout 18 "3 of 4

8. Which of the following statements best describes a search
yarrant? It is a:

8

A. court order allowing,a police officer to search all

.0o

o-yur home and possessions.
B. _court order allowing a police otficer'to search

your home for only certain-items.
C. yolice order allowing a police officer to search

your home or your possessions far a C'erfain item.
D. an official'form that must be filled out after"a

search'has been made reporting what has been lc:Auld,
during the search. ,

. 9. . The basic distinction,between crime end d4inquency is
the: _

A. motive far the act.-
13, age of the offender.
C. nature'of the offense.
D. -punishment-given. t

10.
'

Which of the following is the best example of judicial
review operating in the federal government?

A. The Supreme Court studies Alabama's new voting law
and declares that it violates the conititutional
rights of blacks.

B. The President reviews the records of two court-,
martialed soldiers and recommends that their life
sentences be made eligible for parole in five'years.

L. Judge Smith of the Second DistrlteCourt summarfzes
the legal i'Ssues in the mail fraud case and sends
the jury out to decide on its yerdict.

D. Songress reviews the President's military defense
budget and cuts $2 million from it. '^

11. "I'm not going to take Ihe witness stand," whispered the
defendant to his lawyer. "The prosecutor will,&ist

hing I say tomake-,rnelookgui-1-t-y-.2-LWhat- legal
righeis,the defendant exercising?

.t

-s

A. Right to counsel.
B. Right to appeal.
C. Privilege'against.self-incrimination.
D. ° Privilege of habeas corpus.

12. A bill was proposed on'the floor of the House ofIRepre-
sentatives, sent tb committee, and returned to the House
iloor for a successful vote. What is the next,step this
bill must go through in'Order to be9ome a laW?

A. It will be sent to the President for his signature.
B. It will be sent to the Senate for a vote.
C. It will be reviewed by the Supreme Court.
D. It will become a law without any further steps.

105



''' Handout 18 4 of 4

ITEWBOX
,

1. A newspaper can 'print its opinion as to how sell the-President is Aoing
his job.

2, ' A newspaper can make up an untrue story about someone and priint_J1----

3. A newspaper may print only news AappreNeirb-Ythe gOvernment.

13e. Which examples givn in the Ttem Box show what freedom
of the_press means in the,United States?

A. Item 1 only.
B. Items 1 and 3.
C, Items 2 and 3.
D. None of the Jitems.

14. Laws are made for the health and safety of the people in
a community. Should a law be made requiring all children
under 10 years of age to be in bed by 9:00. p.m.?

A. No, because the law woul.d be hard to enforce.
B. No, because parents should decide.
C. Yes, because ,chi1dren need,more sleep than adults

do to stay healthy.
D. Yes, because lawmakers know what is best for people.

1
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Handout 19=
(Activity 10)

EXAMPLES OF GOOD MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITBMS

1 of 2

Cognitive Knowledge (Recalling facts)

_Example: Which of the folloNing is the.main'function of the U.S.
SuprRme Court?

A. Making the laws.
B. Enfgrcing the Mtgs.
C. Interpreting the 4auis.
D. -Changing the laws.

Conceptual-Understanding (Applying a'concept)

_Example: Which of the following is,the best example of a civil
case? -

A. A citizen sues the town council for damages,result-
ing from a fall on a rough street. '

B. Two mgn are arrested for selling mar juana.
C. A businvssman is fined for pot hav ng the proper

license to do bdsiness.
D. Parents are charged for failing to end their child

'fto school..

Interpreting Skills (Reading tables and graphs and ma ing inferences
from data)

Example: Use tlie following graph on recent presidential elections
to answer these mosquestions (mite the letters refer to
particular candidates).

P/65
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575 K
55 T 3

52.5
so R N o

g 47 5
45 _ -

42.5 p0t 40
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B 13
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§ "35t, 32.5
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17.5
,15
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Percentage of comments about experience and ability

that were favorable

4

t4

I
Adapted frob Educational Risources Center, American Governmett

Issues (New York:- Tea-Clers College Press, 1981),.p. 18. Used by pr
mission. All rights reserved. 1,3;
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Examples of Reading GraPt:,.

411.

"

,2 of 2

Which candidate received the highest percentage of vote?

A.

B.

C. T

D. J

Which of the following best describes the relationsbip
hetween,e4erience/ability and percentage of vofe in
these elections as depicted in this graph?.

A. The greater the percentage of favorable coMments
about experience and ability that a candidate
receives, the higher the percentage of the Vote
he/she will get.

B. The greater the percentage of favorable comments
about experience and ability that a °candidate
receives, the lOwer the percentage of vote he/she
will.get.

C. Candidates with extremely large or extremely sthall
%percentages of favorable comments'about their
experience and ability receive loW percentages of
the vote.

There is no relationship between these two factors.
.

Example of Making.Inferences from Data:

What campaign-strategy is suggested by ihe relationship
shown odithis graph?

A. fR a:lat of TV ads.
B. ./Cettrre, experience and ability.
C. *Get ptpple'to see you as someone with good experi--

ence.and'Ahility.
:

D. Focus on other:,factors besides experience .and -

ability.

,

',
, While the two previOus test items assess ability,tp read what

.
p...

iS on the graph, thp latter item requires students to make a
\reagonable ltap (inferenee) from the data on the graph.

1 is



Handout 20 1 of 4
(Activity 10),

EVALUATING MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS
Guidelines

YES .NO

9,

1. Is the item stated clearly and simply?

2. Does the stem make sense.bY itself?

3. as the correct answer unquestionably correct?

4. Do,the wrong answers represent common or
reasonable eirorg?

5. Ijs the item not too easy and not too difff-
cult?

6. Does the,item measure the knowledge or under-
standing objeetive intended?

1

a
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A Collection of MultiRle-Choice LRE Items

Directions: The following LRE test items have been collectea from a
variety of sources. The intended correct answers are ,indieated by a
circle: The phrase to the left of the item indicates the knowledge area
the item is designed to tap. Your task is to evaluate each item using
the criteria given on the previous handout.

1. If no laws existed, whin Of the following would likely
occur.

44"
A

Need for A. People would probably not survive.
laws B. Governments would be stronger.

C. Families would move closer together.
E.) Acts of violence and acts against property would

take pface for a while, but eventually people would
make laws.

INK

2. Most laws were made:

. E) to p rotect the things we believe in.
Purpose of B. to provide.for the national defense:
laws C. to punish criminals. -

A D. to have a written record,so that future civiliza-
tions will remember us.,

3. Jimmy, a devilish lad of five, saw that 80-year-old Mrs.
Smith was about to sit in her lawn chair. He raced over
and.pulled the.chair.away. Mrs. Smith fell to the
ground, injuring her hip. -Mrs. Smith sues Jimmy's
father. Who is To6t likely to win the case?

A. Jimmy's father--Jimmy did not intend.to injure the
old lady, only to pull her chair out.
Mrs. Smith--Jimmy intended to pull the chair out
.and his family should pay for her injury.

C. Jimmy's father--parents are not legally responsible
for the actions of their children.

D. Nobody--the court refuses to hear the case because
Jimmy is only five years old.

Civil law. -

4. Which of the following actions would most,likely encour-

1/
age young people to observe-school rules? ,

A. Use physical punishment for violators.
School rules B. Ignore infractions of rules.

C. Keep threatening what might happen if someone dis-
obeys.

0 Compliment students for the observation of school:-
rules.

1 f

1 1
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Handout 20

Family law

a of 4

5. ,Parents/goaardians, by law, must provide their children
with,all.but which one of the following':

A. Fdod.
B. Clothes and shelter.
C: liedical attention.
(E): Ldve.

6. Which of the following isqlot a right, acdording to the
current Juvenile Court Act?

. A: Ttie right.to legal counsel.
Juvenile B. lthe opportunity to introduce evidence and cross-

.rights examine witndsses.
cy The right to'a jury trial.

.,D,. The right not to be a witness against one's self.

I .

7. oAn undercover agent promises to tell no one Of his work.
fiefinds out about a bank robbery, captures the crooks,

_but qeavesibefore the police arrive so as not to blow

11,,

,
his cover. His son sees him leaving and thirWs he is an
escaping crook. His son must decide between:

.. 1,
.

(..,-.) loyalty and responsibility.

II
Vilue

conflicts
B. honesty arid injustice.
C.

,

pride and sllame. ...

-D. 'rules and regulatioris.

11/
8. Much of the following best describei a community treat-

(..meht center?
e

*

11 Ju'stice
e An attempt at rehabilitation.N

B. A result of prison overflow.

r

system C. A'failing of the court system.

.11

.

D. An expensive shot in the dark.
1

1

C

W
1

ft

9. , In 1896 the Supreme Court decided, in ,the case of Plessy

li°

' vs. Ferguson that separate facilitiesrfor white and black
Americans did not violatt the 14th Amendmer4 sce long-as
the facilities were equal. This' (recision lent'legal
support for segregated schools in America.

II,
Dynamic

. .

nature of . In 1954 the Supreme Court reversed the decision of
. ?

law Plessy vs. 'Ferguson in the case a Brown vs. the Board

11 .

of Educatjon. The new Supreme Court ruling said that
separate facilities were inherentlpunequal. Segregated
schools were, therefore, a violation of the 14th, Amend-

II
.

. ment and were unlawful. How^could this complete change
in the Supreme Court's decision best be explained?

A. , The Supreme Court justices misinterpreted the 14th
..

AmendmenE in 11896.
,

The 1954 decision of the Supreme Court refleCted
bocial changes in the country.

11

C. The laws of the United States had changed.by 1954.
D. The lawyers who argued the 1954 case were better at -,

interpreting the meaning of the 14th Amendment. ,

. 1 '

1 1
c .
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10. Mr. Johnson, a canditite'ior city council, was driving
up and down the streets in a residential area throwing
rolled and banded one-page leafrets feom his car onto
the driveway or lawn of each home.. The leaflet ehcour-

, aged iedple to NO'te for him in the coming election.
Police
powers Two police officers stopped Mr. Johnson and told him he

would_have to find some way to keep the leaflets from
blowing or,risk being arrested for littering. Mr. John-
son told the police they had no right to interfere with
hisfreedom to-tistribute campaign literature in the Way
he.4 dnd continued to distribute his-leaflets. :
W at legal action could the police.oficers take?

A. They could impound his car and get a court order m
° stop Mr. Johnson from distributing any more'campAign

.j literature.
B. They could stop Mr. Johnson right then .;nd make hiM

pick up all of the leaflets he had already distrib-,
uted.

They could arrest Mr. Johnson for littering because;
his right to free speech does not give him the right'
to litter.'

D. They could confiscate the rest'of Mr. Johnson's
literature and force him to clean up the mess he
had made.



, Handout 21
,..(Activity 10)

1

4- SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOPING MULTIPLE12tHWE.TESTS

;-, .

Suggesiion0 for Stattng Problem (The Stem) ^

1 of 2

1. The lead or stem of the item must present a single, central pia/
lem, Test for thas by covering the choiceis and noting'whether the- '

stem, standing aloneis intelligible. Every tultiple,ohoide item
should be usable as d.free-response

,

-4 ,-
2. The stem should be stated simply and accurately and ihould contain

all material relevant to its sobution. Errors occur here primarily
because of omission of a statement of assumption, because the stem
is stated. ambiguously, or because it has complex sentence structure.

3. In most cases the stem.or problem should contain only material tele-,
vant to its solution. For example, "Johnny goes to the hardware-

. .

store tAtbuy some nails. If the priceof nails is ten cents a
pound, What-dOes'he pay for twelve'pounds?" (Poor) "What is the
price of twelve pounds of nails at ten cents a youndr' pefer)

4. The srem is better stated in direct question or in direct statement
form than in an incomplete statement-form, since in the latter
inadvertent verbal clues may lead to the best choice.

5. The problem should be stated in positive form whenever Apossible.
Students often respond,to negativestatements as- though _they were
positive. If 'the item cannot be srated in'positive form, underlin-
ing the megative words (e.g., not and never) Can be helpful.

6. Items requiring the student to express an opinion or value judgment
should, in mOst cases, esklor the opinion of an authority specified
in the stem rather than ,the student's own opinion.

, SuggestiOns for Developing Choices .(The Responses) '

1. the choices should be presented in logical order (e.g., numbers
lo

,

west to highest): -,. .

.

. .

.--.

-
--

.' _.----.
2. The correct choice should'he placed at random among choiceg -75

fixed pattern). k

,
;,

- ..,,

31 In elementAy school, a minimum of three choices should be given;
in high_school, a minimum of four. .

,
<

. .%
,

4. The correct choice.shOuld, he umfuestionably riglit; most of the tim,
, errors are made here by n aot havinthe answer complete enough. -

. .
5. The suggested WiOng choices shodld Tepresentcerrors commonly made

by' students in Class discussion rather than &neral misconCeptions.
The wrong choices must be wrong tot a specific reason (too general,
too cestricted, or incomPlete). ..

.1
.

. -

t.II' : 0

%
O 0 ;w.
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4^.
,The suggested choices should be as brief as Tossible. Avoiethe
necessity of measuringje4ding

7. Except in-lower relementary grades, the ,choices. should be lettered
arid capital letters shouldloe used for ease of-scoririg.

8. ,Irrelevant.clues should direct the student away from the right
answer if he or she, is unable tO answer tbe problem. They shquld
riever direct_the student to-the right answer: This prinTiple'is of
great importance because so many clues.are given in multiplechoice

, items. The clues usuallylall in the following categoties:

vWording in the stem gnd the best'choice is similar.
Zhe key word'in the steth is assqciated with key word in choice.
Choices are from different or varied domains.

Grammatical inconsistencies between steth and choices eliminate
Some choices..

Not all choices'are plausible. d3

Choices vary in length and complexity.

0,

"-.

z,
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.24( ACTIVITY 1.1:

USING INTERVIEWS TO COLLECT

STUDENT AND TEACHER DATA

Introduction: Interviewirm.is a very useful technique for obtaining in-

depth information fikom a kelatively small sample. It can be an effective

way to Probe tqacher and student-attitudes and perceptions in LRE proj-

ects. It is also a gob& method foroObtaining .spetifiC suggestions for

revision of materials and activities. In order to produce valid results,

however,,the interyiews must be planne,d and conducted systematically and

thoughtfully. This activity, which involves the particiwnts in rol'e

plays, is designed to teach participants the skills of successful
. ,

'interviewing and tb point out problems that need to be anticipated and%

resolved.

Objectives: Participants will be able to--

, 1. Observe n interview, and identify several pbsitive and negative

behavioi..s on the part of the interviewer and/or interviewee.

2. List several suggestions for ensuring that interviews are Viell

developed and well_conducted.

3. Construct a short interview form and conduct a successful

interview with it.

-

'Time: 2-3 hours
e,

Materials Needed: Handouts 22-24: newsprint and marking pens or"chalk-
,

board and chalk

Proceddrel

1, Introduce the activity by stating,that interyiews can be very

ugeful ways to gather data on LRE projecta, but ihey are not easy to

develop and conduct successfully. StAte that this activity will focus

on some common problems associated with interviews aneilays to alleviate

them. Also tell them that by the end of the, sesgion they will have

constructed and conducted an interview related to their LRE projletts.

49



2. Distribute copies of Handout 22, "Interview Guide for
4

Teachers." Explain that this interview form will be used in a simulation

of 'an'LRE interview. .Emphasize that this is not meant to be-a model of

a good form--on the contrary, it has some defUite negative aspects:

Explain that while the two facilitators simulate the interview, the par-

ticipants' tasks are to try to write down the responses of the inter-

viewee and to observe some positive and negative things that occur ih

the interview.

3. Conduct the simulated interview: (If two facilitators are not

available, ask for a volunteer4from the Participant group and brief, that

pefson in advance.) SomeCime during the role plq Make sure the follow-

ing thingsloccur:
7

- -The interviewer fails to probe to get the necessary infermation.
4

--The interviewer probes too much and leads the interviewee ,to a

response.

. --The interviewer cannot wr down all the informatian provided on

an item.
4

- -The interviewee rambles on one'or two items.

7-The interviewee gives a vague r,esponse.

4. Begin the debriefing by asking whether participants were able
A

to accurately record the data obtained for each question. Distribute

Handout 23, "Code Book for Interviewc Guide for Teachets," expkaining

that it illustrates the detail in which one can break down possible

response's to open-ended items for tabulation and analysis.

5. Ask the participants to identify things that happened during

the interview that caused problems for them. Make sure the points in

step 3 above .are mentioned.

6. Ask participants to identify positive and negative aspects of

the interview form.

7.. Distribute copies' of Handout 24, "Suggestions for Developing

and Conducting Interviews." Discuss each point using examples from the

simulation whenever possible.

8. Divide the participants into pairs and have each pair develop

a two-page interview form related to some aspect of their LRE projects.

9. Have each pair get together with another pair of participants

for role plgys of,their interviews. One member of each pair acts as the

50 .
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1

1

interviewer using their form, wIfile ,the second member is the interviewee

for the 'other group's'interView. The two interviews should not be con-,

Aucted simultaneously, so the two persons not directly involved,in each

interview .can serve as observers.

10. Debrief the role plays by asking participants to identifY any

problem§ encountered during the interviews. Post and discuss these

items, referring to the list oi suggestions as needed.

11. -Conclude the session by pointing out the advantage of using

interviews for LRE projects (see the introduction to t4is activity).

01.

,

141.1.,C*4(
a

C
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Handout.22 . 1 of 2
(Activity 11)

P

I.

o-

INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR TEACHERS

Could you give be a brief history of khe process.by which
law-related education became a part of the curriculum in your
school? (INTERVIEWER: REPHRASE THIS AS SUITABLE; THE POINT
IS TO GET A BRIEF RUNDOWN ON HOW LRE GOT INTO THE SCHOOL. TRY
TO SPEND NO MORE IHAN 3 MINUTES ON THIS QUESTION.)

p

\

11 12

13 14

ot,

, 15 16

17 18

I.

(INTERVIEWER: PROBE ESPECIALLY FOR THE FOLLOWING POINTS:)

a) kilo was conliaCted initially?

W16.!e1se became nvolved?

c) Who Vere the decision makers,in this process?

d) What factors influented them?

19 20

21 22

23 24

25 26

27 28

-29 30-

31 32

33 34

35 36

37 38

39 40

41 42
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2. Have you ever had any training in the law, other than in
the sessions you have already mentioned?

Yes

No (SKIP TO )

3. Can you tell 'me briefly about this training? '.
(INTERVIEWER: FIND OUT ANY OF THE PROJECTS WERE IN
ANY WAY INVOLVED IN THIS TRAINING.)

36 37 38

. . To what extent' has your LRE training been helpful in 39
assisting you to develop an effective program (or class
presentations)?

Not at all
A little
Moderately 40
A lot

5. Ha6 your experience teaching law-related education
changed yourviews of young persons in any way?

Yes

No

Explain

6. Has your_experiente-teaching law-related education made
any difference in the way you deal with young persons or
react to their behavior (either good or'bad).?

Yes

No

Explain

20

21 22

23 24

25

26 27
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(Activity 11)

CODE BOOK FOR INTERVIEW GUIDE 1FOR,TEACHERS

-

1. Could you give me a brief history of the process by which LRE
became a part of the curriculum in your school?

Initial impetus to adopt LRE came from:
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Teacher
Principal/building administrator ,

District superintendent's office
State dept. of education
Regiongl social sCudies.specialist
Educators' professional organization
An educator's spouse

11 12

(CODER: CHOOSE UP TO THREE OF THE REMAINING CODES
--21 through 49--TO,ENTER IN COLUMS 13-18)

Local educators first learned about LRE from:
21 Educators in a nearby school
22 Educators in another district
23 Educators in Another state
24 Local school board

: -

26. Judge or justice person, in the community
27 Others in the community
28'

29

31 Flyer, brockure, or letter from an NIJJDP LRE project
. 32 Conference oi awareness session by an NIJJDP LRE

,..
project

33 Training session by an NEJJDP LRE project
34 Personal contact with staff of an NIJJDP LRE project

35 Contact with staff or materials of a non-NIJJDP LRE
proj ect

39- Other

13 14

15 16

17 18

The initial content used for LRE:
41 Wab developed independently by a teacher
42 Evolved out of an existing coUise (e.g., consumer ed., business

'law)

43 Was imported from another school or district
44 Came from an NIJJDP LRE project
45 rcame from a non-NIJJDP LRE project
46 \

47

48
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lb. Who else became involved?

21 22
(USE CODESFROM PRECEDING PAGE)

23 24

7,

25 26

I . Who were the decision makers in this process?

-2-7 28
(USE CODES,FROM PRECEMG PAGE), ,

29 30

I.

31 32,

33 34
Id. What factors influenced them? .

Do not code the following platitudes:
"belief that LRE was worthwhile"
"it had something*to offer"
"I/we/they lited the idea"
"they found LRE interesting",

Perceived needs:
11

12
13

14

Delinquency problems in the community
Student unrest/student riots
Antidote for ghetto concepts of right and wrong
18-year-old vote requires added emphasis on r6kp9nsibility

15 Open-class scructure in school requlres added emphasis on
responsibility

16 Improvement of school/parent relations
17 of school/community relations
18

,Improvement
Perceived school needs--unspecified

19 Perceied community needs--unspeciiied (code here if not
specified as "school")

Expedience:
21 The curriculum had room for more electives
22 High-quality teachers were available
23 Teacher(s) complained of not enough to do
24 LRE seen as a device to build student interest in an-existing

course

Encouragement from within and outside the school:
31 Recommendation by teachers ,to administrators
32 Recommendation or favor#ble input from district
33 Recommendation or favorable input from state educators
54 Interest expressed by justfce persons in the community
35 Interest expressed by others in the community
36 Student enthusiasm/student interest 35 36

121



Handout 24
,(ActivitY 11)

SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOPING AND
CONDUCTING'INTERVIEWS

1 of 1

Developing the Interview ForTs -

Specify the informatdon you want and 1:1hr you want it. :

stk.

Anticipate responses to open-ended items and begin to,develop categories

of answers.

1<feep the forms short and concise.
0%

Conduct pilot interviews and revise the forms.

Training for the Interviews

Trait intervi,ewers on the specific use of the forms.

Make dlear to interviewers what Information you want and why.

Specify exactly where and how interviewers should prab'e.

ConUucting the Inierviews

Explain the purpose of the interview to interviewee.
-

//Assure the interviewee of confidentiality.

Glve the interviewee the form before tile session if pos6ib1e.

Be sure to pfbbe when necessary without leading the interviewee.

If you do not finish, set up another.time itmedi4ely.

Go over your notes right after the session and clarifY and elaborate as

needed.

Write'summaries of the interviews as soon aspossible.

1

^
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ACTIVITY 12:

USING OHS'ERVATIONS TO EVALUATE ROLE PLAYS

Introduction: Many law-related education programs use a wide variety of .

. -

instructional strategies. This activity is intended to help participants,

consider using alternatives td paper-and-pencil tests to evaluate these
.

strateOes and to provide thedi with the skills needed to use structured

observations t o evaluate role plays.

Objectives: Participants will beiable to
t.

1. Link, instructional strategies commonly used in LRE classes to .

specific evaluation techniques.

2. Construct an observational, instrument for use with a role play.

3. Use Vheir obseivational instrument to assess a role play.

Time: 1-1%2- hours

Materials Needed: Handouts.25-27, newsprint and peng or chalkbOard and

cila4, bag of poWdered sugar, sign's indicating locations in a house, and

cardSoard oi.real televasion

4110

Procedures:

1. Introduce the activity-by having participants brainstorm a

list of instructional strategies commonly used in LRE classes.. Post

these on 'newsprint or a chalkboard.

2. Ask participants to work in groups of three or four, linking
w 4

each of the '-strategies with several evaluation methods other than

teacher-made or commercial tests. While.such-tests are perfectly accept-

able techniques, other methods are also appropriate and may be more

congruent with some LliE,instruttional strategies. As' each group selects.

'evaluation methods, they should also indicate the strepths and weak-

nesses of each. (While participants are completing this task, you may

want to prepare for the role play activity which follows by setting up

the ,props, recruiting three participants to take part in the role play,

and giving them copies of Handout 25, "Directions for Role Play Partiti-

pants.")

f
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3. For each instructional strategy listed, ask one group to indi-

cate which evaluation technique they selected, as well as the strengths

and weaknesses they identified. . I
4. Indicate that the next step in the activity focuses upon the

application of one evaluative technique--observation--to role plays.

Distribute copies of Handout 26, "Search and Seizure Role Play." Ask

participants what specific knowledge. ssudents_could reasonably be
._

expected to demonstrate in this role play, and how they might demonstrate

that knowledge. List responses for each role.

5. Distribute Handout 27, "Observation Farm fo'r,Search and Seizure

Role Play,". explaining that it was developed using
(

the process the par-
. .

ticipants just completed. .

6. Conduct the role play, having workshop participants complete

the observation form as they, watch the role play.

7. Debrief by asking participants how they evaluated each role

player according to the checklist. Review the process for construction
. .

of observation Instruments, and indicate that observation is an excellent

method for assessing skills and knowledge but is not as effective for

assessing attitudes.

4.,

"?.........

I

I
1

I
1

1

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Handout.25 1 of 1
° (Actlyity 12)

DIRECTIONS FOR ROLE PLAY PARTICIPANTS

DETECTIV.i HUGH'BETTERLOOKOUT

You need a search warrant so you can catch Loui with the "goods."
Before you can get a warrant, you must establish probable cause.
An anonymous telephone call is not enough. The lirst thing you do
is stake_out Loui:s place. During, the three-day stakeout, you,
observe 27 -men and women entering Loui's house with TV-sized\boxes;'
all of this activity occurs between 3 and 6 a.m. You also observe'
15 persons leaving with TV-sized boxes or uncovered television sets.
This number includes one person who drove up in a TV repair shop
wtruck and left with ten sets."

After the stakeout, present your evidence to the judge, requesting ,

a warrant to search Louils home, 001/2 Slippery Way. But you for-
get to state specifically that you want to search for missing tele-
visions. Then present ihe warrant to Loui and search his home
completely. Search eve,rywhere, including dresser drawers, under
the sofa, and inside his shoes, where you will find a bag of
cocaine, You also find 237 televisions, 128 orwhich have been
reported missing and are traceable through identification numbers.

JUDGE MARY GOOD OLDTIME

You need to establish probable cause before you can issue a war-
rant. To do that, you first inquire about the source of Hugh's, ,

original information. That, source is insufficient to establish
ptobable cause. ,You then ask Hugh for additional evidence. If you-
do not believe the evidence he offers establishes probable'cause,
ask whatever questions you think are necessary to determine whether '
probable cause exists, If you decide to issue a warrant, you need
to specify the location to be searched and the approximate time of
day (nol,between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. unless you think Loui is danger-

'ous). You forget to specify object of this search. You also need
to specify a time limit for conduct af the search; you can give
Hugh no more than 10 days.

LIGHTFINGERED LOUI.

When Hugh arrives at your home, you ask to see the warrant. When
'you see it, you check the following:

1. Locatipn to be searched.
0

2. No moee than ten-day time limitation..
3. Reasonable hours of search.

You forget to check whether the objective of the search is speci-
fied. While Hygh conducts the search, be sure he confines his searCh to
apOopriate places. Protest when he looks, in your shoes; the police
have no reason to believe a TV might be found there.
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Handout 26
(Activity 12)

'OBJECTIVE:

ROLES:

SITUATION:

IIISTRUCTIONS:

SEARCH AND IZURE ROLE PLAY

1`of 1

This role slay will provide students with the
opportudity to demonstrate knowledge of search warrant
procedures, s specified for the three roles on the
attached o ervation form.

-.-Detective Hugh Betterlookont of the Woebegonp City
Police Department

Lightfingered Loui, alleged "fence"
Judge Mary Good Oldtime.

An anonymous telephone caller has just informed Hugh
Betterlookout that Lighlfingered Loui is fencing
televisions.

Each participant is responsible for ensuxing that the
law regarding search and seizure is followed; they
shonld thus ask whatever questions and present whatever
evidence is necessary to do that. Participants should
remember that the observers cannot read minds: any
knowledge they have about laws regarding search and
seizure should be expressed out loud.

4
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Handout 27 1 of 1

(Activity 12)

1

PBSERVATION FORM FOR SEARCH AND OIZURE ROLE PLAY

In this role play, students shouNd, be able to demonstrate knowledge of
search and seizure procedures appropriate to tfi-eir roles. Listed below .

are appropriate indicators of knowledge for each role: If the student'.
assuming a rple demOnstrates a particular behavior,,.plece a cfieck in the ,,'
D column next to tfiAt behavior. - If the student has the opportunity to
'demonstrate that behavior but does not, place a check in the ND column.
If the student does not-have the opportunity to 'demonstrate a particuldr
behavior (e.g., if the detective,shows Loui the warrant before Loui has
the chan,te to ask to see it),,chpck the NOP column.

DETECTIVE, (STUDENT: D ND NOP

1., lIollects evidence to establish.probable cause.

2. Presents probable cause evidence to the judge. ,

3. Requests search warrant, specifying oEjective
of search.

4. Presepts warrant prior to search.

5. Searches in places appropriate to the
objective of the,search.

a

JUDGE (STUDENT: 11 ND NOP

1. Seeks to establish probable cause.

2. Spetifies location or person to be searched.

3.
A

Specifies no more than ten-ay time iimit f6i
search.

4. Specifies reasonable hours for search.

5. Specifies objective of the search.

LOUI (STUDENT:

1. Requests to see the warrant.

2. DeterMines legality of the warrant by:

a. checking loC;'ti'On or person.

b. .checking time limits.

c. checking hour lkitations.

d. checking'appropriateness of the search.

a.

70.
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t;-- that it provides some suggestions fOr orpnfa.ing data files.
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3. After partqcipants hatre-te'ad-the handout, spend a few- minues
, ,--. ,

'discussiTig its key points and' their application to participants' proj-...
...,

II,

.

ects.
-!--
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. ACTIVITY 13:

COLLECTING DATA AND ORMIZINCFILES

Introduction: A well-designed evaluation plan and good inectruments for-

collecting data wild be of little use if the data collected are not safe-
.

guarded and organized in a way that makes retrieval easy. This activity
0

provides a brief reading on organizing and maintaininvdata files:'

Objectives: Participants will be able t6.7.7

1. List some impqrtant is'suest in establishing a data management

plan.

2. -Descrile one 'iriethod of organizing data files to facilitate

d4ta retrieval.

Time: 15 ininutes

: A

Materiag'S Needed: Handout 28'

PrOcedures:

1. Introduce the activity by telling the participants that the

benefits of a good evaluation des,ign and excellent,instrnmci-res can be

lost due to careless or ill-planned hanaifng.of data. ,Point out that0a-
, .

carefully planned data management -system can help prevent loss -ofdata,

facilitate data retrieVal an4 analysis, and ensure that all the data

needed aresoalected4.%

2. Distribute copies of, Handout 2,8, "Data Management," explaining

1
J'
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Handout 28 1 of 2
tActivity 13)

DATA MANAGEMEisIT

This handout is not-Intended as a complete guide to the art of data
management. Rather, it provides general suggestions for improving'data
management, along with detailed practical recommendations:

The firdt step4.n. establishing an effeetive data management plan is
to design a workable,filing system. jpne useful...way for projects to file

evidence is according to the 'sites at which. they are operating. ,For
example, if a project is working at three high schools, a data file
should be created for each;. test results and other data from Rocky
Mountain High would then he filed under that school.

,WithIn each,site file, documents should be organized.according to
pfoject goals and obfectives. A separate file should be set up four each
,project goal at each site. General project goals may need to be further
refined to indicate the implementation objectiyes that must be achieved
in order fO'r the projetct to accomplish a.particulargoal.

Another useful strategy is creating a data log for eadisite
Each log sheet should be labeled clearly by site and should include
space- to-enter the following inforMation=fär eaCh deicument-.0.1e-d:
document number, document title,....4pd the research goals and bhjectives
to which the document'applies.

As docUments are collected, bhey should be coded by site, assigned
consecutive numbeis, and related, to a project goal or objective.. For
example, a document might..44.4oded Sky High, document 10,_project goal
5, ohjective,B. The document should then be entered on the Sky High log
sheet and be filed according to the coding information. To,facilitate,

, comparing, data -across sites, it may sotetimes be helpful to use
color=coded instruments; lor example,4Auestionnaires sent to judges
might be printed on green _paper_,. :those_sentt-o-poliee --officers on blue,

OccdSional. a, document pertains to seVeral goals and'objectives.
In this case, the original-should be filed under one objective, and
"duMmy" sheets--sheets listing the title-bf,the document, its code
number, and Me locationshould be placed in the files for the other
applicable goals and objectives.' Use _of "dummy" sheets saves

duplicating expenses while all:Owing rapid tdentificationdof all evidence

bearing on an issue.

This system of filing allows review of the progress towardany goal
at any site-as well as identification of unfulfilled implementation

es objectives that may'be blocking prOgress toward broaderr gbals. It is

suggested that projects appoint' particular staff &embers primary-
respoiibility for individual sites. The assigned staff should.be
Yesponsible for developing,comprehensive knowledge about the program at
their sites. They should'review all site documents as they'7=are.
collected and systematically review files in order to gain detailed
knowledge 'about the sites and identify topics needing additional
documentation. It may be useful.for projects to develop, or have site
personnel develop, time lines for implementation of the program.
Critical points on these time lines could then be used as the points at
which detailed analyses of site progress ate conducted.
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Because some of the data collected may be quite sensitive, document
security and confidentiality must be maintained. Access,fo the,fi_les
should be limited to those who'need to work with the data. Ari}7 public
use of. the documents shodld be carefully controlled to protect Elle
identities,of both individuals and sites.

444..
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ACTIVITY 14:

ANALYZING AND REPORTING DATA:

SELECTING THE APPROPRIATE DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS*

Introduction: A wide variety of statistical techniques can be used to

effectively describe e'Valuation resultl. ,Care must be taken in selecting

techniques because different statistics emphasize different Wspects of

the data and because statistics can easily misused, o imply false

information. The purpose of this activity-is to give participants an

understanding of commonly encountered types of data and a method for

choosing the appropriate descriptive statistics for each It4also gives

them practice in actually presenting data.

Objectives:, Participants will be able to=-

1. Identify the eype of scale (nomihal, ordinal, or inter-Val)

used for a given set of data. , t.

Describethe characteristics of each of these three seale

types.

3. Choose tbe appropriate descriptive statistiOs to use Nhen,epven'

a-scale 'type ana a specific research question.:

Time: i3 houra

Materials Needed: Handouts 29-32, necisprint and marking pens, and tape

Procedure:

1. Introduce the activity by discussing the dilemma of having to

4eal with two conflicting requirements in P1/4?lesenting evaluation findings:

(1) presenting data in a way that the'afidience will.grasp in'the time

they are willing-to give to it and (2) presenting the data accgratelY,

without masking its subtleties and qualificationa, and without the dis-

tortions which can accompany simplification and summarization of data.

2. Point out that using the ffpropriate statistical techniques

'Can help resolve this dilemma. Stress that choosing dike proper statistic
to,

*This activity was developed by Robe-ft B. Abeason. '

P



requires care, however, because each emphasizes a different aspect of

the. data and because they can be easily misused to imply fa lse ipforma-
,

tiom Tell participants that this activity will help them choose the
e

,techniques td use in different situatiOns, in order to effectively pre-

sent their evaluatd n findingg.

3. P Distr ute the first two pages of Handout 29, Identifying
c

Nominal, Ordina , and Int erval nata." Explain that the different types,

of data have Oifferent characteristics; you must know which type you are

I.

deeaing with to.choose the apPtopriate statistics. Make sure the par-

ticipants understand the ypcdifferences betwepn the three tes of scales
11.

. ,

8 ,

e . 6 and how*to use the flowchart on the.handout. 'Then give them a few

minutes,tp work in groups of two or three to identify the types of data
II

,

for'each item on'page 2 of the'handout.r
,.

4. Distribute the last two pages of the handout. Discuss each ,

item, making spre paiticipants understand the correct AnsWer, the .11
,..

, .

reasons, and the comments.-

,-- 5, Dis- tribute Hltdout 30, "Common Descriptive Statistics."
!!

,

Explain that descriptive statistics are used to answer five genetal types
,

,of questions. For each general type of question, the chart shows some
.4..

,

.
11

common statistical- techniques that can be used for each of the three

,

types of data.. Note that any technique listed may, also be used for any
.

.

II
higher'level scale,,but not for any lower level.

-,, 6. Divide Ole particiPants into groui:§ of four or five. Give
.

IIeach grou-0 a supply of newsprint and alarking pen. Tell, the partici- Q4.
-,

,

,
pants that' each gtoup will have the same tasi i. to wOrk on for 45 minutes, ,

Tell'them not to look at what the other gtoups are doing, so tat you
..

h 11

. ,

will'have a nUtiber of independent scdutions "to the problek. When the % .

time IA up, et01 small group will haye a chance to present its solution
II

. .

td the-entiree-group.

7. Distributd Handout 31); "Presentation to School Board." Give
0

II
the groups 45 minutes to work on the task.

:

8. ,'Select a group and have 9ne member make a five-minute presenta-
,

tion'on their solution. Tape any visual,aids the group has constructed

,to the wall so they can be seen by everyone. Have as many groups report

on thelr solutions as time alloi/s.

13,2.A
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9. Have the enlire group discuss which techOiques worked best,

'whiCh not, so well, and why. Discuss which contained the Most information
.

.... in the mdat,understandablrway. Have'the participants point out any

technical errors, such As using techniques inappropriatebto the type of

data involvect,.0mitting titles, etc: . .

10. Fitally, pass out Handout 32, "Some Suggested Techniques."
,

.`: .

, Give the group a few minutes to look it over, and then discuss any, ideas
.

' this packet contains that were not covered in the presentatiSns. 1Be

.sure to point out that there is,no single correct approach to presenting

sista, as long 'as the:presentation is both comprehensible_and technically
, 0110-

correct.
9?

C

,



liandout 29 1 of 4
(Activity 14)

IDENTIFYING NOMINAL, ORDINAL, AND INTERVAL DATA

Three types of data-,IhreA-commonly encountered in evaluation
research: nominal, ordinal, and interval. Eash of these types of data
,has' unique charveteristics and requires different statistical
techniques. The definitions are:

--Nominal: scales campriqed of a set of independent categories
_ --Tv-i-fh no intrinsic order. Example: ethnic group.

(No arithmetic Operatidhs may be done on nominal
data, even if a number is assigned to each category;

.0
a these numbers 'simply represent names of the

categories and-are not "real" numbersi)-

scales compriesed of categories that have some order.
Examples: grades (A,, B, C, and F); Likert..0
scales. (lap arithmetic operations, such as
computingdaltic, may be done on ordinal data, since
these operations require equal intervals between the
points on the scald. ,For example, the difference in
knowledge 1)tween a student scoring A and a student
scoring B on an essay test is not necessaril the

same as the difference in knowledge between a
student scoring B and a student scoring C. Howev,er,

sin`Ce -the categories have an order, ordinal kale
scores may be ranked, the median (the middle score)
may be computed, and other order-dependent

1

statistics may be used.),

, --Interval: , ordinal, scales where the intervals between
categories (i.e., points On the scale) are all equal
(sometimes called "equal-interval" data). Example:

cage. (Arithmetic operations may be performed on
this type of scale.)

The following -flowchart can be used to determine which type of dhta
you have:

00,

You have
NOMINAL DATA

You -have

ORDINAL DATA
You have

,.INTERVAL DATA

-
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Directions: Indicate whether each of the following types-of data
is nominal, ordinal, or interyal:

1.- Answers-to-a survey question asking for the respondent's
Occupation.,

2. IQ scores.

Answers to an interview _question asking whether the
respondent's expectations for a workshop were met. Tlie

choices are:

(1) expectations Met
(2) undecided
(3) expectations not met

4. Answers to the qutstion in 3 above, except the choices
are:

(f) expectations met
(2) had no expectations

d'

(3) undecided
(4) expectations not met

,expectations not met, but had the wrong
expectations

(6) other'respopse
(7) did not respond

5. Number of times a student was absent from class during a,
semester.

6. Answers to a question asking whether students felt they
learned more from an LRE class than from other classes.
Ihe choices are:

(1) yes
(2) no

7. Answers to a question asking sebdents to indicate their
attitude tpdard some issue, on a 9-point scale, where
1 = strongry iri favor and 9 = strongly opposed.

8. Answers to the question in 7 above, except the chOices
are:

(1) strongly in favor
(2) in favor
(3) undecided
(4) opposed

0

(5) strongly opposed

9. Data from item 7 above (9-point scale) ranked-such that'
the student with the most favorable attitude n Ole claSs
gees 4 rank of 1, the student with the next most'
favorable attitude gets a fank dr 2, and so on.

10. Scores on a' classroom test consisting If 25'

multiple-choice items measuring knowledge of LRE
material.

11. Letter grades for a course: A, B, C, D, apd F.

1135
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, Handout 29 ,

4.

ANSWER GUIDE"

Doi 4

U. Nominal. :The antwers aould be "teacheri"
"lawyer," etc., independent categories that-have nO order even it coded:
with numbers. The numbersare toeally arbitrary names.and hava,no real
numeric meaninq. a

;

2. Interval. Some people.feel that IQ Scores are really ordinal,
because there As no assurance that'an increment of one IQ point always
signifies the same increment in intelligence. However, most people feel
that because.bf the way they'are constructed, IQ tests'produce interval
data. This ekallple illustrates that the line 4tween ordinal and
interval data can be I;azy and'open to argument.

3 Interval. This scale has only two intervals: one between the
positive response-and undecided, and the other between the negative
response'and undecided. Since "undecided" cab be regarded as a ktnd of
"zero reference,pbint,"' and,since the- choices allow only discriminations
between a positive and a negative response (but not thelagnitude of the I
response), we can consider the sike of the two intervals ag equal'. As
with IQ scores, however, a strictly conservative approach would consider
this an ordinal scale, since we cannot be absolutely sure the two
intervals are exactly equal.

4. Nominal. Adding the choices indicated, destroys any overall
order t'o the categories. Furthermore, the choices cannot be arranged in
any meaningful order. In fact, the scale probably no,longer even has a
single dimensiob; normally there is no reasonable way IO arrange the
categories of a multidimensional scale in ,lany meaningful order.

5. Interval. The numbers represent "real" quantties; it is

proPer to,perform all arithmetic operations on these data. '

6. Interval% This example is` a little .tficki. One's first'
impression is that this is an ordinal scale. Technically, however, 'all
dichotomies cello be considered as interval data because they satisfy both
criteria: .,,,(1),they have an order (one eategory is 'always more of
something than 'the other),andi (2) since they only have one interval,
"all" intervals are equal.

Ordinal. Ihe scale is defined so as to have an order.
, However, With nine categories, It is highly unlikely that the resulting

eight ,intervals are'r4ally.all equal; i.e., it is _highly unlikely that
'the 'nine points are exactly evenly placed along the"scale.

I:- 8. Ordinal or Interval. This one requires. 0.4e judgment. ,As '
diacussed in item 7,'with nine categories this is most probably an
ordinal scale. In .item'3, however,, the case was made for a

*, threecategory,Scale being interval. A Likert scale of 'five°categOries
is therefore.,somewhere in between. A judgmenumust be made as to-
whether the categories are approximately equally 'spaced along the
particular scale being worked wi'th.
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9. Interval.. Another triCly one. When you rank any ordinal
./

scale scores, you create an-interval.....5.cale, because 'T49ks represent

II

"real" numbers. However, it becomes a scale of ranks, sb that any
conclusions you draw pertain -to-ranks, not to the original attitude
seale. For example,,you can compute the tean, but.,it is the mean rank,

11 .

not necessarily the mean attitude.

. . 10. Ordinal or Inc%rval. Such a scale is usually considered to be
interval data because xhe scores represent actual numbers--numbers of

I above, the real question is whetfier an increment of one,point anywhere

correct responses. However, unless_the focus is on ranks, as discussed

on the scale always represents the same increment in- degree of

' 11

knowledge. Therefore, a judgment is again necessary. lf.the tegt items
are all approximately the same level of,difficulty, the scale is more
likely to be interval. But if the, test consigits of, for example, 24
easy items and one very difficult item, the difference between the

II
. scores of 24 and 25 clearly represents a larger diffetence in knowledge

lhan that represented by the difference between the scores pf 23 and 24.
In that case, the scale would be ordinal.

112
11. Ordinal. A very frequent misuse of statistics is to compute

grade-point averages by assigning 4 to A, 3 to B, etc. Simply assigning

II

numbers to ordinal 'categories does not create an interval scale. The

:*

extent of Ae distortion introduced by performing arithmetic operations
on ordinal data is determined by the extent to which the intervals
between the categories are unequal. Apparently, most people feel that f

I/
letter%rades are close enough to interval data that the convenience of

Q
,treating them as such outweighs the distortions introduced.

I.

<A,
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Handout 30
(Activity 14)

COMMON DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

.

Type of Question

.,

Type of Data

Nominal ,

.
.

Ordinal P Interval

.

GENERAL PICTURE:. What
general picture of
the group emerge's

from the-..data? '-

Pie charts
Bar graphs

Frequency'distribu-
tions

Grouped frequency
distributions

Frequency polygons
CumUlative frequency

graphs

,

.

CENTRAL TENDENCY:
What does the "typ-
'ical individual"
look like?

Mode'
.

Median . Mean
-

,

6.

VARIABILITY: How homo-
or het.erogeneous is
the group? ,

(special techniques)
,

Range

Interquartile range
Standard deviatioq
Variance .

INDIVIDUAL POSITION:
- .How does some sin-

gle i.ndividual(s)

comfiare to.ehe

rest of the group?

(special techniques)_

.

-.

Ranks

Percentile ranks

,

Standard scores (seg.)
z-scores)

RELATIONSHIPS: How do
specific variables

--relate to each
. Other within the
group?

.

---

Contingency tables'

.

Rank-order correla-
tion

..

.

Coefficient of cor-
relation '

,

,

,

.. .

Note:

1 of 1*

Any techniques shown may also be used for any higher level scale.;.e.g. nOminal stale techniques
may'be used with'Ordinal or interval'data, but interval scale techniques may not be used with
nominal or ordinal data.
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Handout 31

, (Activity 14)

PRESENTATION TO SCHOOL BbARD

The Task

You are a teacher at Crumpet High School.
you to attend a school boasd meeting at which a
program will be discussed. You are among the
district who infused LRE into your U.S. history
this semester. Now that the semester is over,
to know how things went.

1 of 2

The principal has asked
recently implemented LRE
few teachers in the
class for t'he first time
the-khool boaid wants

0

-During the discussion, you will be called upon to give a
fi -minute presentation of-data to the board, Your task now,is to
prepare one or mote visual aids to ilelp you present your data.-

0 Your Data

You have two sets of data to present. One ,set comes from a test,
consisting of five short essay questions concerning legl rights and
responsibilities that you gave to your class at the end of the semester.
You scored the test by grading each question as follows: 0 = wrong or
no answer, 1 = partially correct, 2 = adequate answer, and 3 = excellent
answer. Thus, students' scores could range from 0 to 15.

Your other set of data comes from five Likert-type items you
selected from an "Attitude Toward Participatory Citizenship" inventory
and also gave to your class at the end of the semester. * On this
attitudeinventory, 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = undecided,
4 = agree, and 5 = strongly agree. The five items were:

1. I can have a voice in what government does.
2. If a law were passed which I believed was unjust, I would work

to have it changea.4/
3. I would be willing to'serve on a jury.
Z. Most people in government care about what people like me think.
5. I would be willing to volunteer time to help a candidate with

whom I agreed.

You added up the ,responges
ranging from 5 to 25,.

to give an attitude score for each student

You also atked i colleague who did not infuse LRE into a similar
American history class to give the same tests, sci that you could have a

control group. The data for both classes are shown below.

Some Hints

All tables or graphs should have a good title and provide the
-information necessary to interpret the data presented. All columns on,a
table should be titled and the axes of all graphs shbuld be,labeled.

14
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,.The....mo.ile is the most frequ'ent score. The median.is tbe middle
score,(Ce., half the group.scOres above the median, and half scores:
below it). The meall_is the *4, othe Acores_divided by the number of
scores. Note that in a skewed diseribution, the mean is al4Sys more
fbward the tail of the distribution than the median, ansl the median is
alwaye more central than the mode (see diagram.below). For this reason,.

*these masuies can ,give different impressions of the "typical

individual."

Number o
Cases

Mo Mdn Mean
Score

: If you coAine data in a table, be sure you.do not mask some
important characteristics Of the group. For example, if a distribution
is bimodal (has two modes); don't combine the data.into categories in a

way that hides

Always report

Data

this bimodality.

the number in your.sapple.

Essay. Attitude.

Test- 'Inventory

Seore Scdre

ue..

Essay

Control Test

Students: Score

Attitude
Inventory

Score,
Your.

Students:

Student 1:
2:

3:

4:

, 5:

6:

7:

8:

9:

10:

11:

12:

_13:

14:

15:

. 16:
4

17:

0, 18:

19:

20:

7

14

8

8

15

9

10

11

11

7

12

13

6

13

15

12

13

5

12

14

9

50
11

12

10.

20

15

12

8

18

a
14

9

16

15

20

7

16

15

Student A:
B:

C:.

D:
so-0i ,

F:

G:

H:

I:

, S:

K:

L:

M:

0:.

P:

Q:

R:

S:

T:

7

10

11

-10

13

10'

9

9

12

13

8

7 .

12

11

6

8

5

4

10

17

'9

10

8

6

5

14

11

10

15

, 9

12

9
9

14

13

18

7

15

13

0
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'Handout 32

(Wctivity '14)'

4
r-

SOME SUGGESTED TECBN1QUiS
C.

Qf 2

No'single apf5roach to'analyzing and reporting data is always best.
Many techniques can be used, as:long ai they gre,technically correct ,and
comprehensible to,the audi.ence. Same suggested techni6es arg described

SI

1. First make frequency distributions of the raw data in d form
that allows you to see what you realU 'have. (The oieiginal raw aka gre
rarely easilywhderstood in thatform.) The 'eiiample_below represents
the essay test data for yqur

Score

" 15 If

14

13

12 '

11

10

Frequency

2

t.

2

.3

3,

2
46.

1

2

7 2

6 1

, 5
1

2. Croup the raw data ftequency distribution in a way that alfows
easier interpretation. A minimum of five and .a maximum of nine
categories usually works out well. Of course, the size of each categoiy
should be the same, except in special situations. Below, the essay vest
data are grouped into six categories, each two points wide.

Score

14-15

12-13

10-11

-8-9

6-7

4-5

Frequency,., Frequency
(your class) (control class)

4 0

6 4

3 6

3 5

3 - 3

1 2

1

t,
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tilAdetUt 32

,BEST CCM' AVAILABLi
2. of 2

,
3. Computp,any measures of centrar tendency, variability, etc. k.

,..

that you feeltwou10 A useful. In the example, we would select the
. mediamias the most-accurate measure,of centr4al tendency for the essay

trests`because ,

.. ,.,

, .- .. , , , --

. a.
- The distribution for you'r-class is skewed, so the median gives

.

.,

a more accurate picture-of the "typical ind.ividual" than
..-,

, ve

. either the mode or the mean. ; 0
C

We feel safer using the median rather than the mean, since we . _ ....(4..°'

t, can't be suree 1ave intervardata.

11

t Note that it ks easy to figure the median by finding the middle score on
ihe raw data frequency distribution (not the, grouped frequency. 1,,,-

<Aistrihution). In the exampld frc)m the.essay test data for your cfgsst
th (tenth score from the.bottom is 11 and the tenth score from tha top
is t. We split the.,difference and call the mediart,_1-1-.-5,--(Tor large

groups, theie are Methods fordomputing the median from the grouped
distribution; see a statistics book.)

4. Prepare a,,taVle or graph to display the data in an attractive
manner that also.pfovides the most information in an easily understood
formq. Be ow are examples of two common alternatives:

COMPARISON OF GAMPER H.S. LRE -INFUSED VS. NON -LRE -INFUSED AMER-
ICAN HISTORY CLASSES: END-OF-SEMESTER SCORES ON AN ESSAY TEST
ON LEGAL RIGITS AND RESPONSIBILITIES.

Test
Score

% of Students % of Students
(LRE Infused Class) (Non-LRE Infused Class)

14-15 20% 0%

12-13 30% 20%

10-11 15% 30%

8-9 25%

6-7 15% 15%

4-5 5% 10%

Total N 20 20

Median 11.5 9.5

e COMPARISON OZ GRUMPER H.S. LRE -INFUSED VS. NON -LRE -INFUSED AMER-
ICAN HISTORY CLASSES: END-OF-SEMESTER SCORES ON AN ESSAY TEST
ON LEGAL RIGHTS.AND RESPONSIBILITIES..

'_Number of 6

Students 5

4

3

2

4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13 14-15

Score on Test

-

B0N-LRE
(Nm20)

022 LRE
IN20)

1

ft

.
a

b
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BIBLtOGRAPHY

0 A

Commercially AvailableRasouilces

Thg resources listed below could form tIr basi 4. of'a project
04 p

,director's or te-acher.'s core personal library on firogram evaluation.
.

These resources .7ere selected for inclusion because they are practical

and g,aSy to 4nder6tand.i P

_

MagerRobertF. Preparing. Instructional.Objectivg§, Belmont, Cglif.:

,Fearon Pitman, 1975 (2nd ed.).

Mager'g little programme& book:IL the -writing of clear, precise
0

instructional objectives is still one'of the best "how-to-do-it" guides'
?

in the field. It takes the user through ',the objective-development

process in a straightforward, 'Step-by-step fashion. aaptersare,77"0.gjeC-
c .

tives," "Why We. Care About Objectives," "The Qualities Of Meaningful

Objectpmes,"_"Identifyins the Terminal:Behavior," "Further Defining, the
,

Terminal Behavior," "Sating the Criterion and "Self-test."

Morris, Lynn tyons, Carol FitzGibboffs,,Nand Marlene Henerson. Program
0

,

- Evaluation Kit: Beverly:Hills, Calif.: Sage, 1978.
. /

This set of gight easy-to-read paperbacks is intended to initiate

ttheilovice4into the. practice of evaluation. Thetexts are sequentially .

,

. . i

.arranged to provide important information at each step in.the evaluation

process.' Titles are: Evaluat

P

i.'s Handbook, How to Deal with Goals and/, .
Objectives, How to-Measure 4 t titudes, How to Measure Achievement, How to

.....,

Calculate Statiftics, and ilow to Present an Evaluation Report.

can be purchased indOidually or as a $et (at a reduced.pr ice).

The books

PattonMichael Alum. Qualitative Evaluation Methods. Beverly yills,

Calif.: sage, 118b.

..

Patton Iles written one of the finest introductions to qualiative

evaluatiOn currently available,. The boo.k provides a rationale fol the

approach, as.well as a philO'bophical. orientation. It also offers prac-

tical suggestions in such areas as obserying, interviewing, collect/ng

.,data in the fiel4, and date.analirsis. 0a
0

s.

I
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Rossi, Peter, Howard Freeman, and Sonia Wright. Evaluation: A.Systv,ttic-

Approach. Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage, 1-979.

-Thts comprehensive guide to program evaluation includes chapters-on

the following toiSics: "Uses of Evaluation Research," "Program Require-
..

ments for Evaluation," I:Research for Program Planning," "Mdnitoring Pro-

-gram Implementation,"-'"A Fiamework for Impact Assessment," "&igoTous

Methods fu'Impact Assessment," "Approximate Methods for Impact Assess-
..

ment," "Measuring Efficiency'," and "The Context of Evaluation Research."

Tuckman, Bruce Wayne. Evaluating_Instructional Programs. Boston: Allyn

and Bacon, 1979.

This is a general guide to designing and conducting both formative

and summative evaluations of educational programs. The guicke provides

suggestions for each step in the evaluation process, presenting case

studies of evaluations as examples.

TenBrink, Terry D. Evaluation: A Practical Guide for Teachers.*, New

York: McGraw-Hill, 1974.

This clearly written textbook provides not only speErfic guidance

and practice for teachers but also general consideration of the cgritexts
;

and purposes of educational evaluation. The focus is primarily on stu-
4

dent evaluation, but-curriculum and instrutrional evaluation, components

of the decision-making process, are also discusSed. Evaluation is

treated as information tethering for decisiom making, rather than as

merely "tes:ting." The three'major segment's of the book are "Concepts

Important to an Understanding of the Evaluation Process," "Steps, in the

Evaluation Process," and "Procedures for Constructing or Selecting Svc-

cifi,c Information-gathering Inse:ruments."

sub4,ect areas.

Examples are drawn from all

Practical easy-to-understand sources on the use of sIatistics are

more difficult to find. TheetWo'books li:Sted below are unfortunately

out of print. Because they are easily understood by the novice, however,

they are well woth a trip to the local p.brary. If neither is avail-
,

able, consult an introductory statistics text--or a statistician!

145
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Franzblau, Abraham N. A Primer of Statistics for Non-Statisticians.

New, York: tarcourt, Brace, and World. 1958.

This little paperback provides an excellent, nontechnical introduc-, u

tion to statistics.focusing on copcbpts,and rationale, rather than
.

formulae. Quick and easy reading.

. .

Senders, Virginia L. Measuremen0.and4Statistics. New York: Oxford

University Press, 1958.

This very readable statistics' bcrok is intended for use.in an intro-
_

ductory college statistics coutse. The material is somewhat, technical

and -comprehensive, but it,is about as clearly presented and understand-
.

able as is poesible.

4

Resources in the., ERIC System
a

The, resources benw are available through the ERIC (Educatiional
.

Repources InforINtion Center) system. Each resource is identified by a

,

, six-digit accession number. Abstracts of and slescriptive information

I/

'about all of these resources- are published im a cumulative index,
vz. ..

.
,

. Resources in Education (RIE)". This information is also accessible'

BRS.

through three major on-lilne computer searching systems: DIALOG, ORBIT,

and ,
e4 .

. Most of,these doctiments-are available for v,iewing in microfiche

I
.

(MF) at libraries that subscribe to the EKC Collection. Microfiche

...
copies of ehese documillts can also be puechased from the ERIC Document

A
Reproduction Service (EDRS). Paper copies of some documents can also be

.. .

purchased frpm EDRS. Information about the, availability of every docu-,

ment listed Is'incl,uded at the,beginning of the annotation, along with a

code indicating the prices,for.bot4.ticrofiche and paper cepy. (The,

order form at the end of thiS seCtion contains a key to the price code,
.

and other information about ordbring coyies from EDRS.) If a document

is not ayailable frciai EPS., the source is provided.

146
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SaMilel. Evaluating Educational Programs. Princeton, N.J.: Educa-

tional Testing Setviq., 1979. ED 1713 59,6e MRS price: MFOI plus
.

paStagq..- PC available only from publisher%

--------
_

The activities of the Educational'Testing Service JETS) in

.evaluating educational programs are described. Programi evaluations are

categ orized as needs assessment, formative evaluation, or 'summative

4
evaluation. Principleg used by ETS researchers in evaluating programs

are described for each of the phases of 'evaluation: (1) making goals

explicit, (2) measuring prOgram impact, (3) working.in field settings,

(4), analyzing the data, ane(5) interpreting the results.

Cate-s, Debra M. Program Evaluation and the Management of Change,Using

the Individual as a Frame of Reference. Paper pfesented'at the

Adult-Education Assotiatian .Copference, 1981. ED 208 221. EDRS

price: MFOI/PCO2 plus postage.

.

The Omaha Teacher.Corps ProjeCt has developed a comprehensive eval-

1

uation plan involving not .cmly concrete data puc Individuar I e ict
o .

well. Its evaluation program consists of seven levels of evaluation:
0,

input,s, activities, participation, ,reaction, learning, practice change,

and end result: Six exhibits illustrate the logistical matters con-

cerned with data collection and documentation of each level. One com-

ponent of the evaluation' °process is the Concerns,Based Adoption Model

(CBAM), a model that uses the individual as its frame.of reference. It

,

views the change process within formal organizations as entailing the
& .

individval's movipg through several identifiable stages of concern about
I/

the innogation and eight levels of use of t,he innovation. Levels of use
9,

are assessed using a validat,ed; focused-interviell processl.
.

1 ,,

I/

. ,

,

Curriculum Review Handbodk: Social Studies. Oklahoma City: Oklahoma

State llepartMent.of Education, 1981. gD 208 536. EDRS.price: Al.
* u , .

14F01/PCO2 plus postage. 0.,
- °

I . ,

e '

This, handbook's eight sections consist pribarily of open-ended IIt,

questions- and checklists that allow,for.flexibility and,adaptatiowin

reviewing, analyzingqand evaluating a school's sacral studies curric-.

ulum. The major section on'program evaluation contains a lengthy check-
.

64
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list that teachers can use'to determinAthe presence of elements that

ld be included in a quality Social_studies,program. The areas

covered are program philosophy, organization and administration,

instruction, materials and resources, and evaluation.

,

Voss, Gary and others. A System for Documenting and Evaluating the .

Experiences of Pre/Inservice Teachers. Columbus; Ohio:to. Ohio State

University, 1981. ED 211 500. EUkS price: MF01/PCO2 plus postage.

Ohio Stem UniveNsity's College of Education has created the Student

Information Syst.emr,(SISt) asva,means of receiving feedback and evaluating
=

its teacher education programi. SIS'is desfgned to monitor students'
,

skill development at many'stages and takes,into consideration the inter-
.

related factors that shape teachers. This document presents the reasons

for creating the SI§ 6d the system's components. The instrumentation

of the SIS, includingetables describing the SIS components and a ci.oss

section of a stage in professional development illustrating the compo-

nentS, is included.

Elementary Program Review Handbook and-Seconddry Program Review Handbook.

Sacramento, Calif.: California State Department.af' Education, 1981.

ED 212 080'and ED 212 081. EDRS price: MFOrplus poSlage for each
7

document. pc available only .from publisher:

California's review process has been designed toAudge the effeqs

.
of the school program on stu ents and staff and to identify,. opportunities

/

for improving the program. The elementary handbook tontailis three chap-
.

'ters': one describes the program review process, the second,explains how

to conduct a rev ew an Includes\ the criteria used' td'judge.and4mprove e

A \ I /
p . , .

programs,
e

and the third describes how tp report find.ings. The secondary,
, g

,

handbookidescribes th'ree parts of review: the effect of instruction
. , '

on students, the effect o? support a instruction, and theaeffect of the

improvedent process on support and instruction. For teach,. tlie hantlbasik
.

.., ..
. 7. .,

provides criteria for judging quality.\ a_guicle for, collectfng InforMW-,
\

tion, and worksheets for preparing sugTtions on program improvethent.

65
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- /Evaluation Guide.- Atlanta: Georgia State Departmeht oi Education, 1979.
*

e

ED 181 566. EDRS price: MFOI/PCO2 pluS.' postage. "PC also avail-,
. .

.

.; able-from publisher. :.

1/4

(

. This resource guide provides :step-by-step guidance to help schools

evaluatd an adopted prograM. _It offers, an overview of the appoaches

most useful for evalUating a'schoolwide or districtwide prograM adoption.

It emphasizes that:, evaivatioR should be addressed from the firseday of'
,

-planning to provide,daia for short-term and long-term ecisioR-making.

Topies covered include evaluation purpose, goals and obje tives, assesi-

Ment instruments, data requirements, data collection, data analysis,

- monitoring, and reporting.

.

, 1 II
Gold, Robert S.'and others. Evaluation Studies and Change: A_Review of' e

the.Literature. 1979. ED 212 645.° EDRS price: MFOI.plus post-

II,
agee. PC not available.

,
This document reviews the literature related to' the use of evalua-

II
tion results. Discussed are analysis of evaluatioh.results :and tech-

.

.nlcal methods Tpr implementing suggestiong. Twenty-one pages of selected

references are provided.

. HafiSen, Desna Wallin. Program Evaluation--Staff/Faculty Development:

Providtng a Frameworic. 1981. ED 212..209: EDRS,price: 'MFOI/PC01
-1-

plus postage.
^

Basic considerations for evaluating a faculty. 'development, program

are considered. The framework consists of,establishing.the parameters,

designating the purpose, assessing the developmental stage of the pro-

gram, cIetermining general methods of evaluation, and defining the cri-

teria for suctess. Determining the purpose of the program evaluation'

requires a ponsiderabli degree of knowledge.of the programt and objec-

tiyes, as well as the political and economic factors, affecting any
k

partictilar program. 'Before deciding the method of evaluatioR to be used,

those involved should take a close look at the stage of the development
i

program to be evaluated. *M9ithods of program evaluation include the

historical-descriptive appr'ach, the measurement-correlational mOdel,

Oasi-experimental designs the dev.elopmental-intensive model, the
.

1.4G 66
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-actiOn-research approach, illuminative evaluation, and the consultative

approach.

(

Jones, Leon, Educational Evaluation:,Service or Menat,e. 1979. ED 201
A -.

.706. EDRS price: J4F011PCO2 plus postage.

b .

'This paper analyzes educational evaluation and assesses its value'

11

tothe educational process: The development of evaluation research and
,

.:: practice is outlined 4nd formative and summative evaluation techniques

. ' are compared. The facets of formative evaluation examined inClude:

le...- (1) its nature ,afid. application; (2) howit is cofiducted, (3) when it

. should be implèmented, (4) where it is conducted, and (5).who implementa

qhe Process. A seneral Znalysis of evaluation with special attention to
,

the possibilities for negative effects contludes the paper.

1

,
& ft Z .

Program-gelated EvaluationManual and Staff Development Package. Los

Angeled: Los Angeles Unitied School District, 1980. ED 210 282.
a ,

. EDRS price: MF01/PC04 plus,postage.
h

This manual is clesigned to accompany, staff development.. sessions in

--'shich.''researeh and evaluation personnel discuss key areas with adminis-

trators, evaluators in schools, and area office personnel. forms and

methods for assessment and reporting of pupils' progress in a-local
4

tchoplls instructilmal program are illustrated. Methods of establishing

an:evaluation 'committee and the Iunctioning of it to review program

implementation, qualitSi, outcomes for students and staff; and the match

between buaget,and. expenditures are outlined: Specific forms are repro-
. ,

duced, and directions for their use are incluiled..

Raizen, Senti A. and Peter H. gossi, eds. Program Evaluation in,Educa-

'tion: When? How? To What Ends? Washington, D.C.: National Academy
<

of Sciences', 1981. ED 205 614. EDRS price: MFOI/PCI2 plus post-
.)

age. PC also available from Natidnal'Academy Press.

In response to a provision of the Education Amendments of 1978- con-

cerning evaluation practice's and procedures,- this report examines Lour

aspects of evaluation .ie ducation, fdcusing on how funds allocated to

evaluation can,be sp nt more effectively and yfeld more useful resultg:.



On this basis, recommendations are made to both Congress and the Depart-
,

ment of Education. These are presented in an opening summary and then

discussed more fully in.each.chapter. The first chapter is designed as

an introduction to the background and scope of the report. A definition

of valuation is given in chapter 2, which also addresses congressional

concern with uniform methods and measures in the context of delineating

different types of evaluation and their-appropriate use.. Improvement of

the quality of evaluation forms the substance of chapter 3. Discussion A I/
,

in chapter 4 centers upon the utilization and)dissemination of evaluation

resuldt. The final chapter makes recommendations'for improved management
%

and Organization and presents implications for this derived from preced-
.

ing chapters.

Roberts, Sarah. Communicating Evaluation Results. Palo Alto, Calif.:

American Institutes for Research, 1978....,ED 181 345. EDRS price:

MFOI plus postage. PC available only from publisher.

The goal of this,module is to help Users develop the skills needed I
to produce an effective evaluation revort in terms of content, format,

IIlevel of,sophistication, accuracy, and organization. The module format
$

consists of an overview3 goals, objectives, outline, time schedule,

glossary, readings, skill development activities, and bibliography. A
11

Coordinator's -Guide iftcluded has detailed insttuctions for presenting
1 , 1

. 0

II
the module in a workshop setting a N well as the facilitator's roles ands

functions, and the criteria used in 'assessing the participants'Achierecoft

ment of module objectives.
I 1 II

174 ,

Ru2Ssell, Dale and others.. Developing a Workable Needs Assessment

'Process. Los, Angeles: Los Angeles County Superintendent of

Schools, 1977. ED 179 565: EDR5 price: MF01/PC04 plus postage.

This training guide was developed for inservice training on imple- 11
$ .

menting the concepts mid practices involved in needs assessment. Fifteen

-
steps are desctibed: (1) determining the scope and possible outcomes of I
the progrtm, (2 ) establishing decision,rules, (3) sitating goals for each

component, (4) aeSIgning priorities tO the goals, ,(5) conceptualizing
I

the data collection process,7(6) obtaining measurement instruments,

-,-
. II

15 ,
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(7) obtaining the supeintenderWs approval, '.(8) collecting, summarizing,

and reporting the 04,data, (9) setting final performance standards,

-(,10) determinihg needs, (11) determining the priorities among needs,

(12) determining the ieasibility of the desired program; (13) identifying

the possible causes of existing weaknesses, (14) developing program

obTectives and 'activities, and (15). reviewing the proposed programs.

ftercises include selecting and ranking goals, selecting a needs assess-

ment model, and questionnaire development. A pibliographS, is appen4ed.

Spirer, Janet E. Assessing Experiential Learning in Career Education.

(\Taper p*resented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational

Research Association, 1981. ED, 199 273. EDRS price: MF01/PC01

plus postage.

Although this paperifocuses bn assessing experiential learning
.

strategies in career educationi man)", of the points discussed Would also

...)rapply to.other areas. Thp following six points should-be Considered

before an assessment piogram begins: (1) assumptions, (2) gbalS,

(3) outcomes, (4) leSrning eilvironmene l (5) rqle of assessors, and.

P (6) focus. Two basic typeS of assessment are performance assessmere

(assessing an experience as it odcurs) and qutcome assessment (evaluat-
.

ing the.,result d r end prodUct of lea"rning). The same tchniques may be,

. used (or both types. Asse4smeht techniques ±nclude direct assessmenv,,

seif-assessment, work sample, simulation, and paper-and-pencil tests..

Before selecting one or a .combination of assessment techniques,triangu=
g

4,

lation.(verification of the infornation obtained) and types ot program

outcomes sOvld be considered. Other factors.suclvas level of realism

dqired, coststime available, and staff available must be considered

when designing the assessment scheme.

StOne, JaMes C. and Raymond A. James, eds. Quali.tative Evaluation.

Berkeley, Calif.: California Council on the Education of Teachers,

,1981. ED 207 991. EDRS priCe: MFOI/PC06 plus postage.

"Qual,itative evaluation" is the theme of this issue of the,

California Journal of Teacher Education. Ralph Tyler states that eval-
c

uation is essentiall,y e criptive and using numbers does not solve basic

problems. Martha_Elin Vernazza examines,the issue of objectivity in
A

mr.
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history and its implications for evaluation. Johp W. Ratcliffe discus-
. A

ses some recent paradigm shifts in scientific thought and presents some

methodofogical guidelines fon evaluation that are'congruentr with these

shifts; Mark 51. John distinguishes between seeing what is happening

'

and one's kmage of What is happening. Other articles describe a variety

of evaluation s
4

Talmage, Harriet and Sue Pinzur Rasher. QuantifYing Qualitative Data:

The Best of Both'Worlds: 42aper pesented gt the annual meeting of

the American Educational Research AssociaiiOn, 1981. ED 204 396. I/

EDRS price: MFOI/PC01 plus postage.

An appro;ch for merging quantitative-qualitative data in order to -

enlarge the evaluator's perspective and provide an enriched data base

for evaluating elusive evaluation problems in school settings is

described. A replicable model for conducting mini....case studies and

analyzing within and across school data illustrates that quantitative

.and qualitative dap are integrative and serve a confirmatory purpose.

Both qualitative and quantitative data haVe inherent limitations, but

integration of the two will exten the scope of the data base and

generate new variables. Abandoning the view of quantitative and quali-

tative data as dichotomous permits the development of synthesizing

methods for discerning program effects in an organized, rational, scien-

tific manner.

Wanous, Donna S. and Wrniam A. Mehrens. Helping Teachers Use Informa-
,

tion: The Data Box Appioach, .Washington,'D.C.: National Council,

on Measurement in Education, 1981. ED 212 653. EDRS price: MF01/

PC01 plus postage. PC also.av4lable from publisher.

Describing the findings and insights gained from a two-year research
\

and development project, this document focuSes on the current measurement

needs of teachers and tke instructional processes for meeting those
,

needs: The article is divided in o four segments: (I) a description of

lthe literature in the field of e c ational measurement that guided the

development of the project, (2),a description of the project, its goals,
,

and components, (3).a discussion of the results from the field trials,

and (4) a set of reflections abont.recommendations for the professional

153 70
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Q

development of teachers in the content areasof educational measurement.

The "Data Boxv is introduced and described as an rnstructional package

having teachers investigate the use of assessment data in a variety of

instructional decision-making situations. Vajor measurement concepts

teachers need to-know, and a thorough evalyation plan, are given.

Williams, Paul L.'and Jerry R. Moore, eds. Criterion-Referenced Testing

foi the Social Studies. Washington, D.C.: National Council for

the Social Studies, 1980. ED 196 784. EDRS price:

postage. PC available only from publisher.

This bulletin discusses current issues and praCtices in social
f-. .

studies assessment, ways to improve testing, and methodologies to

strengthe the Validity, reliability, and valtle of test.s. The primary

MF01 plus

purpose o the bulletin is torbring the social,studies profession up to

date about the issues and s rategies involying criterion-referenced

testing. The bulletini,s six chapters examine such topics as inadequate

treatment of assessment issues in social studies, characteristics\of

criterion-referenced tests and their applicability, the National Assess-

ment, and procedures for ensuring.psychometric integrity for criterion-

referenced tests.

"'gib
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(See Charts Below)

Date

Signature

Title

UNIT PRICE SCHEDULE

MICROFICHE (MF)

NUMBER FICHE EACH ED A PRICE CODE
1 to 5 (up to 480 pages( MF01

6 (481-576 pAgesl MF02
7 (577-672 pages) MF03
8 (673-768 pages') MF04

Each additional -
microfiche (additional 96 pages)

Price
$ 91

1 10
1 29
1 48

19

PAPER COPY (PC)

NUMBER PAGES EACH ED % PRICE CODE
r to 25 PC01

26 to 50 PCO2

51 to 75 PC03
76 to 100 PC04

Each additional
25 pages

Price
$2 00

3 65
530
6 95

1 65

ORDER FORM

SHIP TO.

BILL TO.

ED NUMBER
No OF
PAGES

NO OF COP s UNIT
PRICE TOTAL

MF P

44.

-

TOTAL NO. OF PAGES SUBTOTAL

TAX EXEMPT NO
VA RESIDENTS ADD

4% SAI4ES TAX

DEPOSIT ACCT. NO.

SHIPPING

TOTAL

CHkFITS FOR DETERMINING SHIPPING 'CHARGES

1st CLASS POSTAGE- FOR
1-3 4-8 9-14 15-18 19-21 22-27 28-32

Microfiche Microfiche Microfich-e Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche Microfiche

ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY ONLY

$ 20 $ 37 $54 $ 71 $ 88 $1 05 $1.22

,U.P.S. CHARGES FOR

'1 lb 2 lbs 3lbs 4 lbs 5 lbs 6 lbs 7 lbb 8 to 20 lbs

3375 MF
or 1-75 PC

76-150
MF or PC

151-225
MF or PC

226-300 .
MF or PC

301-375
MF or PC

376-450
MF or PC

451-525
MF or PC

526-1500
MF or PC

PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES PAGES

Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed Not to Exceed

$1 49 $1 86 $2.23 $2 59 $2 96 $3 33 $3 70 $4.06-$13 45

NOTE Orders for 33 or more micro iche and all orders lOr paper copies iPCi will bp shipPed via United Parcel Service unless otherwise instructed

. 15:5
72

Revised Nov 1981
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APPENbIX A

SAMPLE ACENbAS FOR EVALUATION WORKSHOPS

, As you begin planning your use of the activities presented in this

handbook, 'T.ou should keep twoquestiong in mind:, (1) What is your major

evaluation goal? and (2) Who will be responsible for each step in the

evaluation process? For example, your gdai may beto evaluate your pro-

gram, either for the purpose of improving the.program or in order to

determine the program's impact. Individuals responsible for various

Steps ip the evaluation procedure may include teachers, administrators,

and project staff. On the other hand, your goal may be to evaluate stu-

dents. Student evaluation,may have a number of purposes--to diagnose

student aptitudes and skills, to check student progress:to compare stu-

dent kuowledge and skills against a norT or againse ,their knowledge and

skills,prior to enrollment.in the LRE class, or to determine whether the

materials, content, and teaching strategies selected are achieving the

desired student learning. The evaluators in this case might be all the

teachers involved in the LRE program;

To assist you.in thinking about how you might use the activities

provided in tlie handbook, we have developed three hypothetical situations

and have designed a workshop format to accompany each. These formats

illustrate hOw you can analyze your own situation and design an appro-
,

priate workshop agenda.

Situation 1

Yollirare the social studies coordinator in a medium-sized school

district (3 high schools, 14 junior highs, and 28 elementary schools).t

During the first semester of the past school year, you chaiied a curric-

ulum committee of seven teachers and two building administrators, which

designed a law-related education program for grades 8 and 9. The com-

mittee selected ten important concepts (e.'g%, justice, responsibility,

privacy) and developed a two- to five-day lesson to accompany each con-
,

cept. They then wrote a curriculum guide detailing,how these concepts

should be taught within the context of the eighth- and ninth-grade social

studies curricula. A list of supplementary materials for teaching these

concepts is included as an appendix to the guide. The guide was distrib-
..
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uted to all eighth- and ninth-grade teachers.for

semester.

P
The committee would nolt):,like to know whetlier teachers are using the,/

guide and, if so, how well/they feel the prograin is going. Thus:your/

goal is to evaluate the extent of program implementation and the sucee'ss

of the program once implemented. You maY-gwant..t.o do some student testing

to find out if insrructional goals are being achieved, but such testing

4

use during the second

will be optional at this point.

The committee members, whiiare relatively inexperienced in the area,

will share the responsibility for conducting the evaluation. The com-
.

mittee members can devote one day to receiving training in evaluation.

Before you begin planning the workshop, you read pages 3-19 of the

handbook, "A Model for Evaluating LRE Projects," and determine that the

committee members should uflderstand how to esrablish goals and objee-

tives, should have some knowledge about a variety of data-collection

techniques, should know how to conduct interviews with participating

teachers, gnd should understand what to do with the data once collected.

.Based on those priorities, you design the workshop format shown below.

WORKSHOP AGENDA: SITUATION 1

Activity ,Activity

Number 'Title

3 and 4

6 and 7

Goals for LRE

and

Stating LRE

Objectives

Evaluation

Techniques and

Law-Related

Education

Questions

and,

A Variety of

Evaluation.,
Techniques

lime

Purpose of Activity Workshop

TO learn whether your program

goals and objectdves meet the

specified criteria. You may

have to rewrite some of them,

the first step im modifying

the new program. .

To identify the-advan(ages and

disadvantages of various quali-

tative and quantitative evalua-

tion techniques and.to choose

those which will be most appro-

priate for your specific needs.

1' '
1

2 hours

Required

Related

Evaluation

PlanningA

2-4'hours

2 hours 3-4 hours

I.
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Activity

Number

Activity

Title Purpose of Activity

Time Required

Related

Evaluation

Workshop Planning*

11 Using Interviews To learn die techniques of

'to Collect interviewing and to practice

Student and conducting an interview.

Teach.er Data
-woo-

13 Collecting Data

and Organizing

Files

To establish a process for

collecting data and organiz-

ing files.

3 hours 1-2 hours

30 minutes

*Does not include time for conducting teacher interviews and writing a report.

Situation 2

Five lith-grade teachers in your district have been*teaching a

curriculum entitled "Law: Teen-age Dilemmas" for the past three years.

The course was developed by a few teachers based on their perceptions of

student needs and community desires. The principal thinks the course

should be dropped next year, even thOugh enrollment is high. The

teachers have come to you, the evaluation consultant for the district,

for help in-demonstrating'to the principal how ignorant 10th-graders are

of.the law and how badly they need such a course. The teachers distrust
7

standardized tests and want to develop their own instrumentation. They

are willing to spend one evening a week during January and February

planning the evaluation. You select the series .of activities shown

below for use with the teachers.

Activity

Number

Activity

Title

WORKSHOP AGENDA: SITUATION 2

Purpose of Activity '

6 Evaluation Tech-

. niques and Law-

Related Education

Questions

7 IndiCators and

Techniques

Time Required

Related

Evaluatioh

Workshop Planning

To stimulate te ers to think 1 hour

about the mott AOpropriate

techniques for use in testing

stukent knowledge.

To provide more in-depth

information about the various

evaluation techniques and the

relative Advantages and dis-

advantages of each.

75 1
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Activity

Number'

Activity

Title Purpose of Activity

9, 10, Using Likert To learn how to develop and

11, and Scales fo Eval- administer four types'of

12 - uate Student instruments: Likert scakes,

Attitudes multiple-choice tests, intgr-

views, and observation formats.

Using Multiple- (Depending on the techniques,

Choice Tests to selected by the teachers, yoe:

Evaluate Studene.may be able to skiPone or

Learning more of these activities.)

Using Interviews

to ColIect Teacher

and Student Data

Using Observations

to Evaluate Role

Plays

13 Collecting Data

and Organizing

Files

14 Analyzing and

Reporting Data:

Selecting the

Appropriate

Descriptive

Statistics

To establish a process for

organizing and storing data.

(If you have an ongoing proc-

ess, you' m;y wancto skip

this step.)

Time Required

Related

Evaluation

Workshop Planning

3 hours 6-8ours

2 hours. 6-8 hours

2 hours

1 hour

minutes

To learn how to design a report 3 hours

for the principal. Covered will

be what type of data to report

in what way to accomplish a par-

ticular goal--in this case, con-

vincing the principal to continue

LW.

4-6 hours

4-6 hours

8-12 hours

Situation 3

You are the head of a cUrriculum committee that is just beginning

its work. You want to be sure that tha program your committee develops

has enough detail so,that ii can be evaluated when the time comes.

After talking with'your school district's evaluator, you Wave decided

thit you wi4.1 take your committee one step further and will include

suggested indicators of success with your program goals and objectiVes.

The evaluation training outlined below will be conducted as part of the

committee's regular work.

<

1

1
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Activity

Number

Actimity

Title

WORKSHOP AGENDA: SITUATIO14 3

Purpose of Activity

S

Time Required

Related

Evaluation

Workshop Planning

2

3

4

The Evaluation

Process in LRE

Coals for LRE

'Stating LRE

Objectives

,5 Organizing and

Refining LRE

Goals and

Object.ives

8 Indicators and

Techniques

* To learn that curriculum devel- 30 minutes

.opment is part of a,larger proc-

ess which includes evaluation. .

Jo learn the appropHate cri-

teria for writing goals which

can be evaluated.

To understand,the difference

between goals and objectives

and to leAn how lo write,

adeptable LRE objectives.

To write goals and objectives

for the curriculum.

1 hour

1 hour

2 hours

To list indicatórs of achieve- 2-3 hours ,

ment for each of the previously

developed goals and objectives.

e

-
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'APPENDIX B

PROJECT LIST

The projects listed below have developed instrumentation for usein
c r

evaluating LRE programs. The projects ate listed in alphabetical order

.by state. Each project's name and address are givdn along 'with fist .4

of the types of instruments available. The types of instruments are
,

doded according to Ihe'following key:.

I.NSTRUMENTS FOR EVALUATING CLASSROOM.INSTRUCTION/iMPACT ON YOUTH

1--paper-and-pencil.tests of student knowledge/skills
. _

/
2--paper-and-pencil purveys of student attitudes/behavi'ors t

3--student interviews

.4--teacher interviews

5--teacher questionnaires
. 40

6--classroom observation formats

INSTRUMENTS FOR EVALUATING TRAINING:

7--311oer-and-pencil tests of trainee knowledge/skills

8--paper-and-pencilsurveys of trainee attitudes

9--trainee-interviews

10--traindr interViews

11--training observation formats c,\

OTHER INSTRUMENTS

12--surveys/questionnaires

13--interviews

14--other

All of the projects have agreed.to make.eing1e copies.of theirs,

instruments available to projects or programs having 'similar evaluation

needs. An asterisk next to a project's name indicates that a charge for
, .

_copying will be made. .,
.

.

This list is by no means exhaustive: There are literaijy.hundreds

. A earl com kete
,

listing is provided in ABA's Directory of Law-Relpted Education Projects.

Those seeking particular,kinds'of evaluation instruments may want -to

consult the Directory s project descriptions to locate projects with
,

objectives similar to their own. In
t
fact, the Directoiy may also bA,.

useful in determining:thether instrumvts from the projects liated_below
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would be usitfud to another project or program. The Directory.ts fourth

edition (1982) is available for $4.95 from ABA, 1155 E. 60th-Street;

C.,11

OhiCagO, IL 60637.
1

California

,

Curriculum Strateiies 7or
Delinquency Prevent oh

ATTN: Norma Wright.
Santa Clara County Office of

EdUcation.
100 Skyport Drive

- San Jose, CA 95115
Instruments: 2 (grade 12)

Law irj, a Free Society/Center for
Civic Educltion .«

5115.,Douglas Fir Drive, Suite 1
Calabasas, CA 91302

' Instruments: 4, 5 6., 8, 9
1

District of,Columbia

*National Street Law Institute
605 G Stireeit, N.W.

Washingtop, DC 20011

Instruments: 1--(gmdes 10-12)

Georgia

*Georgia Center for Citizenship
and Law-Related Education

' Georgia State University
-Bdx 604

University Plaza
-* Atlanta, GA 30303

, Instruments: 5, 8, 9, 11
't

*LaW=Related Education CUrriculum--- Impro:iing CitizenShip EducationN
Long Beach Unified School Dist. ATTN:-Helen W. Richardson

701- Locust Avenue Fulton County School System
. Long-Beach, CA 90813

fnstruments: 1 (junior/senior
high), 5, 12 (students)

Youth Action Cenker for Positive
Change

439 W. Compton Blvd, -t

786 Cleveland Avenue, S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30315
Instruments': 1 (grades 1-12),

2 (grades 1-12)

Illinois

Compton, CA ,90220 American Bar Association
Instruments: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, Special Committeebn Youth

10; school and nonschool youth t'ilucation for Citiz;nship
are covered 1155 E. 60th'Street

.Chicago, IL 60637

. Instruments: 8,'12 (secondary
teachers)

*Lac.h-Re4ated Education Evaluation"

Constitutional Rights Foundation/
Chicap

122 S.' Michigan, Suite 1854
Chicago, IL 0603
Instruments: 1 (grades 9-12),

2 (grades 9-12), 3 (grades 9-12)

,Colorado .

Projedc
Box 3578
Boulder, CO 80303
Instidments:, 1 (gradeg'50. 7-12),

2 (grades'5, 7-12), 4, 5; 6, q;
' 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.(law school

deans, community resource per-,
sons, seflool administrators), 13

. (school administrators:Jaw stu-
dents, community i.esource per-
sons); school and nongchoof youth
are covered

1

1
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Massachusetts

Courts and the Classroom

District Court Department of the
Trial Court of Massachusetts ,

209 Essex Street
Salem, MA 01970
instruments: 8, 12 (court person-

nel)

Michigan.

chool Justice Project
Oakland Schools
2100 Pontiac Lake Road
Pontiac, MI 48054
Instrumelits: , 1,02

Missouri

*Law and-Education Project
4130 E. Lexington
St. Louis, MO 63115
Instruments: 1 (uades 5-6)

1,
*Legal Rights and Responsibilities,
'in a Free Society

ATTN: Carl C. Fehrle
109 Education Building
Unlversity'of Missouri.
Columbia; MOi., 65211
;InstrIlments4 .r

,;

Rigflas and Responsibilities of
Citizenship in' a Fre.e Society

Missouri Bar
Box 119

Jefferson City, MO 65102'

Instrud4!ts': 1 (high school),

New ieisey

West Orange Law Education Project
22 Municipal Plaza
West Orange, NJ 07052
Instruments: 2 (grades K-9),

Oregon

Oregon Law-Related Education
Project

220 SE 102nd
Portland, OR 97216
Instruments: 1, 7, 8, 12 (teacher's

Pennsylvania

*Community Involvement.for
Responsible Citizeliship

Two Allegheny Center, Suite 1300
Pittsburgh, PA -15212
Instrumene's: 1 (grades 1-8),,2

- (grades 1-8) , 4, 5

Justice Educationieaching
Strategies

Pennsylvania Department A
Education

333 Market Street
Harrisburg, pA 17108

Instruments: 1 (grades K-6), 4,
13 (parents, school administra-
tors)

. *New Jeriey Laio-gelated Education
Project

Inst.itute for Political and Legal
Edutation

207 Delsea_Drive
RD 4, Box 209,

Sewerl, NJ 08080
InitrumentS:. 1,(grades 9=12), 2

(grades 9-12),.3, 4, 5, 6, 9, .1.2-

(potential program adopters)." .

South Carolina

Ways of the Law
2712 Millwood Avenue
Columbia, SC 29250
Instruments: 1 (grades 9-12), 2

(grades 9-12)

Tennessee

*Tennessee LRE
Peabody Center for ECoabmic and .

Socfhl StudiesEducation
Vandelbilt University
Box 320
Nashville, TN 37203
Instruments: 6,,8,.9

81
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, Vermont

Law-Related, Education Project
Department oS EdUcdtion
120 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05602

Instruments: 1, 5, 7, 12

4

,

Virginia-
,

Virginia Institut e for Law and

Citizenship Studies,
School of Education
Virginia Commonwealth University
1015W. Main Stueet
Richmond, VA. 23284_
Instruments:. 1 (grades-10-12), 2

(grades 10=12), 7, 8

82
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